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Consultat ion Stage 1
Tell  us about Meadowbank
Presentation Boards

MEADOWBANK_Place Brief

Place Brief - Tell us about Meadowbank

The ‘Tell us about Meadowbank’ consultation marks 
the beginning of a journey that can be shaped with 
and led by the local community in conjunction with 
The City of Edinburgh Council, Collective Architecture 
and Ian White Associates Landscape Architects.

Throughout the consultation process we will use 
the place standard tool to engage and develop the 
public opinion to create a unique opportunity that 
could enhance the connectivity between the sites 
existing green spaces and surrounding streets, using 
the site as catalyst for wider regeneration to create a 
mixed use, active, safe and attractive destination that 
inspires people and improves lives.

Following the approval of Planning Permission in 
Principle for mixed use development on the site there 
is the potential to re-establish a positive relationship 
between Meadowbank, Restalrig, the adjacent parks, 
and surrounding streets.

01
“Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody,    

only because, and only when, they are created by everybody.”
- Jane Jacobs

Due to the site’s rich heritage, distinct 
character and central location, Meadowbank 
is one of the most exciting development 
opportunities in the city at the present time. 

Throughout the consultation process we 
will use the place standard tool to engage 
and understand the public opinion, this 
creates a unique opportunity to develop 
the connectivity between the green spaces 
and surrounding streets within the site. This 
site can then become the catalyst for wider 
regeneration, creating a mixed use, active, 
safe and attractive destination that inspires 
people and improves lives. 

Wishaw terrace and the Wheatley Elms

Junction of Marionville Road and Wishaw Terrace Marionville Road
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Marionville Road turnstiles

Marionville Park
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Local facilities
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02 Context within Edinburgh

Location
The site is located close to Edinburgh’s city 
centre and is currently home to Meadowbank 
stadium.  The site is defined on its southern 
edge by London Road. The southeast of the site 
is defined by an existing railway line with two 
7 and 10 storey office buildings beyond. To the 
west, the site is bounded by Wishaw Terrace, 
with 4 to 5 storey tenement housing on the 
west side of the road and a line of mature Elm 
trees on the east Throughout the consultation 
process we will use the place standard tool to 
engage and understand the public opinion, this 
creates a unique opportunity to develop the 
connectivity between the green spaces and 
surrounding streets within the site. This site can 
then become the catalyst for wider regeneration, 
creating a mixed use, active, safe and attractive 
destination that inspires people and improves 
lives. side. To the northwest, the site is bounded 
by Marionville Road with 4 storey tenements on 
the north side and mature trees on the south 
side. The northern edge of the site is defined by 
1 and 2 storey semi- detached houses with rear 
gardens adjoining the railway line forming the site 
boundary.  

The wealth of connections are a key feature of 
the site:
• Adjacent to dense urban core of shops, offices 

and places of work.
• Alongside neighbourhoods of housing, schools 

and amenities.
• Vibrant green spaces a short walking distance 

with parks nearby.

Local travel is facilitated by a regular bus service 
and cycle network.  Regional and national 
travel is possible with the East Coast mainline 
adjacent and Edinburgh’s principle train stations 

Meadowbank is surrounded on all sides by a wide 
variety of different building styles. This character 
study sets out to identify key features:

•Piershill Square- Tall 4 storey facades, perched on 
substantial two storey sandstone walls, elevated 
position .
•Tenements on London Road, 3 storey with attic 
level, dormer windows, chimney stacks and a highly 
varied roof line.
•St Margaret’s House- Substantial 8 storey brick 
facade, regular window patterns.
•Restalrig Village, historic cottages, much smaller in 
scale, pleasant, distinctive neighbourhoods.
•Marionville Avenue, semi detached houses and 
bungalows, all with feature bay windows and 
generous gardens.

Waverly StationCalton Hill Arthur’s SeatHolyrood Park PortobelloScottish ParliamentLeith WalkLeith Docks Queen Street Gardens

1.8 Character study

on all sides by a wide variety of 

facades, perched on substantial 

Tenements on London Road, 3 

windows, chimney stacks and 

SKY LINE LOOKING SOUTH

The site is a short distance from Hollyrood Park, where Arthur’s Seat dominates the skyline to the south.  

This is an unusual land form, distinctive to this part of Scotland.  In front of Arthur’s Seat, the varied roof line 

of Victorian tenements is visible.  Highly ornate and rich in detail, this is another positive feature of the views 

from the site.  Two large office bloc s in bric  also dominate the s yline 

However this is also a “green” site with mature trees to the public 

edges: London Road, Wishaw Terrace and Marionville Road.  The 

self seeded trees along the railway also add to the ecological value 

remodeling of the perimeter.  New housing will return the site to 24 

This study also takes cognisance of the engineering studies where 

Character study

Aerial photos
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The earliest mapping covering the site shows 
it to be predominantly farmland up until the 
start of the 19th century where it becomes 
known as ‘Restalrig Meadow’, much of which 
belongs to the Earl of Morton. Kirkwood’s 
map of 1817 is the first to show the presence 
of St. Margaret’s ell with a north-east south-
west road providing access. St Margaret’s 

ell H S o. T 7S  7  was a 1 th 
century spring with a surrounding vault which 
was demolished and removed in 18 0 with 
the remains rebuilt in Holyrood park. n 1 , 
as part of the works on site ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games, the site of the well 
was uncovered and backfilled. irkwood’s 
map also shows the site to be crossed by a 
burn orientated north- east south-west.

03 Heritage and Culture

1870

1817 Historic Plan by Kirkwood and Sons
Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland

St Margaret’s Well Restalrig Antique Print 1847

Uncovering the well before the Commonwealth Games
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History

y the middle of the 1 th century, the orth ritish Railway had 
been constructed and a large railway depot called the St Margaret’s 
Station orth ritish Railway orks and Locomotive epartment’ 
was constructed to the east side of the development area. It is 
noted that during the construction of the depot the remains of St. 
Margaret’s ell were removed and backfilled. The depot included 
a turntable for locomotive engines and comprised a large number 
of buildings. The works continued into the early 20th century, as 
can be seen on the subsequent 1 08 and 1 14 rdnance Survey 
maps. However, by the 1 31 rdnance Survey map, a collection of 
neatly arranged pre-fabricated houses were built on the site to the 
immediate west of the Railway Works. In the years following WW2 
the ‘turning platform’ was remodelled and the roofed engine shed 
removed. A large football ground has also been laid out to the north.

Piershill train station

Allotments to the south of Meadowbank in 1978

View of depot taken from London Road over bridge.  Site of original round house and turntable is visible    View of the signal tower with locomotives entering and leaving the yard

Locomotive on the section of railway now known as the East Coast main linePhoto of Clockmill Road and the locomotive sheds, now demolished

Heritage and Culture

1877 Historic Plan by Ordnance Map of Southampton
Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland

Piershill Station entrance/ Clockmill Road Clockmill Road present day

View along Clockmill Road towards London Road
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1. Meadowbank Sports Centre
2. Meadowbank Racetrack
3. Gas Governor
4. St Margaret’s House
5. Meadowbank House
6. 4- storey residential
7. 4/5-storey tenements
8. Holyrood Park
9. Lochend Youth Football Club
10. Lochend Park
11. Lochend Loch
12. St. Ninian & Triduana Church
13. Marionville Fire Station
14. Saint Margaret’s Parish Church
15. St. Ninians’s RC Primary School 
16. Meadowbank Church

10
11

Cultural/Leisure

Residential

Business/ Industry

Educational

Please let us know what other key facilities or 
buildings that we should highlight 

05 Contextual Analysis

Local Context and Key Buildings
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LEVEL 
HA S 

When developing any ideas for sites and communities it is important to consider and discuss any physical or cultural constraints from the outset. 
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View from inside looking south east

View from inside looking south west
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View looking East

View looking West
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Landscape

Cycle links to wider city 
connections

Community Gardens 

Create a civic ‘destination’ and route 
along a vibrant/active cycle path

Opportunity for vibrant spaces 
and places to gather, learn and 
grow.

Opportunities to strengthen and 
compliment existing public realm 
with street edges and pedestrian 
access.

Local Nature Conservation Site | 
Respecting the ‘sites’ neighbouring 
Parks and encouraging access 
through the site and along Holyrood 
Park.
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Moving Around: 
Can I easily walk and cycle around using 
good quality routes?

Public Transport:
Does public transport meet my needs?

a fi   a
Do traffic and parking arrangements allow 
people to move around safely and meet 
the community’s needs?

S ee   a e
Do buildings, streets and public spaces 
create an attractive place that is easy to 
get around?

Natural spaces:
Can I regularly experience good quality 
natural space?

la   e ea
Do I have access to a range of space and 
opportunities for play and recreation?

  al  
Is there an active local economy and the 
opportunity to access good quality work?

   
Does housing support the needs of the
community and contribute to a positive 
environment?

Social Interaction: 
Is there a range of spaces and opportuni-
ties to meet people?

de   el
Does this place have a positive identity and 
do I feel I belong?

Feeling safe:
Do I feel safe?

a e  a e a e  
Are buildings and spaces well cared for?

e e  Se e  l  
Do I feel able to participate in decisions and 
help change things for better?1 - Very Poor     2 - Poor      3 - Fair       4 - Acceptable      5 - Good      6 - Very good        7 - Excellent
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Name .........................................................................

Postcode .........................................................................

Age

a    e e e e  l   e ead a  ea

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

a l e   e e
Do facilities and amenities meet my 
needs? (shops, schools, places to eat etc)

G

A:

0-19 20-40 41-60 60+

Collective Architecture comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018. If you have any questions or concerns about your personal data, please do not hesitate to contact us.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Day 1 Feedback

Place Standard Tool

Throughout the consultation process we will use 
the Place Standard tool to engage and develop the 
public opinion.

The Place Standard tool provides a simple framework 
to structure conversations about place. It allows you 
to think about the physical elements of a place (for 
example its buildings, spaces, and transport links  
as well as the social aspects (for example whether 
people feel they have a say in decision making .

Why place is important?
here we spend our time has an important effect on 

our lives and our wellbeing. Improving the quality of 
places and the opportunities we have access to can 
help to tackle inequalities.

Understanding the existing and potential strengths 
of a place can help us make good decisions and 
allow us to target resources to where they are needed 
most. This approach can deliver better results over 
the long term.

The Place Standard tool can also support the design 
and delivery of successful places, creating good-
quality development where people want to live.

Who the tool is for?
The tool is designed for everyone to use – communities, 
the public sector, the third sector (voluntary and non-
profit organisations , and the private sector. People 
will want to use the tool in different circumstances 
and for different purposes, but it allows people to 
work together productively and consistently across 
sectors and boundaries.

0
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Place Brief Comparison

Day 1 Day 2
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Combined Word Frequency 
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21ST CENTURY HOMES

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE 
CONSIDERATIONS

SCALE 1:2000 @ A3

MEADOWBANK HOUSING

INFORMATION

NOTES

-

REVISION

-

DATE

04/05/2018

CHECKED

SR

1. Mature wheatley elm trees (13-21m high)
A key asset of the site - 'A' category.
Ensure build line is outwith root protection area (RPA), plus 
nominal 5m additional offset for construction activity zone. Root 
heave within asphalt footpath to be resolved - offers scope to 
improve public realm to Wishaw Terrace, London Road & 
Marionville Road.

2. Mature evergreen leyland cypress tree group (14m high)
Provides substantial screening for properties on Marionville Road 
into the stadium. Height and density of evergreen vegetation also 
creates considerable shade and blocks south facing aspect and 
light into properties on north side of road. Recommend removal.

3. Mature grouping poplar, willow, lime and sycamore (9-15m high)
An attractive group, providing a strong edge to railway line and 
some screening of stadium from existing housing to north. 
Recommend retention.

4. Sycamore group
Trees to be removed to accomodate new development.

5. Mature rowan / sycamore grouping
Mound 3.5-4m above pitch level with mature tree grouping, and 
1.7-2m high brick wall bounding railway line, form a considerable 
degree of screening into site from a number of existing 
residences, which, if retained, could form strongly defined 
landscape edge.
Some trees on west will have to be removed to provide 
(emergency) access, but will require careful detailing in order to 
retain others on mound - retaining wall may be necessary.

6. Piershill loop railway line vegetation
Provides valuable degree of screening of site from housing  
north of the site, that lie several metres lower than the sports 
ground level. However, any high development blocks would be 
conspicuous / potentially overbearing so building / landscape 
mitigation within the site will be critical.

7. Scrub
Vegetation to be removed to enable connectivity ro Restalrig 
Avenue at level 7m lower.

8. Landscape treatment to boundary
Required to soften metal palisade fence lining railway and to 
minimise impact of regular train movement.

9. New path link
Re-establishing important link to Restalrig via 
connecting path with challenging 7m level 
difference. Would need to be 147m to achieve 1/21 
non ramp gradient, however as this is not an 
access to a building, it could be a steeper gradient 
that is still provide an accessible route.

10. Community garden
Potential to lease ground from Network Rail, but 
footbridge over Restalrig Road to be restored.

11. Relocate Network Rail access point
If connectivity to Restalrig Road is to be achieved, 
relocation of access will be required. 
To be agreed with Network Rail.

12. Wall / Gas govnor
3.5m high wall and large gas govnor where site sits 
lower than London Road. Access to gas to be 
maintainted. Potential for this to be a 
service area for Uni student residences also but 
views out from 1st floor level and upwards to be 
carefully considered.
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Electrical 
charging points ( 

more than 1)

No student flats

No 
Hotel

Lots of existing 
wildlife here 

already, butterflies, 
bats, foxes, 
squirrels. 

Dangerous 
Junctions

NO 
BUILDINGS 

Objection - to 
flats/housing of 

any sort 

More tra c - it is 
already a 
problem 

Dedicated 
cycle ways 

PARKING- 
current problems 

Bring back -TRAIN 
STATION 

Mixed Use SPACE : this 
could be used by 
locals, art studios, 
social housing (not 
affordable housing), 
graffiti walls. 

Good play 
park needed 

Electric car 
charging points 

100 years trees 
lived on this site - 
vital for wildlife, our 
local air quality. 
PLEASE KEEP

Allotments 

Nursery and 
Primary School 

Reduction of 
traffic speed. Add 
cycle/walking 
infrastructure Allotments 

Indoor sports 
Facilities

Football facility 
for Edinburgh 

city+ Leith 
athletics 

Create more sports 
facilities, place of 

relaxation and meeting 
local community in a 

safe pleasant park. Add 
tennis courts and cycle 

routes 

Go Ape Style - 
ADVENTURE 

PARK 

Allotments ( as 
shown in 

historic plans )

ALL TREES 
TO BE KEPT

Park land+ 
allotments 

MORE 
SPORTS 

FACILITIES

More/better 
access roads, 

better sporting 
facilities for the 

area. 

Cycle lanes 
connecting to 

other areas 

All existing trees 
are worth far more 

than a newly 
planted (which has 
a chance of failure 
and will take years 

to establish)

The number of trees 
should be increased 

substantially, 
including long-lived 

species (cedar, 
chestnut, oak) as well 
as short lived (rowan, 

birch)

Protect not just 
Wheatley Elms 

but all trees 

Community 
allotments. Grow 
your own food.

Keep green space  
for wildlife + air 
quality. 

 Plant more trees

Retirement 
Homes

Pedestrian 
Bridge over 

Railway 

To engage the local 
community in 

health+ fitness . 
Green spaces, 
cycle walks etc

Enable people to 
walk through the 
site. No need to 

walk around.

Flats- keep 
colours and 
materials to 
blend in with old 
buildings

24 hours 
shopping

Opportunities for 
local business rather 

than housing or student 
accommodation or 

hotels

Too much tra c on 
marionvile road and 
no car parking so 

keep tra c on 
London Road 

More
 recreation 

opportunities 

Arts/ music/venues/
community garden and 
space for the people in 

the community . No 
hotel/student /retail - 
not regarded already 

planned to St. 
Margarets House

Housing for 
vulnerable

Retain all site for 
sports/ recreation/ 
community space/ 

rooms 

Single storey 
flats for elderly, 
disabled 

Focus on 
sustainability , 

100% eco-friendly, 
green roofs, solar 
panels, flagship 
eco-project foe 

Edinburgh. 

Objection - high 
buildings opposite 

flats on London 
Road. No higher 

than current wall so 
can’t be seen.

No more STUDENT 
accommodation, 

only SOCIAL 
HOUSING. Classes 

for fitness and 
classes should stay 

the same size. 

This area is very 
congested at 

peak times as it 
is 

Current 
amenities, also 
shortage of GP 
surgeries etc. 

Concerns about 
maintenance 
(particularly of 
sports centre)

High 
volume of 

tra c 

No student 
accommodation, 

no hotel, no 
more housing 

Not enough 
schools, 
nurseries. 

CYCLE 
LANE

Social rent 
HOUSING 
(council)

No rubbish bins 
on Marionville 

avenue/ Wishaw 
terrace.

OBJECTION - 
TO TREES 

BEING REMOVE

Loss of facilities 
who uses 

St.Margarets 
house

Cycle ways 
through to 
Restalrig/
Lochend 

Concern if flats 
become AirBnB, 
resulting in noise 
etc, but not the 
“COMMUNITY”

No more student 
accommodation, 
more a ordable 

housing 

No 
hotel 

No new flats on 
Marionville Road 

Nothing higher 
than existing 

stadium.

Council wants 
housing 

Concerned 
about schools, 

GPs

Worry that the 
new stadium is 
much smaller To bring 

together 
surrounding 
COMMUNITY

Concerns 
regarding 
already 

congested road-
London Road 
(pollution etc.)

Better connections 
through the site: bike
+people. Particularly 
to Queen’s Park and 
Restalrig Railway

Pedestrian / cycle 
route though the 

site.  A green, tree-
lined alternative to 
walking or cycling 
on London Road. 

Nothing higher 
than the height of 

trees, potential use 
as green space for 
residents or garden 

area.Speed limits - 
tra c already is 

a problem

Objections - no 
hotel or student 
accommodation Stadium should 

be for SPORTS 
FACILITIES and 
not for leisure 

o ce sta  

HEIGHT 
RESTRICTION - 

nothing more than 
4 stories at all, not 

fair on new 
building flats.

Not enough local 
facilities e.g. 

doctors 
surgeries etc.

No genuinely 
AFFORDABLE 

homes. 

Premium paid 
for flat with view 
of Arthurs seat. 
Nothing bigger 

than current 
stadium height.

Not enough 
doctors/GP 
facilities for 
increase in 
population 

No multi 
storey 
hotel

Think about 
future and how 
sports centre 

might develop/
expand 

Two-way road, 
but single lane , 
poor pedestrian 
access, unsafe 

same size. 

WHEATLEY 
ELMS TO BE 
RETAINED 

Living at stadium 
noisy already-far 

too noisy for 
properties build 

on land. 

No high rise flats 
or hotels

To keep the size 
of Meadowbank 
sports centre the 

same 

Trees 
disappearing 

No planned 
parking 

meadowbank is 
congested 

already major rat 
run

Noise and dust 
during 

Construction 

Tra c 
congestion

No Multi Rising
Flats Edinburgh

 Has Plenty

Tra c is a major 
concern 

 Don not spoil 
our skyline by 
putting in high 
buildings on 
spare land 

Retain Wheatley 
Elms 

No more student 
accommodation, 

no hotel 

No student 
housing 

Bring back green 
spaces I.E. 

extensions to 
Lochend park, 

possibly a link to 
Queens park. 

Promote/Plant 
more green 
space/trees

Mix of social housing 
and facilities for local 

community, hubs, 
clubs 

To be informed 
when building 

works start, 
especially when 

pile driving!

Retain mature 
trees as part of 
public space in 
front of sports 

centre 

Bridge access 
into site - main 

access into 
centre 

For landscaping 
- lots of it. More 

trees etc, to 
combat exhaust 

fumes, from 
increased traffic Develop living/

garden space

Sport facilities 
on entire site 

Better sports 
facilities for all

Look at more creative 
commercial possibilities 

other than hotels or 
student housing- look 

at paid for public 
amenities. 

Increase 
number of 

trees + green 
open space 

Open space for 
community, 

PARKS, 
GREENERY, 

SEATING

O  road cycle routes, 
link to Edinburgh 
path Network linking 
to Powderhall. Pedestrian 

access  (but 
concerned 
about car 
access as well )New schools 

would provide a 
venue for 

evening classes 
for community.

More business , 
more cafes, 

playgrounds, 
places for people to 

meet (as an 
addition to sports 

activities)

Running classes, 
di erent sports 

for children

Facilities for 
FAMILIES and 

YOUNG 
PEOPLE 

To clean 
overall area 
up/remove  

gra ti. 

Affordable 
housing 

Create more 
amenities 

( cafes, bars etc.

Increased street 
clarity + more 

bins 

To create a 
meadowbank 
community - mixed 
housing open 
spaces. 

Bigger Better 
Meadowbank that 
encourages old and 
young to engage in 
health and sports. 

Add Local train 
station(restore 
Piershill station)

Discounts/
Memberships for 

local’s around 
the facility 

Cycle pathway 
linking Holyrood 
park, city centre 
and Portobello

Opportunity for 
a ordable 

housing 

More cafes and 
restaurants to 

meet + provided 
gathering 

spaces To increase size of 
the sports centre.

Trees-
improve 

quality and 
air

Install bollards 
so that people 
cant park or 
pass

Nursery and 
Primary 
School

No hotel Area already 
dirty and messy 
from McDonalds 

& KFC

Loss of views 
and light for 
residents. 

Unstable ground 
for works

Maximum 4 
storey buildings 
- maintain views 
to Arthur’s seat 

No student 
accommodation 

No Hotel Tra c, building 
too high, loss of 
sports facilities

Concerns on 
provision of 

essential 
services e.g.. 

nurseries , 
schools , GP

Pelican crossing 
point in front of 

sports site 

No new buildings 
should be higher than 
the existing properties 
are. No higher than the 

nearest existing 
Bungalows, semi 

detached , 2 storeys 
only. 

Marionville road 
already pour for 

parking - especially 
when Hibs are 

playing. New flats 
would not alleviate 

this problem. 

Not enough sports 
facilities, not enough 

parking paces, no high rise 
flats, no hotel, no student 

flats as these would 
increase invasion of 

privacy and create an 
extreme noise 

No housing on 
any of site: retain 

all for sports/
community 

facilities 

Improve road crossing 
or prevent road 

crossing from Bus top 
to McDonalds- children 
do dangerous things. 

Control right turn tra c 
into/out McDonalds at 

busy times. 

Area not big 
enough support 
further housing 

Issues with any 
construction 

being too high or 
dominating

Concerns about 
introduction of 
parking zones -

without 
increasing 

parking spaces 

Council at 
previous 

meeting told lies 

No student flats, add 
more sports 
facilities, keep area 
size as is.

NO NO NO to 
student flats 
anywhere at 
meadowbank 

Worried about 
over-

development

Too much tra c 
as it is / 

environmental 
impact

Traffic issues in 
whole 

surrounding area 

No more student 
accommodation, only 
affordable housing, 
classes for fitness, 

should stay the same 
size as its been in an old 

building. 

Where are the 
catchment areas 
to be?Doctors/

Dentists?

DWG-5 says 4/5 
storey building, 
ours at Parsons 
Green Terrace is 

3 storey 

Single storey 
Bungalows for Elderly 

along Marionville 
Avenue side of site. 

Make community hall 
for meetings, art, craft, 

yoga etc

Introduce 
students to 

the area 

Keep Wheatley Elms on 
London Road, they have 

history, clean air, been 
happy for 100 years. 

Why destroy something 
that keep our green 
space + do no harm 

Local strain on 
GP surgeries, 

schools, 
transport due to 

new housing 

No high rise flats 
overlooking 

properties in 
Marionville avenue. 
Noise/disturbance 

and lack of privacy/
security. 

No hotel or student 
accommodation 

What is going to 
happen to all 
employees of 

register of 
Scotland?

Concerns that 
new 

development will 
be a barrier to 

place + 
communities. 

Retain ALL 
TREES on 

London road 
(100 years old!)

Historic value 
impact + 

opportunity for 
community’s 

focal point 

Business ‘hub’ (space 
for SMEs) So that the 
area attracts people in 
the day to 24/7. Cafe, 

small o ce boxes, 
bijoux shapes /

9a ordable for renting 
to small business. 

Public open 
space/

community 
garden 

Trees are extremely 
valuable ; they protect 
wildlife, help keep air 
quality, are well loved 
by the community, are 

healthy and in 
particular the Wheatley 
Elms are irreplaceable - 

no loss of trees.

Car Club?city 
bikes

Postcodes of the visitors on Day 1
Consultat ion Stage 1
Tell  us about Meadowbank
Day 1 
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To widen this 
roads that are 
more safer and 

more 
accessible 

Better link up from 
St Margaret’s to 
Clockmill Lane. 

Would be good for 
cyclists and 
pedestrians

Allotments :)

Utilise Sports 
Centre for whole 
COMMUNITY 
- community 

HUB 

GOOD social 
housing is 
necessary

Junction 
redesign for 
better site 

access

To provide 
SOCIAL 

HOUSING for 
homeless 

people 

Swimming 
pool in the 
local area

Indoor 
rollerblading 

Concerned 
about loosing 

views from top 
floor flats to 
Arthur’s seat Low-rise 

colony 
development 

SKATE PARK 
and DISABLED 
FACILITIES 

To create 
social areas for 
COMMUNITY

Sports/ 
Park ‘LIVING 

RECREATION’

Athletes’ 
accommodation 
(rent controlled 

housing) 

A ordable 
housing. Young 
people to start 

on property 
ladder 

To retain this 
land for public 
access-not for 
housing. Once 
land is gone its 

gone. 

Allotments for 
current 

residents not 
just new

Old Railway 
reinstated as 

railway or 
tramway (not 

just cycle way)

Horse-riding, 
Skatepark, 

Rollerblading, 
High level 
night club

Retirement 
Homes

Concerned about 
loosing views from 

top floor flats to 
Arthur’s seat

E ect on utilities, 
infrastructure, 
water supply, 

sewers 

Smokey Brae has 
accessibility issues. Makes 

it harder to access 
( especially in winter) to get 
to Meadowbank or walk all 

the way to Marionville 
Avenue to get access

Fast moving tra c 
along Maionville 
road. Drivers not 

respect tra c 
lights and speed 

limits 

Congestion on 
London Road due 
to housing access

Do not build above 
4 floors in height - 

any more and 
density will be too 

much causing 
parking issues.

20 SPEED LIMIT 
enforcement or 

traffic lights at the 
Marionville road 

No more students, 
hotels, housing

E ect on 
environment and 

waste water 

No access to site 
here - accessibility 
issue for residents 

TO KEEP all the 
mature TREES 

Ability to manage 
increase in waste 

water 

Subsidence due to 
ground build up 

This area (round 
the velodrome) has 
been neglected for 

years 

Access for new 
development on 
to existing busy 

narrow road 

Sports facility - for 
many sports, not 

just football. Tennis 
courts

Green spaces and 
sports recreation. All 
good for physical and 

mental health for 
people 

Create more 
ACCESS, 
especially 

cycle routes

To have a like 
for like sports 

centre 

MORE  
COUNCIL 
HOUSING 

Cycle Path 
from 

Powderhall 

Biathlon 
range and 

track in 
stadium 

To KEEP all 
the mature 

TREES

Stand at this 
location to 

ene t 
football club 

9 hole Golf 
course to 
percale 

Portabello 
Access to 

sports centre 
from 

Restalrig 

Sport as 
tourist 

attraction 

To review EIA 
against wider 

comments 
not just the 

site 

Outdoor 
sports e.g. 9 

hole golf, 
tennis courts

Access road, 
footpath, 

cycle route 
into site 

Enforcement 
of 20mph 

limit 

Make road 
one way 

North-South 

Flat space for 
ROLLER 
SKATING

Trees part of 
local 

environment 
and a site 
character 

Maintaining 
Sporting 
facilities 

To improve look 
of this area as 
there are a few 

broken, 
neglected areas 

COMMUNITY 
GARDENS 

and 
ALLOTMENTS

Flat space for 
ROLLER 
SKATING

Pressure on 
existing drainage, 
water supply is an 
issue in the area 

(utilities generally)

Shortage of 
social 

housing in 
area 

Made up ground, 
subsidence in this 

area

To keep ALL the 
mature trees and 

INCREASE GREEN 
SPACE

Concern about too 
much student 

accommodation in 
the area 

Access to 
GP 

surgery

Concern about 
cycling on roads, 
should happen on 

Velodrome 

Young people 
hanging around ( 
not necessarily 
causing trouble)

Individual plot 
planning 

applications not 
joined up 

Masterplan 

Business like: Car 
wash, Boots 

Opticians, Bank of 
Scotland, Co ee 
shop and Florist 

Love the idea of 
bringing back 
the historical 

turn table

Postcodes of the visitors on Day 2Consultat ion Stage 1
Tell  us about Meadowbank
Day 2
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Open as a cycle 
path or walkaway 

providing more 
space for 
people to 

move around 
generally Safe covered 

place to keep 

Need 
to see threes 

from sports area - 
not obscured by 
high-rise housing 

Too much housing 
being developed?

Strategic housing plan 
and traffic control 

needs to be developed 
for the area 

Local traffic 
already an issue 

including 
sufficient parking  

Too much 
development 

in the area 
generally 

Parking already an 
issue on Marionville 

road. No permit 
parking so people 
park+ get bus into 

town 

Busy roads, 
new 
Junction 
Problematic 

HEIGHTS is Create a sufficiant 
parking for all 
housing 
development 

Reduction of 
sports facilities 

Busy road already. 
Would not like any 

new access fro 

No Cars

No Parking 


(See as positive)

Busy road already. 
Would not like any 

new access fro Loss of mature 

No student 
housing, too 
much in this 
area already 

Too many houses 
too much 

development in this 
area already.


 No hotel. 

Current traffic 
congestion and 
resident parking 

needs to be 
addressed 

Public realm 
along the 

edges  

Shared 

CAR — FREE 
DEVELOPME

NT 

Pedestrian access 

Access is possible 
as link is disused 

(railway)

Generally, to 

Shared 
use path 
on disused 

railway 

Car-Free 
development 

The development 
cannot be viewed 

in isolation - all 
current and future 
development need 

to be taken into 
account 

on disused 
Generally, to 

upgrade 
current 

facilities 

More facilities, 

Segregate 
cycle lanes?

More facilities, 
shops, services 
rather than excess 
housing. - for locals 
who can not drive 
and have easy 
access to  the town 
shops 

Pedestrian and 
cycle access 
through route 

Re-open route of 
old clock mill 

lane for 
pedestrians and 

cyclists  

Improve road 
infrastructure in 

area

Re-open route of 

Trees as a 
positive 
feature 

Open as a cycle 

Safe covered 
place to keep 
bikes.

REPLACEMENT 
OF VELODROME 

WITH NEW 
COVERED 

VELODROME 

Cycling along 
Powderhall 

Nice space for 
more sports 

facilities 

HEIGHTS is 
a concern 

No air BNB 

Supermarket !
Want the trees 

retained 

definitely 
Mature Trees 

should stay. You 
see them from 

miles

Meadowbank 
must be seen as 

at least Edinburgh 
wide facility

Pedestrian access 
through the 
site + open 
green space 

Supermarket !

Busy road already. 
Would not like any 

new access fro 
cars to the site 

from Marionville 
road 

Loss of mature 
trees, 

destruction of 
habitat

Car parking should not 
be shrank - it will put 
the users off. But add 
covered cycle storage 

Postcodes of the visitors on Day 3
Consultat ion Stage 1 
Tel l  us about Meadowbank
Day 3 
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Day 1 - We received 79 
Day 2 -  We received 13
Day 3-  We received 6

Consultation Statistics

TOTALS:
Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

DAY 1:
Cumulative Average 4.65 5.68 3.05 4.21 5.07 3.87 4.21 3.59 4.07 3.42 4.71 5.26 3.92 2.96

DAY 2:
Cumulative Average 3.15 5.61 2.19 3.16 4.46 4.23 4.23 3.2 4.16 4.01 5.01 4.69 2.92 2.61

DAY 3:
Cumulative Average 5 5.5 2.17 4.17 5.33 3.83 4 4.33 4.33 4.33 5.67 5 2.67 2.5

Commuity Consultation Day 1

Names Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Joanne 5 6 4 3 7 6 4 5 5 4 5 6 3 5
Mirtell Johnstone 6 6 3 5 6 3 2 1 3 2 5 5 4 2
D. Manson 2 6 1 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 4 2 1
Margaret Burns 4 7 2 5 5 3 6 5 5 5 6 6 5 4
Robert Fallen  3 6 2 3 3 1 3 2 4 3 2 6 3 1
Louise Haines 5 6 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 2 5 5 5 5
Debbie McIntyre 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 7 1 2 1 1 1
Aleksandra Chaumeil 2 7 6 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
N. Fryer 7 7 4 5 7 7 7 5 5 4 5 5 3 1
Susan McEwan  7 7 1 4 1 6 1 6 4 4 4 6 5 2
James Robert Flynn 5 6 1 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 5
Rebecca Sinclair 4 4 6 6 7 7 7 4 5 7 7 6 5 7
Elaine Gilhooley 6 6 3 5 7 7 7 5 6 6 6 7 5 4
E.Dunn 7 7 4 6 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 7 6 5
Kenneth Baillie 4 5 2 4 3 3 2 3 4 3 5 6 3 3
Andrew Fuinn 6 7 1 6 7 6 2 4 5 4 7 7 4 2
Charlotte Keeys 6 5 3 5 7 6 5 6 5 3 5 6 5 3
Margaret Burns 7 7 1 5 6 6 4 2 5 3 7 7 2 3
K.Dooley 4 7 4 4 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 5 2 2
Dingwall 6 7 1 4 6 5 4 4 6 3 6 6 4 2
R.Burns 4 5 3 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 5 6 4 3
Janis Cantlay 4 6 3 3 5 4 5 4 2 3 4 4 3
P Hunter 4 7 4 4 6 5 5 6 5 4 4 6 6 4

Place Brief Comparison
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Mark Johnsone 6 6 3 5 6 3 2 1 3 2 5 5 4 2
R Stout 4 6 2 3 7 5 4 4 4 4 5 6 5 4
James Brunt 3 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 5 4 1
John Penden 7 6 4 4 4 3 3 3 6 4 6 5 4 2
Iain Murray 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 4 4 5 5 7 6 4
Shelia Whyte 7 7 4 7 7 6 2 6 6 7 7 5 2
Robert and Grace Melrose 6 7 4 6 6 2 6 2 6 4 7 7 5 3
Mercy Laban 2 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 2 3 4 3 3
Elsie Purves 4 3 2 4 6 3 3 2 3 2 4 5 4 1
Elaine Appleby 3 7 4 5 6 6 6 4 5 6 6 5
James Mason 7 7 2 5 7 5 6 3 4 5 5 3 5 5
Cian O’Flynn 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 7 1 1
S Wallace 7 7 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 3 4 6 6 5
Ewan Forest 5 4 3 3 5 4 4 2 2 4 4 5 1 2
David Bourhill 2 4 2 3 5 1 3 4 4 4 5 4 4 1
Ewan Steel 4 7 4 6 4 2 2 3 2 3 5 5 4
T.McCollin 3 7 4 6 7 3 5 6 6 3 5 6 5 5
Colin Ron 7 6 3 5 7 6 3 5 7 5 6 6 5 4
Geo  Stevenhouse 4 7 2 6 3 2 7 4 3 5 7 6 5 2
Cali 5 6 4 3 5 5 6 5 4 5 6 6 6 5
Frank Henzell 5 6 4 5 5 6 5 5 4 4 5 4 3 3
Kathleen Byron 2 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 5 4 2
Fergus Laghrey 3 6 1 4 7 5 4 3 4 2 1 4 4 4
Audrey Sinton 5 7 1 5 6 2 5 2 2 1 2 5 1 2
Caroline 5 4 1 5 6 6 1 7 5 6 5 6 5 6
Hillary Mark 6 6 4 6 6 5 4 5 4 4 2
Stella Henzek 5 6 3 5 6 6 6 3 4 5 6 6 2 2

2 4 4 2 6 4 3 2 4 2 2 5 3 2
Anne Wilson 4 6 3 3 6 4 4 5 2 3 3 3 3 5
Frances Parsons 2 3 2 3 5 5 5 3 2 2 6 4 2 1
Rebecca Sampson 7 5 5 3 2 2 1 2 5 3 3 3 2 2
Birns 3 7 1 4 7 1 4 1 3 3 5 4 5 3
Reilly 5 0 1 3 6 3 2 2 3 2 4 5 2 1
Smith 6 6 3 5 7 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 1

5 4 2 4 5 5 3 3 3 3 5 4 2
Julie Morton 5 7 4 6 7 2 7 4 5 4 7 7 6 2
Alison Allan 5 7 3 4 2 3 5 4 3 4 4 7 6 4
Stephen Hogg 6 7 3 5 5 5 6 2 6 3 3 1
Jenni and Martin Rutherford 7 7 2 5 3 3 7 5 4 4 6 7 5 6
Jane Rickman 7 7 4 5 6 4 7 5 7 7 6 4 1
Fo McNaughton 4 7 5 2 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 6 4 5
Paula Aron Hidges 1 5 1 2 1 1 6 4 1 2 6 3 4 1
Emma Sanderson 5 6 4 5 7 5 4 4 4 3 5 6 3 6
Svea Meisch 4 3 5 4 3 2 3 2 4 2 2 6 5 4
Anne Robb 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 2 6 2 6 5 3 3
Anna Iwaszkiewicz 2 4 1 1 3 1 2 2 7 2 7 7 4 1
Gavin Booth 6 7 3 4 7 4 5 3 3 2 6 5 3 5
V Shorter 4 6 1 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 5 5 2 3
Bence Solymoir 4 5 2 7 7 1 5 5 4 3 7 6 7 6
Verdi Wilson 7 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 3 4 7 6 4 4
Helen Dodds 5 7 4 5 6 4 5 5 6 5 6 6 5 3
Moira Paterson 3 6 2 3 7 2 7 3 2 3 6 5 3
Lynn Myles 3 5 4 4 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 2 1
Emma St Clair 6 2 6 4 7 6 3 3 3 3 5 4 4 3
A Gowan 4 6 4 4 7 3 5 4 5 3 6 6 4 4

7 6 4 4 4 3 3 3 6 4 6 5 4 2
James Dickson 5 7 4 2 4 4 5 5 3 4 2 3 4 2

Totals 365 455 244 337 406 306 333 266 310 267 377 421 314 234

Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Cumulative Average 4.65/ 7 5.68 / 7 3.05 / 7 4.21 / 7 5.07/ 7 3.87 / 7 4.21 / 7 3.59 / 7 4.07 / 7 3.42 / 7 4.71 / 7 5.26/ 7 3.92 / 7 2.96 / 7
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Consultat ion Stage 1 
Tel l  us about Meadowbank
Place Standard Tool Forms 

Commuity Consultation Day 1

Names Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Joanne 5 6 4 3 7 6 4 5 5 4 5 6 3 5
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Commuity Consultation Day 2

Name Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Yvonne Keith 1 7 3 5 3 2 4 4 2 5 7 5 4 6
Richard Murray 5 5 2 4 5 3 3 1 3 5 6 5 4 2

2 5 2 4 4 5 5 2 6 5 4 1 5
Linda Furley 3 6 6 5 5 4 3 5 5 3 5 5 4 2
Gavin Gerreth 4 5 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 5 6 3 2
R.Dunne 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Elaine 1 7 2 6 5 4 3 5 4 2 5 2 1
Jane Arnott 7 7 4 6 7 7 7 6 6 5 7 7 6 3
Maria Teresa Perez 4 4 3 4 6 3 4 5 4 4 2 1
Ewan Trevis 5 6 3 2 5 5 4 3 5 3 4 5 4 3
D.Fisher 3 6 2 4 6 6 5 5 6 4 2
Alasdair Bulloch 2 6 4 5 2 4 5 4 5 4 6 2 2 2
Mareen Cunningham 3 7 3 1 3 6 5 2 7 5 7 6 1 4

Totals 41 73 35 47 58 55 55 32 50 48 60 61 38 34

Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Cumulative Average 3.15 / 7 5.61 / 7 2.19 / 7 3.16/ 7 4.46 / 7 4.23/ 7 4.23 / 7 3.2/ 7 4.16 / 7 4.01 / 7 5.01 / 7 4.69/ 7 2.92 / 7 2.61/ 7

Community Consultation Day 3

Name Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

John Peacock 5 6 5 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 6 5 3 2
Jamie McPriterson? 6 4 2 4 5 3 5 6 4 3 6 3 0 1
Racheal Skilling 6 6 3 4 5 5 2 6 4 6 7 7 4 3
Heather Peacock 4 4 1 3 6 3 5 5 5 3 6 6 5 4
Resident 6 7 1 5 4 3 2 1 6 6 6 6 2 1
Stephanie Balman 3 6 1 4 6 3 5 3 2 2 3 3 2 4

Totals 30 27 13 25 32 23 24 26 26 26 34 30 16 15

Moving Around Public Transport Traffic & Parking Streets & Spaces Natural Space Play & Recreation Facilities & AmenitiesWork & Economy Housing & Community Social Interaction Identity & Belonging Feeling Safe Care & Maintenance Influence & Sense of Control

Cumulative Average 5/7 5.5 2.17 4.17 5.33 3.83 4 4.33 4.33 4.33 5.67 5 2.67 2.5
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I like that it has excellent transport routes for the city centre and it is a quiet 
area. Lochend park is nearby and great to spend time in when there is nice 
weather or to walk my dog. Hollyrood park is a short walk away and there is 
great access to Arthur’s seat. I feel it is a great location for residents which is 
low on crime.

The meadowbank area is a great area that is relatively quiet (no student 
accommodations nearby) and is a great place to raise kids due to the 
greenery of holyrood park and sports facilities at meadowbank stadium. It 
has good bus links to the city and provides most essential amentities like 
sainsbury etc.  
 
Downsizing the meadowbank stadium, not only removes one of the main 
reasons to live in the area, but will be sold off to ruin more amenties, gp’s wait 
times, already packed busses in the morning etc.

I like that it is close to the city centre but can still be a quiet nice place to live.

The velodrome.

Peaceful location

It’s a nice area to live. Close to town but far enough away that it’s a bit quieter. 
Decent amenities. Though these were significantly diminished with the closure 
of Meadowbank Sports Centre.

A great location to live in an area which has easy access into the city, to 
Portobello and also the Queens Park. 
The Meadowbank area has a diverse range of services although I feel there 
are not enough smaller shops. The sports centre was a great facility and I 
hope most of the facilities are retained, and the area also feels a safe place to 
live in.

It allowed people living in the area access to sports facilities without having to 
travel in to town or Portobello. 
It is easily accessible with good transport links.

Ease of public transport to city centre. Local shops and amenities, Holyrood 
park.

The area is central and therefor in easy reach of trains buses and links to the 
airport. It is also a  decent shopping area and has a good variety of shops 
etc. also the local primary school is well placed As I have lived most of my 74 
years in the area I cannot help but notice  that parts of Abbeyhill and Easter 
Road is a bit run down.

I liked being able to use Meadowbank sports centre, which I now cannot. The 
planned new sports centre will not have the facilities that I require. 
 
I like the arts centre in St. Margaret’s House, which you have sold off to a 
developer and which will now be closed and lost, and replaced with an 
inappropriate development of dense housing and unnecessary retail. 
 
I like the less-dense nature of the housing in the area, which you’re planning 
to ruin. 
 
I like the fact that the main road is not a ‘canyon’ with tall buildings on either 
side. Your plans will ruin this, capturing more pollution from traffic. 
 
I like being able to park near my home, which will be made more difficult when 
you over-develop the area in an inappropriate way and introduce many more 
cars to the area while not providing parking for them. 
 
I like the elm trees, some of which you are planning to chop down.

That there is a large space for sports all in one place. There are mature trees. 
The opportunity for large scale events due to the stadium  
 
To ‘maintain a top level sports facility that would be able to host top level 
events, including athletics and football, whilst maintaining top level facilities 
for grassroots and the general public’.

The Meadowbank area is relatively easily accessible for much of the city. This 
was important for us when playing football there for well over a decade.

The sports facilities (before they were closed, obviously) and the expanse of 
building-free playing fields beyond which provide a unique view to the north 
are big selling points for me. 
 
The former in particular is important, since the next-closest Edinburgh Leisure 
facility is some distance away, and there aren’t any other/private facilities 
nearby either. 
 
I like that the area hasn’t yet been entirely given over to hotels and student 
accommodation blotting out the light in the area, and disrupting the look of the 
area.

Easy links into town 
On street parking on marionville road.  
My flat has a view of Arthur’s seat from each room, for which I paid 310,000 
pounds in July 2018. The exact same flat 1 floor below was selling for 280,000 
without a view of Arthur’s seat. Any new building cannot exceed the height of 
the current stadium; or I will be seeking compensation for the price difference 
directly from you. 
Green space cannot give way to the greed of developers who are cutting local 
services to make way for the most profit in the form of more housing,

The excellent community sports facilities for athletes, individuals, families 
and local teams. Also being able to host sports events brings a range of 
sport in that you would not otherwise see.  I liked that on any week day night 
you popped in the place was full of all sorts of sports taking place, I used 
to do a yoga class with the track and filed athletes competing right outside.  
Local facilities like this encourages children (and adults) to try and continue 
in sports both for personal pleasure but also leads for aome into competing 
nationally and internationally. It’s invaluable asset to the area and extremely 
accessable by public transport.

Location - close to city centre and with easy access to Portobello. Residential 
area. Quiet.

Prior to the closure of the stadium, I loved the facilities offered to the 
community, including the kid’s sports classes, the gym and going to watch 
Edinburgh City FC games there with my friends and children. The surrounding 
area is good, too. I live locally and like the selection of shops, bars and 
amenities within walking distance. The closure of the stadium and sports 
centre has been disappointing and to my mind unnecessary, and I hope that 
the sports facilities and requirements of Edinburgh City FC are met, as I want 
to return to watching them at Meadowbank as soon as possible.

Proximity to Holyrood Park,  the city centre and Portobello.  Facilities and 
amenities formerly available at Meadowbank Sports Centre. Craft possibilities 
at St Margaret’s.  Our community spirit within my street and surrounding 
streets.  Relative quiet in spite of ease to public transport.  Independent 
shops.

Meadowbank provides a wide range of sporting facilities for the local and 
extended community. The area also lies adjacent to Holyrood, and offers an 
escape from the more concentrated housing in the city centre.  Meadowbank 
stadium has history, and is a source of great pride and memory to the 
community.  There is a strong sense of community in a Meadowbank, which 
risks being eroded by over development.

Close to main road and frequent transport to/ from town, yet quiet and near 
Holyrood Park and Porty prom.

There’s a real sense of community, people that have lived in the area all their 
lives.  
Little pockets of history (St Triduanas; Craigentinny Marbles) 
It doesn’t feel too built up, it feels like there’s lots of space

Relatively attractive, relatively affordable housing (though decreasingly so), 
very close to Holyrood Park, accessible to the city centre, local shops and 
businesses along London Road. Feels like home and a good community.

It’s not over-populated and there are still plenty of green spaces with lots 
of trees.  It has some character, which is surprising given that it’s mainly a 
council housing area. The stadium has been a great venue in the past and 
there’s no reason why something similar can’t replace it with similar use.

Good bus links to city centre.  
Close to Holyrood Park 
Easy access to beach and sea at Portobello 
Close to city centre but not overcrowded with high buildings

Indoor and outdoor sport recreation, especially the Velodrome 
Greatly enjoy the Loch nearby, and the artist community of St Margaret’s 
nearby.

It’s close to the city centre, but doesn’t feel very busy. There is a reasonable 
amount of greenery and open spaces in the area.

I like the fact that there is a large green lung ithere, with space and trees, and 
a welcome relief from ever denser buildings.  The very large number of new 
flats between the Albion Road / Lochend Butterfly area and Marionwille Road 
has created a dense new housing area and  a huge new population in the 
area, that needs space 
I like the fact that is is publicly owned and I want it to stay open, green, and 
publicly owned, and accessible for people to use and enjoy.

Consultat ion Stage 1 
“Tel l  us about Meadowbank”
Online Questionnaire Responses

Question 1: Please tell us what you like about the Meadowbank area.

There was 401 responses to this part of the question:
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I like the trees and the existing landscaping around the current sports 
stadium.  As there doesn’t seem to be a place to add extra comments I’ve 
added them here. 
 
There is some (recent) evidence of the Common Pipistrelle bat by the old 
railway line at NT277744.  As this is a European Protected Species you should 
consider re-surveying this area. 
 
The east of the site should be landscaped to an extent at least compensating 
for the loss of the landscaped area to the south of the current sports stadium; 
this landscaping should include nectar rich Knapweeds and Field Scabious. 
 
No building should be over 4 stories high, including the ground floor; all of 
these buildings should have green roofs.  Roof plants should include Common 
Rockrose, Sheep’s Fescue, Red Fescue, Bristle Bent and Early Hair-Grass; 
plant species that will encourage colonization by the rare Northern Brown 
Argus and Grayling butterflies of Holyrood Park. 
 
There should be a Sustainable Drainage System pond on site in order to 
encourage aquatic invertebrates.

I love that this area is continuing to develop with updating amenities.

1, The lack of poor modern developments and excessive transitory housing, 
mainly in the form of student flats. 
2, That the local area is not overcrowded, though this will not last as 
developers looking to profit from our community are forcing through large 
developments at the old car wash on London road, the Tai Chi centre on 
Lochend/Marionville Road, on Meadowbank Terrace, at St Margarets House, 
and most egregiously beside the shrunken sporting facilities at Meadowbank. 
3, The local community has a good mix of demographics, with young families 
still able to afford to live here. Though as with the rest of the city this may 
no longer be the case,  as none of the previously mentioned developments 
appear to be affordable, just like the most recently completed development 
at Marionville Road. A development that  saw poorly constructed new builds 
starting at £275,000 for a small two bedroom flat.  
4, The quality of the housing stock. However thanks to the rushed low-quality 
designs, non-sympathetic architecture of the new developments, and likely 
poor building materials there will be a negative visual impact on the area 
soon. 
5, That it is an area that hasn’t yet been hollowed out by tourism. However 
with the rampant AirBnBification of the city this may already no longer be 
the case, with houses increasingly being snapped up and rental properties 
being taken off the market to cater to tourists at the expense of locals, all 
while house prices steadily increase and available housing stock shrinks. This 
has already had a desperately damaging impact in and around Leith Walk 
and the scourge of AirBnB management companies are encroaching onto 
Meadowbank as well.  
6, While the area has a high population density, it does not feel as cramped 
as other parts of the centre and the amenities are not at breaking point. They 
will be when the new developments are completed, and especially when the 
council (as expected) railroads through more transitory housing that will have 
a profoundly negative impact on said amenities. 
7, The transport links are decent, though starting to creak under the strain 
of increased numbers. However with the proposed scale of the multiple new 
developments in the area the transport links local commuters rely on will no 
doubt also be negatively impacted. This will no doubt be the case even as 
Meadowbank’s large reduction in sporting facilities will see less visitors to the 
area, and no more large scale events or sporting matches (with local team 
Edinburgh City FC being forced to move thanks to the shrunken facilities). 
These events helped the economy of the area and helped boost its status as a 
vibrant neighbourhood.

The Meadowbank area is a residential area, close to the city centre but away 
from major tourist hotels and attractions. It should remain this way - an area for 
residents, not tourists.

As a child I was a frequent visitor to the Meadowbank sports centre to take 
part in Judo competitions and other sports and hobbies. With Holyrood Park 
and Easter Road Stadium nearby it is an ideal central point for connecting 
sports and active travel throughout the city. Standing outside of the bustle of 
the city centre the Meadowbank area benefits from a slower pace of life, a 
greater sense of community and a low skyline that gives space to breath and 
excellent views.

The strength of the community.  Most people have lived in the area 10, 20+ 
years.    
 
Despite being close to the city centre, the Meadowbank, has an entirely 
different feel - there are few tourists, few students, and instead a wide variety 
and diversity of local residents (young families, elderly,  working families, 
older couples and families, young professionals), and mix of housing.  
 
It is essential that the mixed use development on the site, acts to bring 
together the surrounding communities, by providing a high quality public 
realm area, cafes, as well as  the required affordable and accessible housing 
for local residents.   
 
It is essential the mixed use development on the site does not act as 
a physical barrier to the area, and does not form a physical barrier to 
communities, which would be the case if the site was predominantly all 
housing, and if the site included high rise buildings (>2 stories). 
It is essential this mixed use development, is beneficial to the community in 
creating a high quality public realm and places for increased social interaction 
- cafes, meeting places, etc - which would link and connect the surrounding 
communities in the meadowbank, support existing businesses, and support/
link peoples interaction to the adjacent meadowbank sports centre (e.g. 
people can sit a public realm area / go to a cafe after going to the sports 
centre).

The amenities (i.e. cafes, shops), the parks, the proximity to Leith, Holyrood, 
Portobello and the City Centre.  The proximity of off road cycle routes.

Good public transport links. Used to like going to the gym. Proximity to 
Holyrood park.

Our sports centre. Can we have it back asap please. I love my property and 
it’s current views over the Forth to Fife. Don’t destroy it by building high level 
housing or student accommodation. I love living close to Holyrood Park and 
my easy access to local areas and Edinburgh city centre.

Having a community sports centre.

Good transport links. Not much other facilities in this area for sports though so 
need Meadowbank up and running again asap.

The trees and greenery

I like the trees, the local tight knit community and the lack of the otherwise 
ubiquitous student housing. I like how uncommercial out local area is.

Open spaces. Sporting facilities. Arts facilities. Bus links. Near to town.

Meadowbank has a good balance of housing and retail.  The sports centre is 
a very valuable asset to the community.

It’s a pleasant leafy area with good connections to the city centre and close 
proximity to Holyrood Park, one of the city’s greatest assets. Mixed and 
attractive housing, still some unique small businesses like the Willowbrae 
Service Centre, two very good small independent coffee shops, the florist , the 
wonderful St Margaret’s House; the Barrelhouse Bar & grill - and of course the 
Stadium which has been a huge asset to the community, very much missed at 
the moment.

I like the easy accessibility to the city centre whilst maintaining a green tree 
rich environment.

I like the fact there is a sports arena, sports facilities, an arts hub, a feel of 
open space in amongst the vast residential area. There are trees and green 
space and it is not just built up and congested. 
 
I like that I can park outside my house, that I can walk to the shops or get a 
bus into town. 
 
If you reduce the number of seats in the new stadium you are effectively 
reducing a national sports facility to a local club. If you build student 
accommodation/hotel you are negatively impacting the area. There will not be 
enough parking so the local area will become co gested 
 The already full buses at rush hour will not cope with further passengers 
which will negatively impact residents. We will need another GP surgery. 
 
We do not need more affordable housing in this area - we are in the middle of 
Abbeyhill/Marionville/Lochend/Loganlea/Piershill which all have a majority of 
council/housing association houses. 
 
 
This form really doesn’t constitute a consultation! It is insulting!  You need to 
ask residents what they would like there, not restrict it to a narrow list of your 
choice.  
 
Edinburgh planners have got it seriously wrong - there are protests throughout 
the city about current proposals - Leith, Portobello Pits, Powderhall, 
Meadowbank etc and it’s obvious the planners and the councillors have got it 
wrong. 
 
Students, while important to a city, do not pay council tax and are transient 
so have no stake in the local community. The same is true of hotel guests. 
The rate at which you are throwing up student accommodation is obscene - 
Abbeyhill, Hillside are more than enough. 
 
I do not believe you are acting in the interests of the local community (this 
form is evidence that you are not really listening to other voices) nor in the 
interests of Edinburgh as a whole. You are taking a beautiful, historic city and 
permanently damaging it with the crap you are building!

Its location. as an out of town worker I have ready access to the A1 but 
am able to walk to the centre of town if necessary. We have good local 
shops and bus service.  At present I can usually park within a street or two 
of my tenement flat and am very concerned at the prospect of controlled 
parking zones being introduced as a result of the volume of proposed new 
developments. The area is currently NOT used as a ‘park and ride’ for the city 
centre and parking permits don’t create more spaces.

As is one of the most pleasant areas in the city
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I like its location close to Holyrood Park.  
 
I like its connection to the extensive bus network in which a number of buses 
travel into the city centre as well as buses that travel to areas of East Lothian. 
 
It’s affordable, central, and well serviced by supermarkets, doctors surgery 
(Baronscourt), shops for necessary basics, and a dentists.

It is one of great places in the city center which is relatively close to City 
Center Area/Attractions and Leith Area. A lot of open parks and open fields 
open for public. Well presented public commute and retail-park.

I like the green area and the sporting history associated with it. Bringing 
people together.

I live here but there is a lot of built up housing with no too much well kept 
green areas.

It’s a joy to live in the Meadowbank area due to good transport links and 
proximity to the city centre. Although the levels of property crime concern 
me. The Meadowbank retail park is good to have close by, although a bit 
depressing.

Green spaces close by, family friendly location to live

I have been living in the area during the last 6 years. Its near by city center. 
Walking distance. Nice green areas around, good services in general, lovely 
people.

Close to central Edinburgh amenities which good public transport links.

I love living in close proximity to the city center. The sports facility offered prior 
to closure was fantastic and I also enjoyed the various concerts and firework 
displays that the stadium offered.

being so close to Holyrood park and town makes Meadowbank a great place 
to live and enjoy day and night.

The feeling of open space created by the sports stadium. The bus links. The 
mix of housing and business. The central sports facilities on a good transport 
link.

I like the area the way it was, with a top class sports stadium and green 
space.  The last thing this area needs is more student accommodation. It also 
does not need any high rise flats - I thought CEC were against any more of 
this type of housing.

I think it’s a really nice area, currently changing a lot. I like that it is just 15 min 
by bus from city centre, easy to reach even walking. 
I think there is still a bit of anti social behaviours around, little young gangs, 
writers, that are disrupting the balance of the area. 
Also, the Hibs Stadium attracts lots of fans that are not respecting public 
spaces, footpaths, where often dirt and trash in the neighbourhood is left and 
no one cleans it up. 
At the moment there is a gap between London Road and Easter Road, where 
no cafes or businesses out of normal working hours is open, which leaves the 
area quite dead. There are a lot of families and it would be nice having much 
more services, independent shops, cafes around...to make it a more liveable 
area.

Easy access to city centre and Holyrood Park.  Presence of local community.  
Proximity to Leith and Portobello.

Central location with good infra-structure facilities. 
 
In general low density housing which is in reasonable condition and the local 
amenities are maintained to a fair standard. 
 
No student accommodation or hotel developments at present. 
 
A good mix of people across the area.

It is a diverse area that thrives due to places such as St Margaret’s House. 
The Sports Centre is a feature of the area that is central in many people’s lives. 
More public spaces are definitely needed.

It feels safe and while so  close to the city centre there’s a lovely open feel 
about it, a working community, affordable for people still. Not too busy or 
crowded.

Very little. Council planning seems more concerned with it being a 
thoroughfare.

i like the fact that is green and quiet with no atudent accommodation and low 
rise buildings

everything i need is near bey

The free parking in my area, the fact it’s fairly quiet, the views of Arthur’s Seat, 
the access to shopping, and the relative lack of gentrification.

It’s a good central location for sports in the city.

Strong community 
Central location 
Good ratio of Parks and greenery to buildings 
Good transportation links 
High ratio of live-in landlords.

central location, good transportation, historical attachment, great view onto A 
Seat

Its quiet, residential feel.

It’s vibrant, busy, lots to do, good transport links.

Proximity to Arthurs Seat, the town centre and it ‘up and coming vibe’ along 
with nice community feel.

Close to city centre  
Good public transport

I like the mature tree’s that surround the meadowbank stadium.

I like its proximity to the centre of town via Holyrood Park.

I did like having a sports centre on my doorstep 
Love that the view and skyline haven’t had any high buildings which will spoil 
the beauty of the area

Open space

I like the accessibility to the city centre of the area, the old tenements,the 
small independent businesses and when it was open Meadowbank provided 
a sports facility that catered for a wide range of sports and fitness classes.  
The history associated with the stadium and velodrome is something that is 
a terrible shame to be losing from Edinburgh.  The area immediately in and 
around Meadowbank has some beautiful old trees too,which are a rare sight 
in many cities nowadays.  To lose healthy old trees from an area such as 
Meadowbank would be a travesty and certainly negatively impact on the local 
community.

Only the historic stone buildings

Greenery.

Green space.  Great public transport.   Close supermarkets. You can walk 
into city centre. Quirky arts and good sport facilities (prior to closure of 
Meadowbank).

Sports centre and all the lovely trees

The sports centre 
Friendly family area 
Busy but not ridiculous yet 
The trees outside the stadium  
Change is good but this is sad should’ve just modernised the sports centre 
this is not good for local residents at all.

Easy access to the city centre, Holyrood Park and portobello.

Historical association with International level sport

Not a great deal. Some nice tenements on the park side of the A1. Area is a 
bit shabby.  Sport facilities may have been good but Meadowbank Stadium is 
ugly. I walked past it every day back and foreword to work and it was a wind 
tunnel. A lot of traffic and air pollution. 
The best thing in the area is the Arts Centre at St. Margaret’s House. Closure 
will be a big loss. I’ve been to a few open days and they were great.

Central. Affordable

I like the amount of facilities available including the sports facilities and the art 
space and gallery in St Margaret’s house. 
I like the transport links and the good bus services. 
I like the proximity of the Royal Park.

The actual leisure centre was great and always busy. Overall, the area is close 
to the city centre but far enough away to feel like a ‘local’ area.

Small community within easy reach of the city centre.  While it was open 
my whole family used Meadowbank Sports Centre to partake in a range of 
sporting activities. Love the green space, proximity to Holyrood Park

I like the major community sports facility, with a combination of sports - 
athletics, cycling, gymnastics, cycling, football, fitness equipment/classes, 
etc.

No high-rise buildings in the area, green areas and trees, good transport links 
and shops. 
 
I don’t like the amount of litter, I think with the through traffic they need to clean 
the streets more often.
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It is a residential area, it is not a commercial area - THERE ARE NO STUDENT 
FLATS here.  There are parks, a good sports centre that is accessible to 
anyone.  There are excellent independent cafes and eating places.  THERE 
ARE NO CHAIN STORES OR COFFEE SHOPS.  It is close to the city centre 
with an excellent bus service.  St Margaret’s house is an excellent base for 
local artists and independent workshops. The trees surrounding Meadowbank 
are wonderful and brighten the area in all seasons.  All of these things need to 
be kept and NOT destroyed for back handers to the council for student flats 
and hotels that are not needed or wanted.  The traffic along London Road is 
appalling - building a hotel that is not needed will only add to this problem.  It 
is a disgrace that the council are even considering pulling down an art centre 
for a hotel and student flats.  Why not build houses to relieve the appalling 
homelessness problem in Edinburgh.

Proximity to town, Portobello beach and Holyrood Park.

It requires a modern state of the art soorts facility.

What I like best about Meadowbank and Abbeyhill is that it is a mixed 
vibrant community of Edinburgers who live there, as opposed to some other 
neighbourhoods that are dominated by transient populations such as students 
or tourists. It is important to not only retain this aspect to the neighbourhood 
but increase it.  It is the people who live, work and contribute to their 
community and neighbourhoods that in turn contribute to the character and 
atmosphere that makes Edinburgh so special.  
 
There are residents who want to contribute positively to their neighbourhood 
and the city but resources and opportunities are removed in favour of 
amenities that favour the transient populations in a false belief that it will 
benefit the economy. If we continue to disadvantage residents, this will only 
erode all that makes Edinburgh so attract to come visit and live here. There is 
a great risk that it will evolve into any generic capital city with little difference 
to tell them apart.  
 
Additionally, as you have not provided any space for open comments, I wish 
to record my experience of the consultation process of this development. I 
heard of the revamping of Meadowbank from local news and welcomed it as 
a positive opportunity, although at the time, I was never invited or inform of 
options to input into a consultation or express my views. For example, I would 
have liked the opportunity to express the desire for a swimming pool, as I do 
not feel safe walking through Holyrood Park in the dark to reach the Royal 
Commonwealth Pool. Even if my proposal was not accepted, I would have 
appreciated the opportunity. 
  
More worryingly is the fact that as a resident, I wasn’t informed about the 
additional proposals (for housing, hotels, shops, etc) or the removal of the 
trees as part of the development. Once again, I was only informed of this 
through public channels and felt completely blind-sided. This was only 
compounded by discovering that the Art Complex building was being 
sold to developers. It felt like everything I liked and appreciated about the 
neighbourhood was disappearing and I had no say or sway in any of the 
changes. 
 
Frankly, not only does this survey feel like a fait acompli, but also too little, too 
late. If the council can notify me every time there will be any disruptions due 
to activities in Holyrood Park (which is greatly appreciated), I don’t understand 
why the same can’t be done to consult residents on a major development not 
even ten minutes walk away. Surely, it is worth the time and effort to front load 
consultation to create a development everyone is happy with and bought into, 
rather than leave people in the dark and suspicious of intentions and fight 
battles along the way? I await to see the next stage in this development.

It’s a nice area, the streets are safe. It had good transport links to the city 
centre and is only a short walk to bars and restaurants.

Loon wa Chinese take-away.

Mixed residential which remains more affordable to range of income groups 
than other parts of Edinburgh.  Trees and easy access to open spaces. 
Independent shops and cafes run by local people. Great publuc transport 
links and planning to improve cycle paths ( this is taking too long btw).

Shows a commitment from Edin Council to improve Sports facilities .

The sporting facilities (that we used to have) Arthur’s Seat, shops, the local 
community,

The diversity of people and interests that can be perused in the area. Sports 
facilities,  Lochend Park, the Artistic facilities and communities in the area.

The diversity of people and housing, and the sports track and sports 
amenities.

Close to amenities especially the leisure centre and running track although 
they are now closed.

Not a lot  except it has meadow bank stadium and it’s close to Arthur’s  seat.

Having lived in the area for 18 years I like the community spirit and 
independent retailers

I like that there are public spaces, a mixture of amenities shops and I moved 
here to be near the leisure facilities.

Green spaces, trees.  Little else.

Sports facilities and green space

Sports and recreation facilities only! No more hotels, student flats or 
commercial properties as the area severely lacks recreational facilities.

Among other things I like the trees that run along the side of Meadowbank 
Stadium.

the lack of horrible student accomodation

Good location for sports  facilities - easily accessible.

Stadium and sport facilities

It is a pleasant place to live ,easy to reach city centre ,also green spaces 
nearby,it is not congested yet.

It is a pleasant place to live ,easy access to city centre,green spaces also 
nearby,not congested yet!

The Meadowbank area is currently both neglected and over run by new 
private developer led poorly designed housing.  It is dominated by traffic, 
lacks character, community  centred focus and thoughtful investment.

accessible public place promoting well-being 
Not too crammed in

Parks and Recreation

Relatively good level of safety, community, greenspace, shopping and 
proximity to town.

Meadowbank is one of the most important and most densely populated area 
in Edinburgh East. Meadowbank stadium has been a sports hub and a key 
reference for recreational activities for generations. The trees surrounding the 
stadium offer valuable green space for the local community to enjoy as well as 
hosting a vast variety of wild life.

The diversity and it brings people together in the community.

I like the traditional tenements and old stone houses in the area. I like that it 
is right beside the greenery of Holyrood Park and is a short walk or bus ride 
from the city centre. I like that it has been an area associated with sports 
(Meadowbank Sports Centre) and artists (St Margaret’s House).

I have lived in the area for 6 years. The area around the existing stadium 
has some really nice mature trees and provides habitat for wildlife (including 
bats). The stadium has always provided a focal point for the local community 
with sporting events, concerts, antiques fairs and more.   The community 
is a diverse mix of young professionals,  older people and lots of different 
nationalities, and all knit together creating a friendly, safe and diverse 
environment.  The stadium should remain the main focus, and while I 
recognise that using some of the land for development is necessary to finance 
this, the original plans crammed way too much into the site and focused too 
heavily on student housing - which is already being over-provisioned in this 
area and there was no thought to the impact of all of these additional residents 
on local services, nor was there sufficient parking planned for.   Getting a 
GP appointment in the area is already nigh -on impossible so perhaps a new 
doctors surgery would be a good idea.  High quality affordable housing that 
is in keeping with the existing buildings in the area should be the focus, while 
retaining the green space.

It is friendly and diverse, and I feel safe walking around after dark. I love 
how close it is to Holyrood Park, and how well served it is by buses. I like 
how many families there are in the area, and appreciate the several good 
supermarkets within easy walking distance.

Council housing!

Apart from being central it has not to date been over saturated by blocks of 
flats higher than the traditonal  flats built before and after the turn of the 19th 
and 20th century.Too many blocks of flats in the Abbeyhill/Easter Road areas 
are being built higher than the traditional flats and apart from being eyesores 
are ruining the skyline of the city.There is also quite a lot of “green space “ 
in this area and more should be done by the council to preserve this.There 
is too much student accomodation being built in the surrounding area and 
more houses should be built at an affordable price e.g use the average wage 
in Scotland as a multiplyer when calculating the price that houses should be 
sold at when giving planning permission.Too many houses in Edinburghare 
being allowed to be built at the “Luxury” level and price range to suit a certain 
clientel

Sport facilities in one venue

The stadium is a landmark feature which attracts people from all over Scotland 
to the events held there 
 
There are fantastic trees in the area, some of which I know are very rare

The sporting facilities.

I like the Big Sports facilites, the trees and the los buildings to see the open 
sky
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The openness of space and sky, the trees in front of the old stadium. The 
fact that people can go in and out of Meadowbank House where the art/
craft/small businesses/community support services are in safety, accessible 
and anonymity. Ease of access into town on the buses. The frequent bus 
services. The two supermarkets are within walking distances. There aren’t too 
many busineses on this part of London Road, it’s starting to become more 
residential, not touristy. The easy access to Holyrood Park. 
 
 I have lived in this area for nearly 30 years and have seen the roads getting 
busier and busier, I don’t like this.

I like the mix of housing options in the area and that most properties are 
owned by the people living in them or rented long term, rather than student 
accommodation or holiday lets and hotels. I like old buildings and the trees 
along meadowbank road, which run along the stadium. They are a key reason 
I bought my property - despite the noisy roads on either side, the presence of 
trees and community space makes the area more pleasant.  I like that there 
are some good community features in the area, but this needs nurturing. I also 
like that there are some idependent businesses, including cafes and bars. I 
think that as more and more new properties are built it is important to support 
independent rather than larger corporate developments, this will support the 
local economy and make the area more attractive to live in.

Green spaces, open space, good shops and facilities, close to town with 
excellent transport links, proximity to Arthur’s seat and the sea. Also, really like 
Marionville as it is a lovely set of quite peaceful houses, not too far from the 
town centre.

A park

Nice, quiet, friendly neighbourhood which feels safe, houses with good 
proximity to the town centre, but with space and gardens. Good bus links to 
town (though overcrowded at peak times). Close to parks and open spaces 
- holyrood park, lochend Park. Big Sainsbury’s and morrisons and some nice 
cafés nearby.

It had good sports facilities and a feel of open space. It’s a good mix of 
different residential styles. It’s a nice place to live.

It is a good location for town for working and also the park for recreation, it has 
a good community feel with different types of people and feels safe not rowdy.

Nice area to live in. 
Not over developed. 
Great urban green area around the old stadium, with the trees. (keep the 
trees!!)

It’s a good mix of housing near a beautiful park and with some shopping in the 
current retail park but not varied enough and no coffee shop

Closeness to Holyrood Park :), some of the tenement buildings, excellent bus 
services.

It is central, close to the city centre, Leith and Portobello. It is also close by the 
beautiful Holyrood Park. It feels more residential than a lot of other places in 
the city with no major hotels or student accommodation.

Meadowbank area has green space and is a relaxing place to live and is so 
near the centre of town.  It is an ideal setting for a public space that can be 
used for a variety of events.

Established community, diverse with some deprived areas that need support 
and accessible local resources.

I like the proximity to many green spaces (holyrood park, meadowfield 
park, etc.), and to St Margaret’s house with all its art & music spaces and 
community activity spaces. It is also still a relatively cheap and diverse part of 
Edinburgh, compared to other neighbourhoods, with local shops catering to 
different ethnic communities.

Its convenient location, with access to the Queen’s Park and to a wide range 
of public transport.   
 
It does lack soft landscaping. so I would be very unhappy to see the mature 
trees fronting the Meadowbank stadium site cut down.

Recreational ground, open green space and tree lined streets.

The location from the centre of town is perfect

The location from the centre of town is perfect

Central and on major road. Good links into town and Portobello.

Residential nature and closeness to Arthurs Seat/Holyrood Park 
Good links to public transport, not far to city centre

The sports centre

It feels like a place people live and is designed for folk who live in the city, not 
just for tourists and students here for one year.

It’s actually a big enough sports place  for people of Edinburgh to fully enjoy..
we need this area for that!with all the other places getting taken down for 
housing.. leaving only small and few sort areas!

it’s central to most other areas in Edinburgh  
The stadium was well used by many locals

Peace and quiet wit spectacular vies from my garden

Open, green space.  
Community, non-profit-making use.  
Good for existing local residents’ wellbeing.

Community feeling.

I have lived in the meadow bank/Marionville area all of my life. 
I love the residential and community spirit of the area. 
I love the views of Arthur seat and I was a frequent visitor to Meadowbank 
sport centre and all the amenities there. 
I like how it is central yet homely at the same time.

Location. Transport links access to park

It is central, and has great bus links to the city and beyond

I like the large amounts of sports facilities that cover a range of sports and 
give people in Edinburgh the opportunity to find a sport that they like and take 
it as far as they wish to. Without these facilities then the children in Edinburgh 
are not going to have the opportunity to try new sports or be inspired by 
watching sportsman other than football and rugby players.

Being near Holyrood Park and city centre.

Big green area and sport facilities.

The area has undergone gentrification in the last few years with the opening of 
the Barrel House, Baba Rista and other local amenities.  It is also close the the 
city centre, near Holyrood Park, Portobello and Leith.

I like the community feel. It has not been too over built like many other areas of 
Edinburgh. 
Disappointed that  more cheap student accommodation is being built as it 
ruins the area when there is already vast amounts available already.

The quietness lack of big blocks of apartments, the facilities but also lack of 
big rises and affordable accommodation

St Margaret House and the vibrancy it brings to the area. I wonder how small 
business will cope without.

At the moment, not a great deal. Apart from the shopping centre and 
mcdonald’s; everything else has a bit of a run down feel.

Open spaces although busy thorough fair. 
Convenient are to live in for city and leasure facilities.

Easy access to Arthur’s Seat, good transport links to town and Portobello.

Green space in an ever increasing populated area.

The trees are incredibly important, including the rare breed of elms that are 
partially resistant to Dutch Elm disease.

The meadowbank area is a great diverse area with people from different walks 
of life living in it. It is close to the park and has new shops popping up. I like 
the fact it feels Like it is evolving organically.

Meadowbank Shopping Centre

Close to city centre and Holyrood Park

It’s got a community feel and is not overly commercialised or full of student 
accommodation

It’s accessible by public transport and close to amenities.

Proximity to city centre,   small but good enough shopping centre - 
(Meadowbank Shopping Park), a reasonable variety of stores but most 
importantly I like the popular multi-purpose sports facility, which is, 
unfortunately, going to be downsized when it reopens in 2020.  With the areas 
of Leith Walk and Easter Road known to have the highest population density 
and continue to increase over the next 25 years, it will be interesting to see if 
the capacity of this new sports facility will be sufficient.  
 
We don’t want another urban eyesore PBSA at-least, not at this site, the 
current national average of PBSA to full-time students is ~33%, why does 
Edinburgh need to have a higher ration of ~42%?  The number of Full-time 
students isn’t increasing there are more indicators for full-time students to 
decrease in the future and the need to re-purpose PBSA, Post BREXIT and 
due to strict visa requirements.

The Meadowbank stadium has been a  valuable sports venue and MUST NOT 
be compromised to make way for housing!
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I loved the Stadium as it told Edinburgh Lining History. The Velodrome started 
the careers of Chris Hoy and Craig Mclean. 
You also have quick access to Arthur’s Seat Very little

Sense of community.

I love that the Meadowbank area feels open and that there are loads of trees. 
 
Unfortunately, this plan will resulted in vies being destroyed and pollution 
increasing meaning we have a dirty area.

Can we please have a Rollersports Rink for Rollerderby, Rollerhockey and 
general skating please!!!

The trees

It’s close to green space and slowly but surely is getting better bars, eatery’s. 
Great transport to town despit the complete mess that’s been created with the 
one way system about Easter Road/Abbeyhill

It’s close to Holyrood park and on the main bus route to the city centre and 
East Lothian. 
We have some good local shops and cafes. 
I also like the fact that it’s not too built up - that there are opportunities to see 
beyond the local area towards Fife etc.

It’s close to Holyrood park and on the main bus route to the city centre and 
East Lothian. 
We have some good local shops and cafes. 
I also like the fact that it’s not too built up - that there are opportunities to see 
beyond the local area towards Fife etc.

Lived in the area for nearly all of my 40 years. It is a nice area with very little 
trouble. It has a decent mix of shops, food places and bars. It has sensible 
road layouts and tends to move well even when busy. It needs a modern 
community based hub with sport, health and care at it’s heart. Access to the 
sports facilities is essential for all so pricing must be sensible and not hiked to 
fund the project.

It has a lot of sport opportunities, it is vast and is quite central. There are 
premises even for kids’ birthday parties. It would be great to renew it leaving 
the same size.

It’s proximity to town, good quality housing. Nice area to live in

Quiet. Not many posho Scots. Holyrood Park. Transport links. Proximity to 
portobello, Duddingston Loch, Musselburgh and East Lothian. Can walk into 
town. Close to either Morrisons or Sainsbury’s. Very little in Meadowbank area 
offers me something.

I like the history and greenery. i have always enjoyed the sports centre and 
many events help there going back to child hood. The area has significant 
potential.

Potential to be more of a community space

C;lose to city center, good cafes, close to arthur seat.

It is a relatively quiet residental area with good views to Arthurs seat and close 
to Holyrood Park. Another bonus is that there are good bus link and it is within 
walking/cycling distance of the city centre.

Accessibility of Meadowbank Stadium, the mixed Arts and small business 
culture in Meadowbank House. 
 
However the area is overly busy from traffic in  Marionville Road, London Road 
and Smokey Brae areas and I don’t believe that brining mass housing, hotel & 
student accommodation to the area will help

MEADOWBANK SPORT CENTRE WITH BIGGER GYM

Bigger new sport centre with swimming pool

The large quantity of sports facilities that provides for so many clubs and 
individuals.

It’s a good area to live.

Good bus links. Close to town and Holyrood Park.

I liked the open spaces, the trees, the views, the sports facilities, provisions 
for the community�, the fact that it is not overpopulated.

Edinburgh Leisure gym complex & great connections to Portbello/ East 
Lothian & town.

I like living close to Meadowbank stadium.  There is a good community feel 
in the area.   There are a lot of families living in the area. There are excellent 
public transport facilities.  There are good supermarkets and shops closebye.   
The library and doctor and dentist surgeries closebye.

When the centre was open it was well used,already a busy area,a great venue 
for charity walks , fireworks display, antique fairs and even occasionally pop 
concerts.

An affordable  sports facility within walking distance of my home.  
Family housing, with facilities like GPs to reflect the communities needs.

Sports facilities

1) The fact that has a local feel and is for local residents of Edinburgh. 
 
2) The trees - and the greenery and the green landscape. 
 
3) The stadium for Edinburgh schools and local kids for sports. 
 
In any change: 
 
1) DO NOT GET RID OF THE TREES; they are sacred and have value. 
 
2) Do not make a mini stadium that becomes meaningless for local kids and 
for their sporting activities. 
 
3) DO NOT have hotel accommodation; there are plenty as is - and this not 
serving the local community. 
 
4) DO NOT have student accommodation; this is a transient population and 
with Brexit in the horizon whether EU students will keep coming is another 
question altogether.

I like the quick access to Holyrood Park. There are good transport links with 
the bus route travelling along London Road. Meadowbank also feels quite 
green with many trees and nearby Holyrood Park.

It has  history and a strong local community.  
What I don’t like is there is not enough green space and the proposal to cut 
down the trees are insane

Close proximity to town and the grounds surrounding Arthur seat, it is the 
perfect location and for a long time has been the sports hub of our capital. 
Edinburgh.

There’s already a good mix of shops, housing and recreational facilities 
(assuming the stadium will re-open!).  It’s busy, but not overcrowded, and 
there are still some green spaces left. 
 
We especially do NOT need more student flats or hotels as this would make 
the area overcrowded and wouldn’t give any benefit to the current residents. 
We also don’t need any more shops. We need to retain a community space for 
the people who already live in this area. Development projects are destroying 
community facilities in other areas of the city - this can’t continue!

I liked the velodrome before it was demolished. 
I like the unique buildings.

Proximity to Holyrood Park. More green spaces and open areas free of taller 
buildings. Variety of shopping. Proximity to city centre.

Family Friendly. Community spirit. Mix of people and population.

lots of housing for local people, good transport links, shops nearby and local 
church.

In a very crowded city it is a lovely open space with mature trees. Just what 
the area needs and a nice counterpoint to the busy roads around it

I don’t really like the meadow bank area. The pavement is too narrow in most 
parts next to a very busy road. There are not enough shops  
The empty and rundown buildings are an eye sore

It had a dedicated sports / fitness centre and stadium - and this should 
continue.

I love that there is lots of green space in the area - it is one of the reasons we 
moved here. It’s got great local amenities and we have excellent transport 
links to town. I don’t understand why student housing is needed, given that 
there are a vast number of student accommodation buildings across the city, 
including between my work and home where many old, traditional buildings 
are being pulled down to build yet more. 
 
Right now we are lucky enough to be a short walk from Holyrood Park and the 
green site across the road from our flat, which sadly has now been closed and 
has now become overgrown.  
 
I believe building large multi-story properties on the site will thoroughly reduce 
the quality of life in the local area, as well as placing additional pressure on 
some amenities which are already struggling eg doctor’s surgeries.

The open space that can be used for recreational activities. The nature.

I like it because it is a traditional part of Edinburgh we do not want student 
accommodation there or in Leith either we want proper houses not flats
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I like the fact there is a fantastic stadium capable of hosting athletics events, 
concerts, fireworks etc. 
 
I do not like anything about the council’s plan - it is short sighted and doesn’t 
take account of local needs. We do not need a hotel or student flats. We do 
need world class sports facilities.

it is fairly open and close to the park.  It has a good local feel about it with 
many people living and shopping in the area. 
there is a good range of local shops and bars. there is seldom trouble in the 
evening.

It’s close to where I live, Portobello - I can go shopping there if I don’t feel like 
getting stuck in traffic going into the city centre ....

Love living here, so near to town centre, Holyrood Park, has great bus 
services and local shops, and not too busy!

I have very fond memories of the area since my childhood as my 
grandparents live in the area. I also think it’s good for Meadowbank (and the 
surrounding area) to have a stadium of such size that can host such a variety 
of large scale events that benefit the public as I don’t think Edinburgh has the 
many, especially when compared to other Scottish cities (i.e Glasgow).

The fact that it had a range of accessible sports facilities and stadium in 
the east of the city. It also feels nice and open. I also like the ARTs hub at St 
Margaret’s House and the traditional tenements.

I live near the stadium and until recently had a studio in St Margarets House. 
It is a nice mix of housing but at the moment it is rather bleak. Efforts to make 
the main road more interesting to visit have been only partially successful, yet 
I’m sure that other businesses would be attracted to the area if Meadowbank 
itself was livelier . St Margarets house as an artist’s and community hub has 
had an effect on improving things, but now that it is closing, this will be a great 
loss to the community. A great many people locally didn’t know what went on 
there. The whole area needs regeneration. It is in a prime position being close 
to the park and with great public transport.

The existing trees and the green space.

It’s one of the few affordable areas left near central Edinburgh.  
It’s close to the city centre, Arthur’s Seat and I can walk to Leith from here.

Meadowbank has been my home environment for 42 years. Its where I have 
lived with my husband and where we brought up our children.  I like the older 
stone fronted tenements and the open aspects that used to exist before the 
massive building developments blocked our views and it feels even our air! 
I was happy  that I lived close to an international stadium  which provided 
my husband and son the opportunity to watch football in a family friendly 
atmosphere.  A sports centre in which it was possible to attend yoga, fencing 
and archery classes  without being put on a waiting list.  Hearing the children 
cheer on their classmates at the interscholastics.  Going to the antiques 
fairs and at one time the flower shows.  Watching and hearing the fireworks 
displays every November.  Everything in fact which brought our community 
and the wider Edinburgh community together and everything that Edinburgh 
Council are hell bent on destroying by ignoring the vast majority of the 
populations wishes in order to squeeze every penny they can out of a much 
loved and valued piece of land.

Reasonably close to city centre , with a good mix of housing and amenities. 
Could benefit from public space

The area has been one of the slightly more affordable parts of the city but this 
has changed in recent years with house prices increasing.  There is a decent 
mix of uses around the area and thankfully a good mix of accommodation for 
families and smaller flats.  The area is close to town and Portobello but there 
are now major issues with the roads and volume of traffic in the area.   There 
was a Portobello Rd improvement plan a couple of years ago, and apart 
from the new (poorly designed for cyclists) junction at Meadowbank Terrace, 
none of the rest of it has been delivered.  Get this back on the table as part of 
the Meadowbank plan, and significantly improve conditions for walking and 
cycling.  
 
The area is good but could be better, with the street environment pretty poor 
at present.  
 
I would add that having spoke to many of my neighbours about the 
development that the current campaign group who are against it, do not 
represent the views of the wider community.  They are a minority group and 
have not canvassed views in the area.  There is a silent majority who just want 
the Council to ‘get on with it’, put the leisure facilities in place and provide a 
high quality place as part of the community which we can all benefit from.

It feels peaceful and quite despite being so close to the city center.

I live in the area and it has a real community feel. In fact in a Willowbrae we 
have ‘The Big Lunch’ once a year where Lismore Avenue is closed to cars and 
the community police come along. I’m addition there is a ‘winter warmer’ once 
a year along the same lines. There are a few local, independent business that 
have just opened such as Baba Rista and Riddle me Rye which are fantastic.  
 
Willowbrae is quiet but so near the city. It’s a hidden gem and a wonderful 
place to live at the moment.

the trees, the meadowbank Leisure centre, outdoor athletics, concerts & 
fireworks display. The velodrome - good as only one in Edinburgh 
Good balance between houses & amenities although it is now bordering on 
too many houses

The land around Meadowbank which runs alongside the former railway track 
has now been built up with high rise house building over the last 10 years or 
so, both private housing and social housing. While new housing is always 
welcome it would be appreciated to have some public space available for use 
for sports, recreation, outdoor green space  to compensate for this built up 
housing.

The Meadowbank area a brilliant location. Next to the park, 20minute walk 
from the city centre and a 10 minute bus ride from the beach. It has a thriving 
small retail outlets and 3 supermarkets. 
I specifically like the Meadowbank area because of St. Margaret’s House. The 
diversity of social and business engagement within the building is astounding. 
It serves not only the local community but people come from  outwith 
Edinburgh also.

It is a real community. Unlike other areas of Edinburgh, I know my neighbours 
and I actively participate in community activities.

It’s near Holyrood Park.

Easy access to the city centre and right beside the greenery of Holyrood Park. 
Lots of lovely stone tenements/houses. I hope that the new sports centre will 
attract international events and provide great facilities for the community.

The artistic and community vibe

As my local ‘patch’ I have known it only for 5 years. The Lothian Bus service/s 
is the most positive public factor, providing routes in all directions; crossing 
through the town centre and terminating at all points on  the EH area 
compass. 
The public library at Piersfield is well thought of. 
Community groups, providing cohesion and facilitating face to face and online 
interaction are a boon. 
Fortunately I have a 3rd floor view over the closer quarter of Meadowbank 
and had enjoyed seeing the school/club amateur football on  the playing field; 
seeing the greenery of the trees around the whole stadium area; seeing the 
area given over to space uncluttered by unrelated buildings, of any nature. 
The only personal use that I had made of the stadium complex was to visit 
the cafe at the end of any ‘Ageing Well’ walk that ended nearby. A ‘watering 
hole’ that appeared to have very little in the way of clientele and was in need 
of upgrade.

Not much - it seems a rather drab and run down area - there is nothing to 
make you want to go there. The area has ne unique selling point - maybe the 
new stadium would be this.

St Margaret’s House is a hub of third sector organisations and creative space. 
Important that something with this ethos is preserved once st Margaret’s 
House is sold off.  
 
I liked the sports centre when it was open, particularly the Badminton courts, 
as now there is a lack of available Badminton courts in the area.  
 
Meadowbank retail park. 
 
The closeness of Holywood Park and Arthur’s Seat.

Sports facilities were a community hub for the area with people of all ages 
meeting and taking part in groups and activities. I also liked the trees and 
grass area surrounding the stadium .

It is relatively central with good public transport. It has of course long been the 
stadium and facilities.

Mix of architecture, close to Holyrood Park, cosmopolitan, sports centre, 
cafes, mix of businesses, handy for town.

Lively, friendly community.

We have lived in this area for more than 20 years. The bus links to town are 
good and  Holyrood Park is a wonderful asset for the area.  Before it closed 
and before it became run down, the Meadowbank Stadium was a great 
community asset & as a family we used it frequently over the years.

Sports centre facility, trees, St Margaret’s House and all the amazing 
opportunities there are for me in St Margaret’s House. For example my Hatha 
yoga class, support from charities based in St Margaret’s House, art and 
craft workshops and classes in St Margaret’s House.  The artists resident 
in St Margaret’s House have exhibitions and open studio events which are 
wonderful.

Trees and green space.  Easy transport links.

Having a sports facility within reach of home without taking two buses, undue 
travel time.

The people - the sense of community.  This is an area in which people know 
each other, look out for each other, help each other.
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Seen from above it was open, of relatively low profile and uncluttered;  
providing  green space for amateur football; accessed handily from public 
transport for indoor activity and sport; car parking provision kept the nearby 
residential streets more freed up than might otherwise  have been the case; 
well treed; a venue for the occasional fireworks display!

Holyrood park, quick access to portobello beach, community feel/
engagement.

the community feel of St Margaret’s House, it takes a long time to create a 
positive, comfortable community. 
Easy bus routes 
The view across the forth

Open space, good access, perfect place for a sports venue

“Liked” you mean? -the velodrome 
a new one by 2020 as well as the sports centre would be nice(even if it is 
located elsewhere in the city e.g. Jack Kane centre)- but there is space to 
build on the Meadow bank site...so why not? (there was space for the 1970 
one and an indoor venue would increase utility by 50%(will be able to use in 
winter- like in London, Manchester and Glasgow......or do we have to wait till 
Olympic/Commonwealth Games are held in Edinburgh?( but i wont still be 
around by then -so not much use to me) . My son has given up on this - he is 
moving to Barcelona(which has a very nice velodrome)

Meadowbank feels like an open area within a generally the very busy and 
crowded environment surrounding it. 
This is due to the land, green spaces and trees within and adjacent to the 
grounds of the stadium. 
This is quite rare within a very built up area and therefore a precious asset.

quiet, good public transport links, green areas

Central location. 
Wide/diverse range of shops. 
Good bus services. 
Arthur Seat.

It seems to be under invested as it stood, and under utilised as an area in the 
whole.

Its proximity to the city centre, good range of local facilities. Excellent 
transport links. Mix of different types of housing.

The community feel, the greenery, close to the city, quiet, residential, a good 
place to raise a family.  
 
It is an area that has not yet been ruined by huge, ugly, sandstone student 
flats and hotels that destroy the culture, the community and the feel of an area 
(see Leith Street developments). These kinds of developments bring large 
amounts of transient people to an area who don’t care about it, put strain on 
services (buses, amenities, etc), and make it difficult for locals to build a life in 
an area.

green and leafy, feels open, not many high-rise buildings, excellent sports 
facilities, good mix of shops and accommodation

It’s quiet. Housing has nice character and feels like community. A lot of trees 
around.

PEACE AND QUIET

Pleased to see that the old, very run down stadium, stand and hotch potch 
ofancillary buildings are to go.  
The tree planting should have been given protection status from the outset; if 
protection is not in place and any of the trees are in the danger line for felling 
Edinburgh should be ashamed of the discrimination it uses to avoid falling into 
any protection practice. 
The other green grassy spaces, including the amateur sport outdoor playing 
field, together make for an open vista uncluttered by spread out buildings. 
I shall hate to see the masterplan sites packed and stacked to great density, 
without the relief of greenery both tall and low.

Sporting facilities and art studio spaces.

The trees that encircle the meadowbank sports complex, the tenement flats 
and amenities.

A good mixture of community services, local small cafes and shops

The history, the openness, the quality

Near the centre of town.

That it is not full of flats.  
Being able to park outside my house 
Trades people able to park when work is required to my premises. 
Do not have buildings overlooking my back garden. Liked having full 
recreational facilities now being lost at Meadowbank e.g velodrome. Artificial 
football pitch. 
Infrastructure as it is at the moment do not want it saturated to breaking point 
that will happen with the over development of multi storey flats.

The public sports complex. Pitches. Greenery.

I like the fact that there is variety within the area: quiet small streets that are 
unique to Edinburgh, more contemprorary buildings towards Albion Gardens, 
Good connection to the city centre, there is a large shopping centre as well, 
greenery - tall trees around Meadowbank Stadium. There is also variety within 
the community - because of its affordability, the demographic seems very 
varied, with a lot of international citizens living in this area - this is a very good 
combination (affordable, multi-cultural, pleasant) that is hard to find in close 
proximity to the city centre. 
 
I also like that is far away from the University buildings, it’s not a student-
dominated area, which can have a very negative effect on local communities. 
If a student accommodation/or hotel is built, the area will very much start 
to cater for them, rather than for the locals. (especially considering that 
newbuilt student accommodations are without exception catered to wealthy 
students, and then used as hotels during summer - I worked in a few 
student accommodations). There is a difference between redevelopement 
and gentrification. The area has great potential, the unused land is a great 
opportunity for development, however I feel that the

Central to town 
Near Holyrood park, 
Accessible 
Historical Sporting culture

That it’s not flooded with student accommodation, and that it was a central 
hub in the community for local kids and adults.

Its a great sports Stadium and a stadium that should stay as its part of the 
local area

Meadowback is an upcoming area. It hasn’t yet seen the improvements 
of other areas of the city, such as Leith, but this leaves a large amount of 
opportunity for the area. We have great areas within reach of meadowbank 
such as Arthur’s seat, the craggs and Holyrood. These alone create a large 
amount of footfall through or nearby to the area on top a considerable 
population density. 
 
It is also within easy reach of the Easter road, Leith and the city centre. The 
playhouse, Omni Centre and St James’ (once completed) are all 15-20minutes 
walk away.  
 
Though London road has too much traffic noise, Abbeyhill has had some 
recent good openings to improve the cafe scene.

The area is definitely up and coming.  Many changes are occurring, and for 
the better. Redevelopment along London road is a fantastic opportunity, and 
should not be squandered.  A high quality place should be delivered. 
 
The best feature of the area is its close proximity to the city center and 
Holyrood Park. Excellent transit links, fairly good retail offerings, and relatively 
inexpensive housing are also great features of the area.

The views of Arthur’s Seat, proximity to buses, supermarkets and not far to city 
centre.

If the sporting facilities had the require work done to bring them into the 21st 
century, we could get back to attracting big events. 
If the renovations were done properly,  an improved stadium could have many 
uses. Great venue in it’s day - just requires a rethink on parking & transport 
links.

Good space

Central, good communication links, green space and sporting facilities with 
mature trees and grounds.

I love the mix of green space at Arthur’s seat in the middle of an urban, 
thriving City.  Meadowbank is an avenue on your way to the city centre, which 
feels safe, clean and an area residents want to live in.

It is central enough to live here without a car, which is liberating in many ways. 
It has access to open space at Holyrood Park.

The historic significance of the sports facilities, allowing the local community 
the opportunity to sport and leisure opportunity’s at their doorstep.  
I used the facilities for numerous sports including Taekwondo, Athletics and 
Football growing up. 
 
Training for pole vault with Edinburgh Athletics club gave me the opportunity 
to get the bus from school to training. If the facilities didn’t exist I’d have to 
travelled to Glasgow or Grangemouth to train. I didn’t have the luxury of this 
due to my family background so  medowbank gave me the opportunity to 
become and international youth athlete

Good stadium, this should be made sufficient to allow Edinburgh City to come 
back and play their home games and allow for their progression within the 
league should they gain promotion.

I like the light, openess and feeling of space, in particular the uninterrupted 
views to Arthur Seat and across the city .  Whilst it is a built up area, with little 
green space, it doesn’t feel overpopulated like some other areas eg Gorgie/
Dalry.
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I like the Meadowbank area as it’s my home. It’s a nice, safe clean area with 
nice people within the community. It also has Hollyrood Park within walking 
distance and what used to be a Meadowbank sports Center. Meadowbank 
was always an area which was very active, most evenings you would see 
people walk up and down the streets in gym clothes usually attending the 
gym or fitness classes. However since the closure of the sports centre I have 
noticed not so any people about.

The area has good sporting facilities and is close to a green, including lovely 
looking tree’s.

I attend an exercise class in St Margaret’s House, and have been involved 
in a charity that is based there. I have attended sports events at the sports 
centre. The area is between my home and workplace, and very convenient for 
affordable social, sports and community activities - I have young children and 
it’s not possible for me to travel much further so if the facilities are removed or 
become more difficult to access I would struggle to participate. 
 
I visit cafes and shops in the srrounding area (London Road/top of Easter 
Road) but not within the Meadowbank development area.

Close to the city centre and also Holyrood park.

Some mature trees on the edges of the site.

people, most shops and proximity to town, portobello and leith

Close to city centre 
Well connected for transport, especially buses; cycling could be better 
Brownfield land 
Could include much-needed housing

Despite being close to the centre, it’s a residential area.  It has no focal point 
in itself.  Holyrood Park is nearby and easily accessable along with the High 
Street and South Side.

Good amount of space to develop, relatively central.

Green areas. Sport facilities. Events facilities.

The sports facilities. There is very little else in the area to encourage 
involvement in sport. My greatest concern is that sports facilities are reduced 
that would be tragic and not help dealing with health issues such as the 
obesity crisis. Reduction in facilities would also reduce participation by Scots 
at the highest levels of sport. Unfortunately all I have read would indicate the 
council are not consulting in good faith and all that will happen is another ugly 
hitch pitch of flats and student accommodation.

The mature  trees 
A venue that could be used for international sporting and music events and 
for local residents as it has done for many years 
The arts at St Margarets house

The sports centre

I like the trees and the greenspace.

Sports facilities

There are lots of buses passing either side of the site, ideal for

Community space, sports provision

Meadowbank is defined by its sports stadia. 
 
It should therfore be replaced by a world class venue for Edinburgh FC, with 
gym and small pool, and athletics should be a seperate within the enclosure, 
or external where the velodrome would be and inside the the track the football 
pitches rented out to members.  
 
Parking would therefor be optimal across the reserved parking area. 
 
Tennis courts are already at Craiglockart.

It is good to have a leading Sport centre on this side of the city. Far too much 
emphasis has been on the west side of Edinburgh in recent years. This has 
led to massive increase in traffic an congestion which the City council has 
totally failed to address.  Any development of an area has to take this into 
account.

The trees and public space, diversity provided by presence of artist’s studios 
neighbouring the site

I like the proximity to Arthur’s seat and the park. I like the open spaces and the 
mixed uses of the area inc. small businesses, homes and amenities.

It’s still a place for locals , and indigenous residents of Edinburgh.

The fact that there was a running track

The Meadowbank Shopping centre: it serves the wider community with a 
good range of retail outlets. 
Other facilities within easy travel distance. 
Proximity to the Queens Park. 
The ‘open’ feel of the area with limited tenements. 
The (now defunct) sports centre, a very significant local facility supporting 
sport and leisure and helping  healthy lifestyles thus promoting good health 
across a wide area. I WAS a dedicated user of the facility for many health and 
sporting activities, and it was an important location for events. I would have it 
improved, but not have it removed, it’s function changed or reduced. It was a 
dedicated sports facility. KEEP IT THAT WAY PLEASE.

It is quite central, I love the fact that it is also close to Lochend Park, Easter 
Road Stadium and the shopping centre.

I live in the meadowbank area. It is a nice mixed  residential area within 
reasonable walking  distance of the city centre of Edinburgh if desired and 
has a good ‘local’ feel about it. 
Residential near to but not in the city centre is the key here.  This is not the 
city centre dominated by shops, hotels and student accommodation. No 
Nimbyism being displayed here, just a feeling that this area should continue to 
be primarily residential.

The range of sports facilities all at one place, the ability to use the facilities as 
a venue for entertainment, including music, festivals etc

The range of sports facilities all at one place, the ability to use the facilities as 
a venue for entertainment, including music, festivals etc

The trees and playing fields. Natural green areas which surround good quality 
housing in an uncrampt suburb

Friendly, relaxed area, open spaces, mixed community, greenery

The Sportscentre

The fact that local residents might just have a say in what happens to the 
meadowbank area?? though given the council’s ‘bulldozing’ behaviour to 
date, that is thrown into serious doubt. 
Also the fact that there are hundreds of beautiful trees here, some very 
rare........not that Edinburgh Council seems to care about a few rare trees 
getting in the way of their bulldozed development plans..........

I enjoy the community feel of the area. I like that there are locally run 
business such as coffee shops (Jvaj Hut and Bar barista), cafes (hot potoat), 
restaurants (zanadu) and bars (barrel house) rather than franchises or chains 
such as COSTA, Starbucks. I equally appreciate the local corner shops, 
butchers, harwre stores etc. I appreciate the good bus links. I like that there 
are two supermarkets (Morrison and sainsburies) in the area to choose 
between and the Meadowbank complex with TKMAX etc also. i enjoy the trees 
in the area to help break up the landscape making it a nice place to live.  I 
appreciated the sports facilities.  
I particularly enjoy the residential feel of the area, no big hotels or student 
blocks. I chose to move to Meadownbnk to be in a residential area of 
Edinburgh and not in a commercial tourist location or transient student area.

That it is close to the centre, Portobello and Holyrood Park and is on a great 
bus route and has green space and trees along London Road. It is also great 
for those residents of Edinburgh who are not wealthy but have every right of 
enjoy living somewhere central with amenities.  It should not be made into a 
transient place for tourists and students. 
I live in Abbeyhill and a have a studio in St Margarets House which is a vibrant 
living community.

I live in this area, I like that it has sports facilities and is a residential area.

Variety of shops, housing, sports all in view of Arthur’s Seat

As a very happy member of Edinburgh Leisure, I’m looking forward to using 
the enhanced sport facilities, and the yoga classes in particular.

That it is an open green space in the centre of the city, which like all green 
spaces offers a respite, that is fast diminishing,  from traffic congestion, 
pollution and noise and provides leisure facilities for Edinburgh’s citizens.

It is an area that has organically grown as a community with the Sports 
Centre with its trees being the central feature.  Over the years I have used the 
facilities and I currently greatly miss being able to attend my weekly exercise 
class there with my daughter. This is my nearest Council sports centre for 
me and my family. This is the only place along the main road where trees are 
featured.  
 
It is completely undemocratic for Edinburgh Council to be selling off this 
land to developers against the wishes of the community. These valuable 
community resources in cities are vital for health and welbeing, as well as 
community cohesion.  These sorts of sports facilities should not be something 
that can only be accessed by people who can afford memberships of private 
facilities.

Easy access by public transport to both East and West. Close proximity to 
Holyrood Park.

The mix of housing - tenements, bungalows, modern flats - and businesses 
along with the trees surrounding the sports arena.

Proximity to centre; Accessibility; Sporting heritage; Views over Arthur Seat

There is a lot do there and it’s very helpful having everything all in one place
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That the whole Meadowbank Stadium site is dedicated to sports and leisure. 
The trees within the site, especially the valuable and irreplaceable Wheatley 
Elms and all the green space, especially the banks of sloping green space 
flanking the London Rd side. It is an oasis and important space within what 
is otherwise a very built up area. It gives the Meadowbank area a special 
identity which should be retained, not diminished. The sports centre acted as 
a community hub in addition to providing facilities for all ages within the area 
and beyond to remain healthy. It is vital that all sports and leisure facilities are 
maintained and if anything increased, not reduced in size, number or quality. 
Losing this wonderful facility will mean losing the legacy left to the community 
from two Commonwealth Games and will be a real loss for future generations, 
not to mention current users, the local community and others further afield.

The green space and mature trees.

I like the green spaces of Lochend and Holyrood Park, the mix of residential 
space with independent business, and the sense of community in the area. 
The amount of traffic running through Meadowbank makes trees essential for 
the health of the area  
Introducing yet more student accommodation when there is already Brae 
House and soon to be Meadowbank House providing this in the area would 
be damaging to the community, not to mention unnecessary. Edinburgh has 
already reached its limit of hotels rendering that part of the proposition also 
useless as well as not bringing anything to the local community.

We are a group of local residents, sports users and a couple of artists whom 
some of us have lived in the area for many many years. We like the fact that 
we live in a local community; we like the fact that we had a major sports 
facility on our doorstep; We like the fact that Meadowbank was responsible for 
training some first class athletes and it was more than just a training ground, it 
was where people came together to participate in sport. We like the fact that 
the sports stadium was designed with trees all around it to act as a screen 
to neighbouring housing which is home to a wildlife corridor and includes 
high value very rare Wheatley Elm trees. We like the fact that the stadium had 
an annual fireworks display always sold out and popular with the locals. We 
like the fact that the stadium was used for some great concerts. There are 
many more. Meadowbank is like the central hub of a number of neighbouring 
communities and we do not want to lose that.

I love the fact thst it has some beautifjl mature trees in city centre

Open Space 
Mature Trees

An historical area with a vibrant community The TREES that provide beauty, 
wellbeing, health and character to our community.  The fact that there are 
RARE trees in meadow bank.  We need trees to combat climate change.

It’s a diverse area with a mix of residential and commercial properties. 
However being so urban it does lack greenery (despite being so close to 
Holyrood Park). The trees around Meadowbank are colourful and attractive, 
help with pollution, give the area extra character, provide habitat for local 
wildlife etc.

Ive lived here for 15 years and originally from Portobello. The Meadowbank 
area isnt yet too densely populated and still has some existing wildlife links 
such as between the Lochend Park greenspace and Arthur seat.  The existing 
trees must be maintained as much as possible please.

The trees and open nature of much of the area.

The community

I’ve lived in the Meadowbank area about 7 years now. It is a very densily 
populated area due to its easy access to city centre and Holirood park and 
Portobello beach. I love the area but it’s already becoming too congested for 
further developments

The trees and the stadium!

I enjoy seeing the sight of trees in any park land area. I firmly believe that they 
elevate your mood and provide numerous benefits to the public’s well being. 
Trees engage your senses and are something we can all share in.

Meadowbank Stadium is the main part of the Meadowbank area. It is a legacy 
left to the citizens of Edinburgh from two Commonwealth Games and sits on 
land that has been used for recreational/leisure use for almost 100 years. 
With an increasing population and a growing obesity crisis, recreation/leisure 
is more important than ever. The site should therefore continue to host those 
facilities at the same or an increased level. Any attempt to reduce the number 
of facilities must be viewed negatively. 
 
This consultation is for the entire Meadowbank Stadium site, including the 
proposed new sports centre which has less facilities than the current site and 
has been crammed into a smaller area purely to allow Edinburgh Council 
to build on the rest of the site. This land is not surplus. It is required for 
recreation/leisure use. It is also well landscaped and includes over 160 trees, 
some of which are extremely rare and whose removal will be an “outrageous 
act” according to Edinburgh Council’s own forestry service. 
 
There is no need for office space on the site, which includes the space 
earmarked for Edinburgh Leisure who already have office space it does not 
use within the Royal Commonwealth Pool. 
 
The area does not need any more student accommodation or property used 
for short-term lets. 
 
The following should remain on the site: all trees, all landscaping, a 
velodrome, all existing facilities (including the athletics track and iconic 
grandstand). By all means redevelop the sports centre and do so in a 
phased manner. There is no need to build hundreds of homes or mixed used 
development on a site that is an oasis within an otherwise already built-up 
area. 
 
Meadowbank Stadium is a central hub within the area and should be retained 
as such. For many it is the community. 
 
I also object to Edinburgh Council’s attempt to mislead this consultation by 
claiming it is only for part of the Meadowbank site when the Development 
sub-committee made clear it is for the entire site. Finally, I object to the 
questionnaire which leads people into ticking boxes about non leisure/
recreation use and requires the ‘Other’ box to be utilised in order to mention 
these uses.

I like the trees, dont cut them down,., The planners just need to include them 
,.Why is this council desperately trying to cut down all the mature trees,. 
They enhance the area, and are good for  wildlife,. I will NEVER get over the 
destruction in princes st gardens,, no consultation , ,because there would 
have been a massive outcry. People in Edinburgh care , and are being swept 
aside, all for tourism and student accommodation,. I am sick of the council 
just ploughing ahead with stupid plans that nobody wants ,. DONT CUT 
DOWN THE TREES.

I lived very close to the stadium previously, on Dalgety Avenue for 4 years, 
and still live in Edinburgh and pass through often. 
 
I enjoyed living in the area, being close to the city centre, living in a traditional, 
beautiful old tenement building, having the retail park close by, there being 
a number of pubs and restaurants nearby, the feeling of community, going 
along to a number of Save Meadowbank meetings, at which Chris Hoy’s father 
would attend. 
 
And most of all I enjoyed living next to the prestigious, iconic building that is 
Meadowbank STADIUM.  I regularly used the gym - 2-3 times a week - and 
football facilities - once a week, as well as some of the other facilities on 
occasion, e.g. for badminton, table tennis, basketball.

It’s wide open and unbuilt up views,  & its mature trees give pleasant views to 
the Queens park and Arthur’s Seat beyond.   
Low rise homes with gardens.

A lot of people who live there are very caring about the local environment and 
work together to make their backgreens as biodiverse and wildlife friendly as 
possible.  Bats can be seen often  (although the bat survey did not show this). 
I also like that there is a community woodland and that it is home to a rare 
species of elm.

its a lovely green space with old trees and local history pouring out

I have lived in Meadowbank for 13 years. I love the sense of community, the 
fact that it’s close to town yet not over developed, the spaciousness and easy 
access to amenities.

Nice community

Central but fairly quiet

The sense of community centred around local facilities at Meadowbank 
Stadium and Meadowbank Retail Park and Holyrood Park. In the absence of 
a formal Community Centre, Meadowbank Stadium and Meadowbank Church 
fill some of the gap but the new Meadowbank development could and should 
play a central role in the community with spaces available for local groups to 
use as well as sports facilities and public spaces.  
 
I would also like to propose that a small rail station be built at the south 
eastern corner of the site on the Dunbar line. This would be a great 
opportunity to add a valuable transport link resource to the area at minimum 
cost as the line is already there. It would ease congestion and parking in the 
area, both for sports attendees, visitors and local residents/commuters and 
reduce motor vehicle pollution. 
 
I think that any housing development will be detrimental in an area which is 
already intensely residential. I definitely think that any single type of housing 
would be very bad for the area. I understand that the housing development 
is deemed to be necessary to pay for the Sport Centre rebuilding but if the 
Sports Centre is refurbished (now that the dangerous asbestos has been 
removed) rather than re-built it should not cost so much. And perhaps then 
the balance of space given to housing and public facilities can be swung to 
something more like 75% sport and leisure and 25% mixed housing. 
 
Meadowbank Stadium is currently a public facility and it is the Council’s 
responsibility to do their best to keep it that way and not “sell off the family 
silver” to pay for turning it into an inferior facility.

Mature trees etc.
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Sports facilities and green spaces

The current availability of the stadium and sports facilities for people of all 
ages.    The surrounding trees create a pleasant environment, in an area 
which is already being built up extensively for additional housing, without 
thought being given to the appropriate necessary infrastructure.

I have lived in Abbeyhill within walking distance for over 30 years.  I have 
used the sports facility as have my children.  Sports facilities are essential for 
a healthy life style.  It has also been a green area in an extremely built up part 
of our city. 
Chris Hoy trained here on the velodrome.  There have been many sports 
events and a safe fire work display, discouraging use of fireworks in the 
streets.  There have even been bands playing here.  I miss having a centre at 
the heart of our community.

The way the land has been laid out for all parts of the Meadowbank sports 
complex, none of which should be lost. This includes the trees and all 
landscaped areas.

central

Meadowbank area is where I grew up after family left Leith in early 70’s. What 
I like is that my mum worked in local co-op, and was a long standing member 
of the congregation of St Ninian’s church, everyone knew her. We grew up with 
people we still know and have remained friends with - neighbours have been 
neighbours for many years and there is a real sense of local community. 
 
Meadowbank stadium is where we has our school sports and every year the 
inter-scholastics. It was the place I saw and was very much caught up in 
with the Commonwealth Games, the excitement of seeing famous athletes 
compete just up the road from home. The atmosphere, the games, all the 
people and seeing the train station at Meadowbank being used to bring 
people direct to the stadium so not a huge issue for local people. 
 
Meadowbank stadium is where I watched the fireworks each year, always 
fantastic and always popular with the local community. It was also where I was 
able to see some great bands without having to travel to Glasgow. 
 
Meadowbank stadium was built on the former speedway, my dad used to go 
to as did his dad. It was built with a landscaped front of trees on London Road 
and a screen of trees around the entire site to act as a buffer to noise and help 
clean the air as traffic became heavier and heavier. We have the privilege to 
live next to some very rare trees which are the Wheatley Elms. These are high 
value trees and cannot be replaced. These trees along with the other 130 
odd around the site have been there a long time and are loved by many in the 
area. They are home to a whole range of wildlife and act as a wildlife corridor. 
In fact the other day I saw a pheasant in a garden couple doors along, same 
pheasant spotted on Marionville Road couple days later! 
 
The Meadowbank site is public land, it was recreational/sporting/open space 
until end of June when it changed. The site is also a central hub for the 
various communities in the Ward and it should stay that way. 
 
In a nutshell Meadowbank has always been a great place to grow up in, it 
always felt familiar, people know eachother, it is not the city centre, it is a 
community, it gave children sports on their doorstep and brought schools 
together. It was never just about sports it was about people participating in 
sports and forming friendships through teams and a real sense of community 
within the sporting groups.

The trees and nice green areas, not muti story flat the council are planning to 
build.

There is a strong sense of community. This should be nurtured, not destroyed. 
Student housing or hotel accommodation does not play any part in this and 
will only increase the existing problems in the area.

I like the facilites on offer there at the sports center and the green open space.

The green spaces, especially the trees and the open views

I used to like the fact that there were sport and leisure facilities for the east of 
Edinburgh.  Also thought it was great that the old office block (St Margarets) 
was being put to great use hosting support groups, community events and the 
arts.  Without those things, Meadowbank is poorer.

The trees and grass around the old Meadowbank Stadium 
Environmentally and aesthetically this greenery adds so much to an otherwise 
built  up area.  
There I s no point in the council paying lip service to clean air etc while 
wantonly destroying mature trees all over the city. 
Soon th e only remaining greenery will be the weeds so much now in evidence 
around the city and suburbs!

It’s not overly busy at present & there is green space. I am a member at a 
club within St Margaret’s House & also go to workshops there. I also think it’s 
important to retain the mature trees on the site for future generations and also 
to combat environmental pollution.

Open space with sports facilities, trees and wildlife.

The trees and it’s a public space for all private greedy developer are 
destroying our beautiful city

I’ve lived in the area my whole life and I like the fact it feels like a good 
neighbourhood, despite the main roadways and train lines through it. I like 
the community hub that we have in the stadium and I enjoy the tenement 
and other sandstone buildings. I also like the fact that unlike other parts 
of Edinburgh, we haven’t a stupid amount of specifically built student 
accomodation (halls).

I really like the trees and the opportunities for people, particularly young 
people, too have access to sports facilities. You are destroying and massively 
reducing these things!

The open character, the absence of very tall buildings, the sense of space, 
and most of all: the trees. 
 
I have enjoyed visiting the sports centre over the years with my children for 
school sports, and athletics and gymnastics clubs.

The mixture of existing  housing 
The proximity to the Royal Park 
the provision of leisure facilities at Meadowbank Sports Centre

I like it’s proximity to the Park and Arthur’s Seat. The facilities at Meadowbank 
Sports Centre and all small and interesting shops and cafes.

The proximity to Holyrood Park and the peace and quiet once you’re away 
from the main road.

the community, the mixed use of buildings, access to health centre, the trees.

The area is conveniently close to the city centre (walking distance), Holyrood 
Park and adjoining Palace and Parliament.  Pleasant place to live with 
property prices relatively affordable and the community is active.   Well served 
by public transport.

The traditional working class nature of the area, accessibility to Holyrood Park.

Currently the airy, open nature with lots of mature trees.  This area has not 
been overly developed like other areas in the surrounding area and that of 
proposed areas like that of the current proposal of Stead’s Place.

The trees outside the stadium - a little bit of open space and nature. The 
stadium itself as a place to get some exercise and have fun with the kids.

I have been a resident of Edinburgh all of my life and have been very 
disappointed in the way that developers have been able to steamroll their 
plans that are clearly  for the purpose of profit and not for the benefit of the 
community. 
I spent many years of my youth using Meadowbank as a benefit for my 
sporting benefits and am saddened to see it being reduced in size to make 
sure that profits are maximised for unaffordable housing .

it is a traditional, residential area with a mix of people

I like the mature trees.  
It’s a great location for the centre of town.

The trees!!
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Consultat ion Stage 1
Tell  us about Meadowbank
Addit ional Questionnaire responses
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Consultat ion Stage 2
Design Workshops - Minutes

top floor,    mercat building,    26 gallowgate,    glasgow    g1 5ab   T +44 141 552 3001   F +44 141 552 3888    www.collectivearchitecture.co.uk

NOTES FROM STAGE 2 CONSULTATION

Job Title Meadowbank Housing Proposals for 21st Century Homes
Place of meeting St. Margarets House
Date of meeting November 2018

Present

15th November 2018  

Morning Session — Housing and Community  
1.00 Introductions 
2.00 Project presentation  
3.00 Key moves moving forward  

Afternoon Session — Economy and Local Amenity 
Reintroductions to another attendees , introductions & project presentation, 
recap of previous consultation, introducing to the format of the workshops. 
4.00 Splitting up into three workshop groups 
Summary of the groups 

1.00 Introductions
1.01 CAL welcomed the attendees and thanked all for coming along. Introductions 

round the table.  

2.00 Project presentation 
2.01 CAL explained the background to the project in the context of the site and 

provided a short presentation with slides of the information gathered.  This led to 
discussions with a number of key points noted:

2.02 Key points
The importance of sharing the information with the community was highlighted 
from the beginning. Raising the possibility that future consultations involving wider 
community. Concerns were expressed about the material and how they would fit 
within surrounding of the site and wider Edinburgh context as well as the quality 
and durability the long run.  Moreover, there should be no division between the 
social housing and any other housing, integration and incorporation raising the 
quality of the overall area. The importance of appreciation of the existing housing 
and communities within the area was expressed.  Notion of enhancing the identity 
of the area whilst bringing the existing communities together was deliberated. 
Provision of inclusion of elderly people housing as well as family housing into the 
development. 

3.00 Key moves moving forward
3.01 Ideas to focus for the future discussions 

People involved in this boring session indicated some key points noted below:

• Seamless working with the communities that live locally 
• Consider colony developments
• Explore physical massing within the context
• Proposals should emphases both: look good now and in the future
• Consider time -  habitable now, not only for the future 
• Good overall concept place design before starting buildings 
• Idea of a ‘Meadowbank Village’
• Idea of a ‘Village Green’
• Openness and transparency 
• Discussions during the workshops will be held for mixed use development 
• Accessibility - in and out the site
• Accessibility in the proposed housing 
• Project name?
• For future street names consider historical names, start with the names from 

early stage 
• High demand for connectivity in the area
• Allow specialist to come up with solutions 
• Smokey brae issues
• Concerns about security and safety in the neighbourhood 
• Safer place, but enjoyable 
• Transformation of the site, opportunities to make it something for all
• Local business 
• Create a place before buildings
• Village - available for wider neighbourhood, park, trees,  connections
• Connecting with parks and exiting amenities, local communities.
• Quality environment.
• Little village 
• Independent shops
• Residential area 
• Reinstatement of Cloackmill lane 

3.02 Key statements 

1. Creating a high quality (exemplar) place for wider neighbourhood. 
2. rban realm  first , respect and integrate. 
3. Liveable , accessible, future-proof family homes.
4. Connectivity within and out the site and to neighbourhood and amenity. 

3.03 Stepping stones 
Community Hub-village green 
Access to external spaces 

After the discussions it was a tim for afternoon session:
Quick introductions to another attendees (Introductions & project presentation) 
followed by the splitting into workshop groups. 

4.00 Workshop Groups
After workshops all the groups presented the outcomes to the other attendees

4.01 1— Social Aspects 
Group expressed the need for the different age groups in the future development.
Considered housing for elderly people, routes and noise, road levels, integration 
housing, examples of the above. Health and wellbeing: running routes, outdoor 
gym, community hub, table tennis. Local provision of facilities, possibility of ret-
provision of the spaces for arts in the future.

4.02 2— Environmental 
Team expressed consideration of Car Free development, public routes, better 
links, cycle hire, e-bikes, service issues, practicality, health and wellbeing, 
reducing a pressure of the water and drainage system, concerns about 
overshadowing and pollution/air quality.

4.03 3— Value 
Group proposed the Village Green as the heart of the future development on the 
site. Discussion concluded that it would be a huge possibility to develop key 
facilities for the hole neighbourhood round the village green. It would include 
childcare facilities, early years learning, multi-use centre, library. As the site 
anchor was proposed a main community building - turntable house. 
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top floor,    mercat building,    26 gallowgate,    glasgow    g1 5ab   T +44 141 552 3001   F +44 141 552 3888    www.collectivearchitecture.co.uk

NOTES FROM STAGE 2 CONSULTATION

Job Title Meadowbank Housing Proposals for 21st Century Homes
Place of meeting Study Tour 
Date of meeting 16th November 2018

Present

16th November 2018  
Morning Session — Study Tour 

1.00 Introductions 
2.00 Local Residence Gardens   
3.00 Wheatley Elms 
4.00 Lochend Park/Butterfly development  
5.00 Leith Fort development  

1.00 Introductions
All attendees met at St. Margarets House. 

2.00 Local Residence Gardens
Smokey Brea
The walk started from st. Margarets house, going down the London Road, and 
turning left to walk down to Marionville avenue. Walk took through Smokey Brea, 
and under the Railway lines. The street is very dangerous and raised a lot of 
issues. The narrow pavement only on one side, fast cars, many of cars, different 
speed limits going different directions, a lot of fumes and pollutions, no crossings. 
The junction at the end of Smikey Brae was very dangerous as absorbs ctraffic 
from 5 different directions. 

Property  106 on Marionville Avenue
Local Resident allowed to have a look at the back garden that is adjust to railway 
line that is just slightly higher than her tool shed. The biggest issue of the railway 
just above the residents that it makes easy access to people to jump of the 
railway line and access the gardens and residents property. 

Property 92 on Marionville Avenue
Same issues that were noted in previous property freer raised while the visit took 
place in this back garden 

Property 56 on Marionville Avenue
The back garden of this property is significantly lower than a railway line. The site 
build up has a brick retention wall that is significantly higher than a railway. The 
exact measurements must be accumulated in order to produce an accurate site 
section. It would allow to see the visual impact, overlooking issues and sun 
exposer to be interrogated. 

2.02 Wheatley Elms

3.00 Lochend Park/Butterfly development

4.00 Leith Fort development 

top floor,    mercat building,    26 gallowgate,    glasgow    g1 5ab   T +44 141 552 3001   F +44 141 552 3888    www.collectivearchitecture.co.uk

NOTES FROM STAGE 2 CONSULTATION

Job Title Meadowbank Housing Proposals for 21st Century Homes
Place of meeting St. Margarets House
Date of meeting November 2018

Present

19th November 2018  
Morning Session — Open space, trees and green space  

1.00 Introductions 
2.00 Project presentation  
3.00 Previous Workshops  
4.00 Landscape team introduction to the site  
5.00 Three workshop groups and summary of the groups 

Afternoon Session — Active travel, cycling and streets 

6.00 Introductions 
7.00 Project presentation  
8.00 Landscape team introduction to the site  
9.00 Continuation of the discussion with a model and boards in a bigger group  

Next steps 

1.00 Introductions
CAL welcomed the attendees and thanked all for coming along. Introductions 
round the table.  

2.00 Project presentation 
CAL explained the background to the project in the context of the site and 
provided a short presentation with slides of the information gathered.  

3.00 Previuos Workshop 
CAL presented the process and outcomes from the housing and community / 
economy and local amenity workshops and discussed some issues that come up 
from the study tour on the 16th . 

4.00 Landscape team introduction to the site
Landscape architects IWA presented the site, issues, possibilities. It was also 
presented  the approach of gathering the information of the existing site 
conditions: ground conditions, ground route radar survey and other future 
upcoming investigation required for the any future development of the site. 
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4.01 Key themes that appeared during discussion:
Quality Value 
Engaging urban features
Trees within the site boundary, 
Routes through and round the site 
Distances to and from 
Providing the cycle route within the development 
Where would be possible to plant in the future 
Careful consideration of what will be planted 
Water retention
Natural drainage  issues
Vibrations
Pressure of additional drainage - water management 
Interface if the buildings
Things that are missing from neighbourhoods 
Good quality design 
Future proof perspective 

5.00 Workshop Groups
Local community, integration, plans, routes, links  where discussed and explored . 
After workshops all the groups presented the outcomes to the other attendees. 

5.01 1— Social 
Discussion focused on community gardens, child friendly places, village green 
and community meeting spaces, neighbourhood partnership, isolation issues - 
connectivity,  multifunctional spaces, drying greens,  mixed use development. 
Design right from the begging embracing the sense of the responsibility about the 
area. 

5.02 2— Environmental 
Team expressed consideration  about spaces for everyone (new or existing 
residence  :  arts spaces, flexi use, growing spaces, community gardens child 
friendly spaces, incorporation of the heritage , running routes. Group also looked 
at the issues of maintenance — who is gonna look after the development. 

5.03 3— Value 
Group proposed the natural spaces as formal and informal, explored shapes and 
forms of the surrounding area of the main space. Made not the spaces in between 
are very important. They also looked at natural water gathering options, possibility 
of temporary storage and slow water release. 

6.00 Introductions
CAL welcomed the attendees and thanked all for coming along. Introductions 
round the table.  

7.00 Project presentation 
CAL explained the background to the project in the context of the site and 
provided a short presentation with slides of the information gathered. CAL 
presented the process and outcomes from the housing and community / economy 
and local amenity workshops and discussed some issues that come up from the 
study tour on the 16th . 

8.00 Landscape team introduction to the site
Landscape architects IWA presented the site, issues, possibilities. It was also 
presented  the approach of gathering the information of the existing site 
conditions: ground conditions, ground route radar survey and other future 
upcoming investigation required for the any future development of the site. This 
led to the afternoon session to be more a conversation and ideas gathering. 

9.00 Continuation of the discussion

Number of point and issues was discussed using the landscape boards and 
model:

New pedestrian and cycling routes through the site: expressed proposals for the 
reinstatement of Clockmill Road, also suggested that this could be designed as a 
linear park. Outdoor Access advised that a new cycle and pedestrian crossing is 
proposed at London Road in alignment with Clockmill Lane. It was noted that the 
closure of Clockmill Lane to vehicles is being considered to allow cycle and 
pedestrian access only, plus servicing access. Street lighting to be considered in 
any cycle route proposals as well as pedestrian areas. Possibility of cyclists and 
pedestrians separation by curbs or mapping. eduction of the traf c involving 
commitment from the whole city. esigning traf c for the future  Car  free 
development  Introducing controlled parking in the new development. Idea of live 
and work at the same place, charging e bikes , provision of cycle parking, priority 
for walking. Priority people, possibility of transport assessment , air quality 
assessments . 

NOTES FROM STAGE 2 CONSULTATION DAY 4

Job TItle Meadowbank Housing Proposals for 21st Century Homes

Place of meeting St. Margarets House

Date of Meeting 10th December 2018

10th December 2018

Morning Session - Tour of Restalrig with Norma Armstrong and Volunteers

- Clockmill Lane, from London Road to Restalrig, potentially the main connection to Leith Village
- Church built early 15th Century to 1560 when it was demolished

Afternoon Session - Heritage and Identity

1.00 Introduction and Purpose
2.00 People First, an Approach
3.00 Heritage
4.00 Site and Local Area
5.00 Workshop A, B and C and the study tour
6.00 Workshop D - Heritage and Identity
7.00 Summing Up / Nest Steps

1.00 Introduction

After lunch break, Cathy welcome everyone, introducing the attendees to the event

2.00 People First, an Approach

Cathy present the idea of approaching the project focusing on people first and then buildings, 
introducing the idea of ‘create places first and then buildings’

Consultat ion Stage 2
Design Workshops - Minutes
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3.00 Heritage

Key themes discussed:

Turntable - proposal to bring it back on site, digging out all of it or part of it
Concerns: Water and Drainage

Is the excavation going to change the existing water course?
Is the excavation going to affect surrounding areas

Concerns: Vibration
St. Margarets Well: Shaft probably still in place

More appropriate to call it a ‘spring’ instead of a well
Clockmill Lane: Narrow country Lane

Memories of the Lane collected through conversations - no clear idea of where the original 
lane would terminate on London Road

3.01 Street Name

Key Themes Discussed

Street Name would involved Local residents and community Council

Potential name inspiration: 
Meadowbank Village
Pilgrim Village
Pilgrimage Way
Well
Sport Heritage
Famous people form the area - a concert from the family is needed
New Meadowbank

Clockmill Lane already in use as a name - originally called Clockmill Road - see historical maps

Procedure for Street Name - Time scale
Proposal - 28 days for the Council to approve the Proposed name
After the name has been accepted by the Council, it takes 16 weeks from the application date to 
get the Formal Address

‘Creating a community through a name’

Find a name that would create an Identity without leaving out the surrounding neighbourhood

4.00 Site and Local Area

Opportunities on site
Create a focal point
Community Garden
Car free space - Electric Vehicles Club Sharing

6.00 Workshop D - Heritage and Identity 

How do you celebrate Heritage

Archaeology + Local People - get involved local communities in excavation
Place Making

Locate a New St. Margarets Well - New design ad a community exercise to celebrate heritage - a 
modern well to commemorate history
Identify if the area was a Pilgrim Route - commemoration of pilgrimage 
Organise Temporary Event to bring together communities and heritage (see Straw Locomotive, 
Glasgow)

7.00 Summing Up / Nest Steps

Additional Comments arouse during Consultations
How many buildings/houses are going to be built?

Where are the Student Accommodation going to be places, if any 
here are the Co ercial uildings  offices and shops  are going to be located, if any

Entrance to the site 

Produce a ‘Step Diagram’ - a diagram/time line to show what are the next steps.

Comments discussed using the board:

Villages - Restlrig
New Well House as Public Art
Involve Artists
Entrance to Site making more of heritage
Building next to well - what is this?
Public Space / Park / railway Heritage
Areas of Street Theatre - amphitheatre
Revealing parts of Turntable
using Heritage brick to restore
We need a name

i eline or o chart processes
New St. margarets Well Modern
Identify location of well
Community excavation
Garden around railway turntable
Preserve turntable
Water, myre, mash pond 
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Consultat ion Stage 3
‘Visions & Ideas’
Consultat ion Boards

MEADOWBANK Visions and Ideas
Introduction / Consultations 01

Masterplan and PPP Boundary
Proposed redevelopment of existing Sports Centre site to provide new Sports Centre 
facilities and redevelopment of surplus land for mixed uses including residential, 
student accommodation, hotel and commercial uses, together with car parking, 
landscaping, drainage and ancillary works. 

The council is committed to developing a proposal for a masterplan that shows a development with a 
number of different uses in line with those identified in the planning permission. It is important that the 
masterplan reflects the needs and aspirations of the many and varied communities in the area. The first 
stage is to understand what people would like to see as part of the new development in terms of uses as 
well as community facilities, green spaces and local amenities. The aim of the masterplanning exercise may 
be summarised as follows:  

• Ensure that Meadowbank and its community are at the heart of the masterplan and its development.  

• Undertake a collaborative, design led approach with co-creation and stakeholders working at the 
centre of the design process.  

• Create an exceptional place that is rooted in its historic context.  

• Develop a vibrant new neighbourhood combining residential and commercial use in a holistic and 
sustainable way.  

• Create a positive relationship with the area, new development and shared open space to enhance 
the quality of life for local residents and visitors.  

1. Tell us about 
Meadowbank

Public consultations to 
invite people to share their 
knowledge, opinions and 
aspirations for the site.

2. Design workshops
A focussed activity with 
a small group resident 
representatives and 
council officers to 

consider the detail of what 
might be possible with the 

masterplan

3. Visions and ideas
Further public events to 
present the first sketch 

layouts and ideas for the 
masterplan.  Comments 

and opinions will be 
invited at this event also.

The first round of consultations
Open to all, covering a wide area
Range of people invited

More focussed activities
Resident representatives
Community Council

Sounding board
Principle discussions 
First look at the proposals

Final workshops, open to all
A further opportunity to get 
involved

Aims and Objectives
The City of Edinburgh Council has appointed Collective Architecture to develop a masterplan for the land surrounding 
the new Meadowbank Sports Centre. In line with the Planning Permission in Principle, we have created a platform for 
the involvement of the local community consisting of three key stages as follows:

1. Tell us about Meadowbank.
2. Design workshops. 
3. Visions and Ideas. c u r r e n t  s e s s i o n 
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MEADOWBANK Visions and Ideas

Session 1- Tell us about Meadowbank
Questionnaire results
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he  o el s  useful tool t the consult tion e ents   ollecti e rchitecture n  the esi n te  

What the area needs

1st 20th August Willowbrae Church
2nd 22nd August Craignetinny Community Centre
3rd 20th September Abbeyhill Primary School

DAY 1:
Members of the public filled in:
- 79 Place Standard Forms 
- 111 Questionnaires 
- 194 Flags added to the model

DAY 2:
Members of the public filled in:
- 13 Place Standard Forms 
- 31 Questionnaires
- 77 Flags added to the model

DAY 3:
Members of the public filled in:
- 6 Place Standard Forms 
- 4 Questionnaires
- 42 Flags added to the model

he  o el s  useful tool t the consult tion e ents   ollecti e rchitecture n  the esi n te  
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DAY 1 DAY 2

DAY 3 Online

1 4 5 6

Age of respondents

Age of respondents

 

Electrical 
charging points ( 

more than 1)

Objection - to 
flats/housing of 

any sort 

More tra c - it is 
already a 
problem 

Dedicated 
cycle ways 

PARKING- 
current problems 

Mixed Use SPACE : this 
could be used by 
locals, art studios, 
social housing (not 
affordable housing), 
graffiti walls. 

100 years trees 
lived on this site - 
vital for wildlife, our 
local air quality. 
PLEASE KEEP

Allotments 

Nursery and 
Primary School 

Reduction of 
traffic speed. Add 
cycle/walking 
infrastructure 

Indoor 
sports 

Facilities

Football facility 
for Edinburgh 

city+ Leith 
athletics 

Create more sports 
facilities, place of 

relaxation and meeting 
local community in a 

safe pleasant park. Add 
tennis courts and cycle 

routes 

Allotments ( as 
shown in 

historic plans )

Cycle lanes 
connecting to 
other areas 

Protect not just 
Wheatley Elms 

but all trees 

Community 
allotments. Grow 
your own food.

Objection - high 
buildings opposite 

flats on London 
Road. No higher 

than current wall so 
can’t be seen.

No more STUDENT 
accommodation, 

only SOCIAL 
HOUSING. Classes 

for fitness and 
classes should stay 

the same size. 

This area is very 
congested at 

peak times as it 
is 

Current 
amenities, also 
shortage of GP 
surgeries etc. 

Concerns about 
maintenance 

(particularly of 
sports centre)

High 
volume of 

tra c 

CYCLE 
LANE

Social rent 
HOUSING 
(council)

OBJECTION - 
TO TREES 

BEING REMOVE

Loss of facilities 
who uses 

St.Margarets 
house

Council wants 
housing 

Concerned 
about schools, 

GPs

To bring 
together 

surrounding 
COMMUNITY

Concerns 
regarding 
already 

congested road-
London Road 
(pollution etc.)

313 flags approximately

Previous Consultations 02
Tell us about Meadowbank 

Session 1 of consultations 

The questionnaires, hand written  flags and Place Standard comments will continue to 
inform the design processes. In addition, the team are in receipt of the report from the Save 
Meadowbank Campaign and will be reviewing comments in relation to the masterplan site.

e) Open space- Recognizing the importance of open spaces which can improve health and 
wellbeing and create opportunities for play.

f) Proximity to town center Many people highlighting this as a positive feature. Great transport 
links.

g) Bringing back Clockmill Road- To improve the connections between neighbourhoods and 
opening up other areas.
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Design Workshops 03

kindly allowed us to visit their gardens that adjoin the railway 
facing on to the masterplan site.  This was a chance to 
consider the issues: tall embankments with privacy and 
security a concern.  Understanding the importance of trees 

The group also viewed the wheatley elms trees on Marionville 
Road and the landscape architect was available to explain 
the growing cycle and considerations in developing land 

 study tour took place and included a walk around the 
nei h ourhoo  throu h och n  rk  throu h the p rti ll  
co plete  utter  housin  e elop ent n  on r s to 

The tour was an opportunity to observe a range of issues 
and  in particular  the group considered neighbourhood 

DRAFT  Page "  of "8 15 Start

Meadowbank

<< Then off to Leith Fort

Visiting 
Gardens

he lk continue  to ochen  rk  hri in  ecolo  

his p rt of the tour inclu e   isit to the utter  
housing development.  bserving the challenges of this 
neighbourhood: with high density living  tall buildings and 

Study Tour 
Friday 16th November 2018, 10.30am to 1pm

connections.  mokey rae is a concern with the single 
n rro  p e ent lon si e  us  ro   ifficult to ccess 
with a wheelchair or pram.  vershadowed by the high walls  
of the r il s   s  result  the re s feel isconnecte   s 
there a way to address this   reate an alternative route that 

hilst visiting the area  residents on Marionville venue 

Session 2- Design Workshops
Study Tourhe stu  tour lso inclu e   isit to the eith ort 
development recently completed by Collective Architecture:

Modelled on the Colony style of housing traditional 

 tot l of  ho es rr n e  s roun  oor p rt ents  
upper two storey maisonettes and three storey houses.  
All with their own private entrances, garden space and 

The central green space is a key feature of the 
development incorporating the historic cannons of the 

Collective Architecture noted that this has been a popular 
development with homes in high demand.  Pedestrian 

Use of materials queries.  Whether brick is considered 
suitable in Edinburgh.  Collective Architecture noted that this 
was carefully chosen to match the colours of the stone of the 

Session 2- Design Workshops

 study tour took place and included a walk around the 
nei h ourhoo  throu h och n  rk  throu h the p rti ll  
co plete  utter  housin  e elop ent n  on r s to 

The tour was an opportunity to observe a range of issues 
and  in particular  the group considered neighbourhood 

DRAFT  Page "  of "8 15 Start

Meadowbank

“Butterfly”

<< Then off to Leith Fort

Lochend 
Park

Visiting 
Gardens

APPROXIMATE
ROUTE

he lk continue  to ochen  rk  hri in  ecolo  

his p rt of the tour inclu e   isit to the utter  
housing development.  bserving the challenges of this 
neighbourhood: with high density living  tall buildings and 

DR
AF
TDR
AF
T

Session 2- Design Workshops
A- Housing and Community
B- Economy and Local Amenity

esign orkshops 

Design workshops. 

A focused activity working with local resident representatives, 
council of officers and designers to consider what might be 
possible. This phase of consultations involved a series of design 
workshops attended by residents, representatives of the local 
community, council officers, public sector representatives, and the 
design team. The themes were:

- Housing and Community
- Economy and Local Amenity
- Open space, trees and green space
- Active Travel Cycling and Streets
- Heritage and Identity

We worked in smaller groups of 4 or 5 people using a model of the 
site to produce sketches and develop ideas. 

Sketches and photographs from workshop 

Photographs from study tour 
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MEADOWBANK Visions and Ideas

Session 2- Design Workshops
Heritage and Identity

Possibility of a new well house as public art.  Involving artists

Making more of heritage as a feature at the entrance to the site.

Further research.  What is the building that would have existed next to the well?

Public space opportunities.  Street theatre.  Amphitheatre

Revealing parts of turntable and using Heritage brick to restore.

We need a name for the site.

New St. Margarets Well.  Identify  precise location of well

Community excavation.  Garden around railway turntable

Design Workshops 04

TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS

APARTMENTS

Sports Centre Development
(by others)

LIGHT INDUSTRY & FAST FOOD OUTLETS

MARIONVILLE ROAD
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CLOCKMILL LANE
LONDON ROAD

MEADOWBANK TERRACE

TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS
EAST COAST MAIN LINE

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SITE
(brownfield, subject to separate application)

EXISTING SELF-SOWN VEGETATION

EAST COAST MAIN LINE

RESTALRIG AVENUE
(7m lower than 

Meadowbank site)

MARIONVILLE AVENUE

(existing 1.5-2 storey semi-detatched housing)

Intermitent views into site from private 

residences at lower level

MARIONVILLE PARK

(existing 1.5-2 storey semi-detatched housing)

Intermitent views into site from private 

residences at lower level
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Session 2- Design Workshops
C- Open Space, Trees 
and Green Spaces

Considering seasonality and microclimate.  

Opportunities for a natural amphitheatre making 

Community gardens rather than individual 

ck of pl  in the loc l re   s there n 
opportunity for a village green of multiple uses?  
Children’s spaces and quieter spaces for elderly?
Future maintenance to be carefully considered.  

Concerns in losing amenities at St Margarets 
House.  Arts, baby groups, sports.  Can this new 

Rain gardens discussed as a means for dealing 

ossi ilit  of e i le h r  st n in  re s 
iscusse   oul  e use  for o er sho s n  

Discussions on the importance of species 

Sketches by the environmental group

The second group exploring the social considerations 

.How the inclusion of green spaces with differing 
ch r cteristics  e enefici l   or e ple  
a village green as a busy hub and focal point for 
activity.  With a community garden also that is 

Design of community garden discussed also.  
This should be child friendly, includes seats, 
educational and learning opportunities and next to 

hil ren s pl  iscusse   tur l fe tures such 

Key consideration: that the community facilities 

The second group exploring the value noted the 

Sketches by the group exploring social considerations

Design of a central hub explored.  ircular in 
plan, similar to the railway turntable,  meters in 

ncorpor tin  other uses  e rl  e rs le rnin  

lock ill ne s  centr l spine for the 

Hub created where a further route connects to the 

a ing  the most of the southerly aspect  and 

pportunities for  reen e e lon  the orth 

ossibility of new housing perpendicular to 

20/11/2018

Sketches by the value group

Key

 Core paths and local paths as
 shown on CEC Core Path Plan
 
 Future potential paths

 Future quiet routes

 CEC ‘On Foot, By Bike’ paths 

 Open space
 
 Bus stops (adjacent routes)

 Road crossing points

 Railway line

 Railway crossing points

 Potential rail halts
 Ref: T3 in Local Development Plan.

 Rail Halts at Piershill and Meadowbank 

 required to ensure development does not 

 prejudice future reuse of existing 

 abandoned halts. Re-introduction of 

 passenger services is not currently 

 considered viable by the rail authority but 

 this may change

1

oted that cycling is not always favourable if carrying large amounts 

WITHIN 400m OF SITE

WITHIN 800m OF SITE

10

20

10

20

1

Session 2- Design Workshops

Session 2- Design Workshops
D- Active Travel, Cycling and Streets

• Opportunities to improve cycling 
• Cyclist and pedestrian segregation  
• Traffic challenges.  ow and in the future. 
• Possibility of a pedestrian prioritised development  
• ar ing within the neighbourhood 
• hallenges with commuter par ing. 
• Integrated covered cycle parking 
• ossibility of cycle hubs  
• oted that cycling is not always favourable if carrying large amounts 

of shopping.

1817 Historic Plan by Kirkwood and Sons
Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland

Heritage and identity tour 
1870

Sketches from workshop 
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istory

By the middle of the 19th century, the North British Railway had 
been constructed and a large railway depot called the ‘St Margaret’s 
Station North British Railway Works and Locomotive Department’ 
was constructed to the east side of the development area. It is 
noted that during the construction of the depot the remains of St. 

argaret s ell were removed and bac lled  he depot included 
a turntable for locomotive engines and comprised a large number 
of buildings. The works continued into the early 20th century, as 
can be seen on the subsequent 1908 and 1914 Ordnance Survey 
maps. However, by the 1931 Ordnance Survey map, a collection of 
neatly arranged pre-fabricated houses were built on the site to the 
immediate west of the Railway Works. In the years following WW2 
the ‘turning platform’ was remodelled and the roofed engine shed 
removed. A large football ground has also been laid out to the north.

Piershill train station

Allotments to the south of Meadowbank in 1978

View of depot taken from London Road over bridge.  Site of original round house and turntable is visible    View of the signal tower with locomotives entering and leaving the yard

Locomotive on the section of railway now known as the East Coast main linePhoto of Clockmill Road and the locomotive sheds, now demolished

Heritage and Culture

1877 Historic Plan by Ordnance Map of Southampton
Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland

Piershill Station entrance/ Clockmill Road Clockmill Road present day

View along Clockmill Road towards London Road

Industrial heritage
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Loch End Park

Holyrood Park

Restalrig

Permeability

Improving 
links

Safer with pedestrian and 
cyclist prioritised routes

Neighbourhood 
connectivity

London Road

Towards city centre

Accessible 
for all

By passing 
Smokey Brae

06 Visions and Ideas

Collective Architecture draft sketch aerial perspective.  All detail approximate and subject to further review.
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas
Heart of the development, “Turntable Park” 

designed around important heritage of the site
South facing, 

bright and airy

Trees and greenery 
as a key feature

Remembering St Margaret’s 
Locomotive works 

Open space for amphitheatre 
and outdoor markets

Open aspect, views of the railway bridge 
passing under London Road

A lively space for 
community use

At the key intersection of routes East/ 
West and North towards Lochend Park

Ground radar surveys being carried 
out to identify root positions

View from London Road along Wishaw Terrace

Distinctive Wheatley Elms on Wishaw 
Terrace retained as a key feature

Spaces in between and beneath the 
trees developed as an urban parklet 

Safer streets for pedestrians, 
young and old

Any new structures carefully 
positioned to avoid roots

Permeable surfaces, improving 
conditions for roots

Opportunity to improve other 
surfaces also

Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

The Wheatley Elms An urban “parklet”

Opportunity to prioritise cyclists and pedestrians 

Concept model of ideas still in development

Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

Restalrig Rain Gardens
Ideas still in development

St Margaret’s Well Model of St Margaret’s Well Place Similar area of public realm at the colony housing in Leith Fort

07 Visions and Ideas

Buildings set back to suit 
individual Wheatley Elms 

on Wishaw Terrace

Building forms designed to 
ensure maximum sun light 

to all spaces

Improving the spaces below 
and around the Wheatley 

Elms

Urban Parklet to 
incorporate street furniture 

and other informal 
streetscape elements

Building materials carefully 
chosen to compliment 

neighbourhood aesthetic

Concept model illustrating ideas still in development

Turntable Park The Wheatley Elms / An urban “parklet” 

The Wheatley Elms / An urban “parklet” Greening / Restalrig Rain Gardens / Piershill Edge St Margarets Well Place / Colony Housing

St Margaret’s Well Restalrig Antique Print 
1847

Collective Architecture draft sketch.  All detail approximate and subject to further review.

Collective Architecture draft sketch.  All detail approximate and subject to further review.

Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas
Concept sketches of ideas still in development
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Day 1 We Received   18 Questionnaires

Name Email How did you hear about 
consultation?

The visions and ideas have adopted a “place first” approach guided by the 
feedback from community and at recent design workshops. Do you have any 
comments?

Wendy Farmer wendy.farmer@polha.co.uk Online (council email) Port of Leith Housing Association would welcome the opportunity to be involved the 
provision of the affordable housing on the site. - Wendy Farmer, Development 
Manager, P.O.L.H.A, 0131 553 8750

Heather Malcolm

heathermalcolm01@outlook.com Friends/Family

With the loss of sporting & leisure facilities which will result in the building of the new 
Leisure Centre the city suffers from a lack of vision by its elected representatives. The 
local development ? N for the area had no mention of redevelopment of any kind - no 
housing, no retail, no hotel.  Now we are faced with no choice other than how many x 
how high, so my ideas would be for very low density, trees, wildlife, cycle paths, 
walkways, allotments, community spaces, doctors, schools, dentists to support 
increase population.

-

- Advertising

Primary fear of residents is high rise flats/housing commercial buildings on any part of 
the plot.  Open aspect must be kept.  Problems of parking in surrounding streets must 
be addressed before application of masterplan is accepted.  The residents expect the 
masterplan to show/reflect their needs, wants & fears for the area.  Residents are still 
highly sceptical of council - theres an inability/reluctance to give definitive answers to 
key questions. We are suspicious!

-

- -

I dont understand why were cannot be a guarantee to reclaim all the Wheatley ? At 
this ? Both for the leisure/sports facility & the surrounding area.  I object to the loss of 
open & green space & to the principle that the council can only afford to replace the 
sports facility rather than property Devlopment.  The majority of public views have not 
been expected.

Emma Sanderson

sandersonemma@yahoo.com Online

The information provided is very clear and well presented.  The history of the set is 
particularly interesting - especially being local. I attended one of the previous 
consultations and suggested that I thought a hotel on the site was a good idea as the 
area lacks this - I was surprised to see that this was not very heavily supported.  On 
discussion with an architect from C.Arch it was suggested this may be due to 
Edinburghs Air BnB culture… which in itself takes up properties which then its 
emphasis on the requirement for new uses.  I believe that a requirement for a variety of 
housing is focus.  Personally as a young professional trying to get onto the property 
ladder, affordable homes, ideal for first time buyers would be encouraged - good 
transport links allow the area to easily connect to the city.  The idea of pedestrianised 
streets/shared surface with appropriate traffic management would be encouraged, 
especially if there is to be a mic of housing I.e elderly, accessible, young families.  
Green space is important.  I feel this is must be integrated to create a positive, healthy 
living Enviroment.  As for the existing trees, I believe that if they are sound and safe 
they should be protected possible.  I know this cannot always be thecae but would 
bench if possible. 

-

- Online

The whole of the Meadowbank sports site (velodrome area & land adjacent) should be 
developed into a 21st century sports area for all citizens of Edinburgh.  There is space 
to make this into a multi-sport facility hosting/providing for international competitors in 
a variety of area.  Athletics, football, rugby, cricket & many indoor sports.  Look at the 
Aberdeen Sports Village.

Elin Andersson

elin.m.andersson91@gmail.com Friends & Family

Wishaw Terrace - Plans to build housing on east side of Wishaw terrace tight to this 
street is already limited, due to angle of street.  If houses are built on east side of Elms, 
the trees will get even less light.  Many flats on Wishaw terrace are single aspect and 
looking over street only.  Also strip of land is narrow between street and athletic track - 
people would throw things onto track - ruin events and training from the planned flats.  
Two way cycle lane would be great on Wishaw terrace!

-

-
Other (already on mailing 
list)

It would be good if we had enough communal facilities for the new housing - health, 
education, solid ?, make a small music venue? That type of thing.  With trees and 
wildlife

Simon Holledge

simon.holledge@gmail.com Online (twitter)

I would like to register my ? At the removal of mature trees located on the pavement in 
front of the planned new sports centre.  The councils own tree expert was against the 
removal of those trees and was overruled.  This should not happen.  The council 
should respect the opinion of its own officials.  I hope that at its late stage the council 
will think again.

-

- Other (council email)

Housing - led redevelopment of the site would be preferred.  Maintain active retail 
frontage along London Road.  The push to maintain the mature trees along shaw 
terrace and masionville road is a very positive improvement.  I hope that the density 
and form of the residential blocks remain despite of this.  To the east o the site, it 
would be nice to see dense residential development with a strong street edge and a 
tenemental form.  Open space is already provided with the plaza in front of the sports 
centre.  Holyrood Park provides ample greenspace nearby.  The focus should be on 
maximising housing delivery and and providing commercial spaces along London road 
to develop a strong town centre along the London road corridor.

-

- Friends/Family

A net gain of trees and green space would be ideal.  Avoiding the creation of an ‘urban 
canyon’ of high(er) rise buildings along the south side of the site - bad for air pollution 
levels.  Provision for small businesses (no chains!) on site.

-

lorenz.faill@hotmail.co.uk Other

Need to consider no. of flats being put on Wishaw terrace in terms of parking 
availability in the area & also height so not higher than trees.  Close proximity to easter 
road stadium where parking can already be a nightmare on match days/evenings.  
Potential to reduce privacy of current property owners & views to Arthurs Seat - 
reason for buying a property.

-

- Advertising

Place first. High density done well, permeable to walking/cycling link to Powderhall.  
Traffic calming on London Road - Access to Holyrood road.  Design for the next 
generation who il have to live with it for the longest! Car free zone.

-

- Other

Love the quality of housing layout BUT the impression of whats ‘next door’ on St 
Margaret house site is horrendous.  Discussed possibility of spectacular faculty or a 
“social club” on north side of pitch…further investigation would be important.

-

stefanmay@mac.com Advertising

Car free.  High quality cycle routes & pedestrian routes (not shared use paths).  High 
density done well (e.g. tenements & colonies).  Affordable housing.  Network and good 
connections to wider walking & cycling network.  Make London Road safer for cyclists 
and pedestrians.  Crossing points on London road.

Rose Fleming

rosefleming25@icloud.com
Other (Through 
Meadowbank campaign)

Should have some greenspace, low housing - 3 storey max otherwise London road 
will start to look like a corridor and noise will increase drastically, a health centre/
surgery.  How are schools going to cope with all the housing which has gone in this 
area for the last 10 years or more?

-

- -

Concern raised about the impact of stadium lighting on any adjacent and bordering 
housing that is built.  In addition could the base of the Tennent style build be used to 
include a GP surgery especially considering the additional housing/accomodation 
across multiple sights in the area.

Georgia Parkes

georgia.parkes@aecom.com Friends/Family

I like the idea of affordable housing as long as it does cover a range of different types.  
From younger people looking for their first flat/house to family homes and for the 
elderly. I also think though that part of the land should be dedicated to being a green 
space/park with trees.  Not just crowding the space with lots of housing. Possibly 
even allotments.  This housing should have gardens(individual or shared) I really liked 
the case study with the mounds on the grass for kids to lay.  In regards to the new 
connecting road, I like the idea of connecting places but think it would be better just 
providing more scenic foot paths and not creating more roads for cars.

DETAILS REDACTED FOR DATA 
PROTECTION REASONS

Consultat ion Stage 3
‘Visions & Ideas’
Questionnaire responses

Day 1 We Received   18 Questionnaires

Name Email How did you hear about 
consultation?

The visions and ideas have adopted a “place first” approach guided by the 
feedback from community and at recent design workshops. Do you have any 
comments?

Wendy Farmer wendy.farmer@polha.co.uk Online (council email) Port of Leith Housing Association would welcome the opportunity to be involved the 
provision of the affordable housing on the site. - Wendy Farmer, Development 
Manager, P.O.L.H.A, 0131 553 8750

Heather Malcolm

heathermalcolm01@outlook.com Friends/Family

With the loss of sporting & leisure facilities which will result in the building of the new 
Leisure Centre the city suffers from a lack of vision by its elected representatives. The 
local development ? N for the area had no mention of redevelopment of any kind - no 
housing, no retail, no hotel.  Now we are faced with no choice other than how many x 
how high, so my ideas would be for very low density, trees, wildlife, cycle paths, 
walkways, allotments, community spaces, doctors, schools, dentists to support 
increase population.

-

- Advertising

Primary fear of residents is high rise flats/housing commercial buildings on any part of 
the plot.  Open aspect must be kept.  Problems of parking in surrounding streets must 
be addressed before application of masterplan is accepted.  The residents expect the 
masterplan to show/reflect their needs, wants & fears for the area.  Residents are still 
highly sceptical of council - theres an inability/reluctance to give definitive answers to 
key questions. We are suspicious!

-

- -

I dont understand why were cannot be a guarantee to reclaim all the Wheatley ? At 
this ? Both for the leisure/sports facility & the surrounding area.  I object to the loss of 
open & green space & to the principle that the council can only afford to replace the 
sports facility rather than property Devlopment.  The majority of public views have not 
been expected.

Emma Sanderson

sandersonemma@yahoo.com Online

The information provided is very clear and well presented.  The history of the set is 
particularly interesting - especially being local. I attended one of the previous 
consultations and suggested that I thought a hotel on the site was a good idea as the 
area lacks this - I was surprised to see that this was not very heavily supported.  On 
discussion with an architect from C.Arch it was suggested this may be due to 
Edinburghs Air BnB culture… which in itself takes up properties which then its 
emphasis on the requirement for new uses.  I believe that a requirement for a variety of 
housing is focus.  Personally as a young professional trying to get onto the property 
ladder, affordable homes, ideal for first time buyers would be encouraged - good 
transport links allow the area to easily connect to the city.  The idea of pedestrianised 
streets/shared surface with appropriate traffic management would be encouraged, 
especially if there is to be a mic of housing I.e elderly, accessible, young families.  
Green space is important.  I feel this is must be integrated to create a positive, healthy 
living Enviroment.  As for the existing trees, I believe that if they are sound and safe 
they should be protected possible.  I know this cannot always be thecae but would 
bench if possible. 

-

- Online

The whole of the Meadowbank sports site (velodrome area & land adjacent) should be 
developed into a 21st century sports area for all citizens of Edinburgh.  There is space 
to make this into a multi-sport facility hosting/providing for international competitors in 
a variety of area.  Athletics, football, rugby, cricket & many indoor sports.  Look at the 
Aberdeen Sports Village.

Elin Andersson

elin.m.andersson91@gmail.com Friends & Family

Wishaw Terrace - Plans to build housing on east side of Wishaw terrace tight to this 
street is already limited, due to angle of street.  If houses are built on east side of Elms, 
the trees will get even less light.  Many flats on Wishaw terrace are single aspect and 
looking over street only.  Also strip of land is narrow between street and athletic track - 
people would throw things onto track - ruin events and training from the planned flats.  
Two way cycle lane would be great on Wishaw terrace!

-

-
Other (already on mailing 
list)

It would be good if we had enough communal facilities for the new housing - health, 
education, solid ?, make a small music venue? That type of thing.  With trees and 
wildlife

Simon Holledge

simon.holledge@gmail.com Online (twitter)

I would like to register my ? At the removal of mature trees located on the pavement in 
front of the planned new sports centre.  The councils own tree expert was against the 
removal of those trees and was overruled.  This should not happen.  The council 
should respect the opinion of its own officials.  I hope that at its late stage the council 
will think again.

-

- Other (council email)

Housing - led redevelopment of the site would be preferred.  Maintain active retail 
frontage along London Road.  The push to maintain the mature trees along shaw 
terrace and masionville road is a very positive improvement.  I hope that the density 
and form of the residential blocks remain despite of this.  To the east o the site, it 
would be nice to see dense residential development with a strong street edge and a 
tenemental form.  Open space is already provided with the plaza in front of the sports 
centre.  Holyrood Park provides ample greenspace nearby.  The focus should be on 
maximising housing delivery and and providing commercial spaces along London road 
to develop a strong town centre along the London road corridor.

-

- Friends/Family

A net gain of trees and green space would be ideal.  Avoiding the creation of an ‘urban 
canyon’ of high(er) rise buildings along the south side of the site - bad for air pollution 
levels.  Provision for small businesses (no chains!) on site.

-

lorenz.faill@hotmail.co.uk Other

Need to consider no. of flats being put on Wishaw terrace in terms of parking 
availability in the area & also height so not higher than trees.  Close proximity to easter 
road stadium where parking can already be a nightmare on match days/evenings.  
Potential to reduce privacy of current property owners & views to Arthurs Seat - 
reason for buying a property.

-

- Advertising

Place first. High density done well, permeable to walking/cycling link to Powderhall.  
Traffic calming on London Road - Access to Holyrood road.  Design for the next 
generation who il have to live with it for the longest! Car free zone.

-

- Other

Love the quality of housing layout BUT the impression of whats ‘next door’ on St 
Margaret house site is horrendous.  Discussed possibility of spectacular faculty or a 
“social club” on north side of pitch…further investigation would be important.

-

stefanmay@mac.com Advertising

Car free.  High quality cycle routes & pedestrian routes (not shared use paths).  High 
density done well (e.g. tenements & colonies).  Affordable housing.  Network and good 
connections to wider walking & cycling network.  Make London Road safer for cyclists 
and pedestrians.  Crossing points on London road.

Rose Fleming

rosefleming25@icloud.com
Other (Through 
Meadowbank campaign)

Should have some greenspace, low housing - 3 storey max otherwise London road 
will start to look like a corridor and noise will increase drastically, a health centre/
surgery.  How are schools going to cope with all the housing which has gone in this 
area for the last 10 years or more?

-

- -

Concern raised about the impact of stadium lighting on any adjacent and bordering 
housing that is built.  In addition could the base of the Tennent style build be used to 
include a GP surgery especially considering the additional housing/accomodation 
across multiple sights in the area.

Georgia Parkes

georgia.parkes@aecom.com Friends/Family

I like the idea of affordable housing as long as it does cover a range of different types.  
From younger people looking for their first flat/house to family homes and for the 
elderly. I also think though that part of the land should be dedicated to being a green 
space/park with trees.  Not just crowding the space with lots of housing. Possibly 
even allotments.  This housing should have gardens(individual or shared) I really liked 
the case study with the mounds on the grass for kids to lay.  In regards to the new 
connecting road, I like the idea of connecting places but think it would be better just 
providing more scenic foot paths and not creating more roads for cars.
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Stage 3 Consultations: Day 2 We Received  15 Questionnaires

Name Email How did you hear about 
consultation?

The visions and ideas have adopted a “place first” approach guided by the 
feedback from community and at recent design workshops. Do you have any 
comments?

- - Other I think its important that the houses being built are council houses for rent and are 
affordable houses. Green space is important along with trees etc.

Margaret Burns

margaret.burns69@gmail.com Online

I stay at Mamionville Ave and hope only very low buildings will be built behind my semi 
detached house so there is minimum risk of security problems to ourselves and our 
neighbours.  I would appreciate if the gable ends of any new builds face towards our 
properties with no windows. There is insufficient parking places at the moment and the 
new additional cars in the area will cause congestion and chaos.

-

-
Friends/Family & 
Advertising

People and place first.  Urban housing with high density with affordable housing for 
young people and for older people (downsizing).  Car-free low levels of on street 
parking.  Preference to pedestrians and cyclists.  

Debbie Macintyre

debbie.macintyre@sky.com Friends/Family & Other

Not enough parking included in planning with new builds throughout this area.  Flats 
are being built or are going to be built all around the stadium. Bus journey to kings 
building in the morning the 2 buses and 1 hour.  Home to princes st being grid locked 
by buses “not every one can walk and cycle”

Neil Gibbs

neiltgibbs@blueyonder.co.uk Advertising

This is a good approach to redevelop an important site.  Should have good pedestrian 
links throughout the site.  Appropriate scale of housing development, including at least 
256 affordable housing for rent in particular.  No student housing should be provided 
already very high level in local area and n further hotels or tourist accommodation. 

Ann Gal

anngal.2959@gmail.com Online

Pleas provide list of all stakeholders who participated in Meadowbank PPP - including 
all areas outwit stadium, stand and sports areas - anngal.2959@gmail.com.  For the 
change of use consider: small shopping mall, units to provide affordable premises to 
attract some retailers in product ranges such as ironmongers, post office etc.  the 
former 2 absent from local area and therefore difficult for the local community 
especially reliant on pedestrian mode to access parking.  If about 300 residences 
become available it appears from discussion there will not be a similar number of 
garages associated with the new builds.  Already a heavy use of nn restricted 
residential streets, as parking by non local commuters is likely to exaggerate the 
usage! Please consider quality of construction.  “future proof” so that the new builds in 
a few decades does not become decrypt! 

Juliet M Wilson

juliet.m.wilson@gmail.com Online

Places first needs to include trees.  There are many trees on this site which are 
recognised as valuable additions to the local landscapes, particularly the trees on the 
green tullocks at the front of the site.  These trees offer a high amenity value to the 
area, not only their landscape value to but helping to reduce air pollution on what is a 
busy polluted road and offering resting sites for for birds.  Too many trees have been 
destroyed in Edinburgh recently (most notoriously in princes st gardens) it would be 
tragic to see these iconic trees added to the list.  Trees and sports facilities are both 
valuable contributions to a healthy city so it makes no sense to remove these trees 
swell and to end up with a smaller sports stadium.  I also have concerns over the loss 
of quite a substantial area of open land.  This loss will significantly change the 
character of the area in a negative way.

Ric Murray 

- Other

1. Colony type housings is good with mixed tenure. 2. No commercial sell off zone. 3. 
Landscaped/wildlife on existing rail embankment to site & on the dis-used suburban 
line is positive. 4. Pedestrian/cycle routing is good with links from the suburban line. 5. 
Active travel routes require dedicated junction designs on the boundary roads. 6. No 
student housing or high rise fats as the butterfly. 7. In general the sounding board is 
going in the right direction.   Se sketch for other comments.

Ian & Vicky Davies ianvickydavies@btopenworld.com Other We wanted to know the height of the flats across the road from 67 Marionville road
-

- Friends/Family
Nothing appears decided - 3rd consultation - what about what public want? Site 
already being demolished - legal?

-
- Online

Colony style imagery.  Bike paths and integrated with Lochend park, Holyrood Park 
and Powderhall.  

Fiona Menzies

fionamenzies@blueyonder.co.uk Online

It is difficult to comment on the area under discussion today without seeing it in the 
context of the other potential developments in the immediate area ie opposite the 
stature and the present AAs complex.  

Moira

moirap05@gmail.com Online

Keep buildings as low s poss.  Lols of trees please! Keep landscaping natural and 
wildlife friendly.  Cubic transport, GP’s and other facilities needed for increased 
population of area. 

-

- Other

The development needs to care for the community.  Play and sport areas for young 
people, pedestrian and cycle path link up to encourage active travel, welcoming 
architecture and space for community.

- - - I am in favour of EDC proposal
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Name Email How did you hear about 
consultation?

The visions and ideas have adopted a “place first” approach guided by the 
feedback from community and at recent design workshops. Do you have any 
comments?

Milo Cecil milocecil@gmail.com Advertising (leaflet through 
door)

No More student flats please too many! More affordable housing. More housing 
available for young people trying to get on the housing ladder.  Lots of open space - 
houses well spaced apart.  The turntable would be great to bring it back - excavate - 
use it as a landmark.  Walkways - paths - green space. Low rise - nothing higher than 
4 floors.  Accessibility through the development - more entrance exits.  More social 
housing - elderly, young, family.  Please don’t overbuild the site.

- - Advertising (leaflet through 
door)

Affordable, high density housing Edinburgh is a growing city (limited parking because 
proximity to city centre via bus routes).  Lots of crossings & cycle lanes on London 
road - slowdown road.  Permeable site - connect neighbourhoods of Meadowbank to 
Craigentinny enable safe access to Holyrood Park with more pedestrian routes 
through site and more crossings on London Road.  Green space close to the road 
(traffic calming).  Improve access to Restalrig Road under bridge.

- - - Please no more hotels in the area or student accommodation.  Edinburgh should be 
first and foremost for the people who live there not a tourist/student city first.

Sasha Reid sasha.reid1@gmail.com Friends/Family Area around Wishaw Terrace: Low Cr/pedestrianised if possible, Emphasis on active 
travel - links to cycle network, adherence to street design guide.

- - Online (Save Meadowbank 
Facebook)

Happier with the spread of housing, cant really see heights.  Love the access through 
the site and retaining the natural wildlife corridor along the railway. My main priorities 
are green spaces, connecting green spaces, cycle paths, wildlife, community hub, 
community garden play park, accessibilities and height of buildings.  It looks like like 
most of these have been taken on board lets hope the final masterplan still does.

Margaret Pike magspike@hotmail.co.uk Other Social housing not student housing.  Affordable housing not student housing.  No 
hotels or commercial houses built in keeping with Edinburgh (i.e. colony type housing).  
Multi stories not in keeping with Edinburgh.  The centre of the city is being saturated 
with buildings it will foul the air and cause severe congestion.  Please make room for 
more doctors surgeries and schools.

Angela Bryce angela.bryce@gmail.com Advertising (leaflet through 
door)

As you are gathering idea these are mine: 1. No large/tall storey buildings. 2. Housing 
is required both affordable and for the elderly. 3. Accessibility - walkways, signage, 
ramps not steps. 4. Keep all (if possible) trees - adds to the environment - clean air 
and look. 5. Limit any late night business - because of noise. 6.Thanks for keeping 
community involved and aware

- - Advertising We need to maintain the local area asa community that houses people who want to be 
here!  We need a diverse, social mix of residents who can be proud of and engage in 
their environments.  We don’t need any high rise buildings and id like to see only 2 
storey with adequate green space for activities for all - adults, children, able and 
disabled individuals.  Dont ruin the area.

- - Online Please ensure trees are replanted to ensure natural look of area.  Having a green 
space/community area alongside new facility is so important.  These facilities are great 
for organised sports/physical activity but having “free” community green space is vital 
for encouraging a healthy lifestyle both physically and mentally.

Judith Cowie judithc18@hotmail.co.uk/
judith.cowie@edinburgh.gov.uk

Online Contact active travel team at CEC - new street design guidance policy - Phil Noble, 
Active Travel team leader can help.  Great that designing places through this new 
development.  Pleased to see that homes near Wishaw Terrace would be only the 
height of them - not much higher.  A nice path, benches, places to sit would be great.  
Would be good to see more visualisations as the plans develop.  Involving locals in 
design is key.

Rachel George rachelgeorge@blueyonder.oc.uk Advertising Some good ideas re colony housing, cycle paths etc.  BUT cant get past the fact that 
you will be taking away a great community asset and all that sport and health 
provision… the adding to the local population, with less facilities to serve them! 
Positively I would like to see some arts studio provision.  As st Margarets house is 
under threat by developers .  They also currently house yoga, judo, pilates classes so 
yet more health provision will be lost locally.  Also adding my voice to the many - no 
student flats, no heels and no high rise!

- perealcantara@gmail.com Advertising 1.  Respect the trees and green areas.  Connect the green area between them and 
extended.  Green corridors are needed for pedestrians and cycling.  Connect Holyrood 
Park with all of the parks. 2. Build council housing alternative to the racing housing 
market to face the gentrification.  Bedrooms, flats and studios are needed under 
council flat renting policies. 3.  Build community amenities like GP, Library, cinema, art 
centre, community centres to discuss and make activities.  4. Respect the wildlife and 
animals living around.  5. Smart and sustainable building that respect the environment 
and low consume energy.  6.  Green public transport alternatives.  NOT ALLOW 
STUDENT ACCOMMODATIONS AND HOTELS!!

Anna annaiwasz91@gmail.com Other (save meadowbank) We would like to see the following in the area: low rise (ideally colony style) buildings, 
Stone instead of brick on the facades, green space/parks,GP surgery, nursery, dentist, 
adequate car parking space, community meeting rooms 

- sbalman@hotmail.com Friends/Family Happy with the idea to have 2 routes for pedestrian access through the site.  
Concerned about the potential height of the housing/flats proposed along Marrionville 
Road and Wishaw Terrace blocking our light and the potential loss of trees.  I also can 
see Arthurs seat from my flat and probably wont be able to if high flats are located 
here.  Make sure adequate parking is also provided here.  Would like to see parks/play 
parks/community use areas included. Oppurtunities for small businesses etc.

Andrew Phillips andrewphillips1@btinternet.com Advertising The revised pans for the housing that accompany this development look more 
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parks/community use areas included. Oppurtunities for small businesses etc.
Andrew Phillips andrewphillips1@btinternet.com Advertising The revised pans for the housing that accompany this development look more 

sensible than the overbearing blocks of flats proposed previously did not sit well with 
existing housing.  I am in favour of cycle paths passing through the centre of the 
development rather than following the tramline to smokey brae as this would be a 
cycle path to nowhere really. 

Gillian Clark gillian-clark@hotmail.com Advertising Good to see the initial thoughts of the community have been considered at this stage 
at least.  It will be whether these are then respected when passed to contractors.  As a 
resident on Marionville Ave with 2 children my concerns are still about what height 
these buildings will be and how close to the boundary.  If 2/3 stories then ok but set a 
bit further back due to already elevated height.  Also the planting of trees for privacy 
and improved health would be required.  I would also like to see an increase in 
facilities such as nurseries, gp surgeries, community gardens, open green space with 
swing parks.  A thought bout traffic in the area and how to make these areas more 
friendly towards pedestrians is also required.  Or you could make it for more sports 
facilities and just have as a add on to the sports centre phase 1.

- martinphotos2@hotmail.com Online I would like to see pavements at smokeybrae and the jocks lodge junction extended 
and improved.  Happy for car free developments.  Improved link so you can walk 
relatively car free from Holyrood Park to Lochend Park.  I would like to see quality 
materials used in new buildings - light stone.  It would be good to see street level 
access to new buildings in section between current ? And st Margarets where 
currently is just a high dangerous wall

Paul Crossa paul.crossa@gmail.com Other Ensure there are a couple of cycle ways throughout the new Devlopment.  Keep the 
greenery to ensure wildlife can remain living in area.  Keep housing density to a 
minimum.  Ensure a diverse mix of properties to avoid over ?  Think about the through 
way of cycle networks in other areas of the city ie connection toNorth, South etc.  A 
good balance of pedestrianisation with good car parking.  Thanks for the consolation 
process, theres some good ideas which hopefully will become reality!

John Byron FRAIA ARIBA 
ARIAS AIGA

- Cockburn Association 1. The loss of this central area site will effectively scupper Scotland's capital city from 
hosting a further commonwealth games.  Why haven’t the planning committee on our 
behalf and as a matter of planning priority stated how they answer that question?  (and 
insistent falling back to pinching yet more of our wider area top soil green 
infrastructure?)

2. Accepting very regrettably the loss of the above, the land made available amounts in 
size to a coherent neighbourhood closely aligned to Edinburgh’s major city centre East 
road approach.  The local character of the flanks of this approach need by priority to be 
respected.  Computing skills readily available should at no extra cost be able to pick up 
the flanking local skyline character of pitched roofs.  Catching the height of the sun path 
moving daily around it in shade and shadows.   The local community (and I write this as 
chair of the Spring Gardens and Royal Park Terrace Resident Association) do no want 
to see any more flat roofed or minimum pitch decapitation of present local character.  
Cerra xxx que special attention to this as you travel along the London Road in both 
directions and through the high ground of Holyrood Park.
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Consultat ion Stage 3
‘Visions & Ideas’
Flags responses

Flags from 3rd session consultations 

Additional comments: 
• No student accommodation or hotels-this is a 

community not transient population

• No student accommodation or hotels-community not 

transient population 

• No student flats. Edinburgh is filled with student flats

• No student flats or hotels, no commercial, only low 

density 

• No hotels, no commercial, colony type housing

• No student flats. There is enough of them already


Pedestrian paths:

• Closed to vehicles, high quality 

• Route through existing bridge to Restalrig 

• Loads of high quality pedestrian routes (not shared 

surfaces)

• Make London Road permeable to pedestrians

• Car-free

• Overlooked, not in hidden place

• Good, safe quick crossing for pedestrians across 

London RoadPedestrian paths-entrances

• Pedestrian paths , entrance

• Wishaw terrace — low car /pedestrianised if possible

• Emphasis on active  travel

• Pedestrians should be at start as well as designing 

place for all ages-not just small children.

• Connecting to existing active travel routes is important 

• Permeable site-paths to connect Craigentinny to 

Meadowbank


Cycle paths: 
• Closed to vehicles, high quality 

• Safety from Portobello

• Route through existing bridge to Restalrig

• Car-free 

• Loads of high quality cycle routes (not shared 

surfaces)

• Make London Road permeable to people using bikes

• Protected on London Road (section 76)

• 2-way on 1-way street

• Alternative to London Road

• Good, safe quick crossing for cyclists across London 

Road

• Link to potential cycle path along powder hall railway 

line 

• In the heart of site and away from edges

• Cycle paths


Natural Play : 
• Community natural play — Figgate Park  as a good 

example

• More trees and plants to create wildlife corridors 

connecting all green spaces

• Green space to encourage community to come 

together and for “free” physical activity alongside new 
facility


• Community gardens

• Green corridors connecting green areas

• Outside tennis courts (to replace the ones burned 

down)

• Swing parks for children, green spaces with seats for 

adults, space crossings-places for all

• Keep lots of trees! Entrance/ exit bottom of smokey 

Brae


• Keep as much green spaces as possible — cycle 
paths, sitting  areas not all play parks- meet needs of 
adults too


• Accessible for all non-motorised transport — lots of 
lightning  and nights for safety 


• More sports

• Play grounds x2

• Green spaces 


Community uses: 
• Pop-up cafes 

• Local business

• Joining-up London Road between Abbeyhill and 

Portabello road 

• Parks, Health, Sports

• Library 

• Community Arts festivals, similar to Abbeyhill colonies 

annual arts festival

• Community cinema

• Community amenities — cinema, library, affordable 

housing, council housing

• nursery/play park/dr

• Low height arts studios

• Community vegetable garden 

• No major retailers-local businesses only 

• Community gardens x2

• More sports facilities

• Community centre

• Library

• Cinema,

• Arts studios


Low Density Housing: 
• Side ways to edge of Marionville

• Low rise. Low height towards Marionville

• Privacy and day light 

• Low level( 2-storey housing, colony style)

• No high rise flats, 4-storey

• Elderly housing , but not high 

• Affordable housing for local community 

• Affordable , 1-bed or studio housing 

• Council housing @ 1-bed (meet needs for bedroom 

tax avoidance)

• Low-rise; 2-storey; 4 in a block; green spaces around 

• Low height +low density housing 

• Low level housing 

• Council housing


High Density Housing: 
• First time homes-needed think long term 

• Lower height then PPP

• First times homes tenements 1 and 2 bedroom 

• First time homes (tenements)

• Good site for high density live/work housing (London 

rd.)

• Tenure important

• Mix/vibrant communities 

• More people (colonies)


Flags from consultations

Additional comments: 
• No student accommodation or Hotels- this is a 

community not transient population

• No student accommodation or hotels- community not 

transient population 

• No student flats. Edinburgh is in.. with student flats. 

• No student flats or hotels, no commercial, low density 

• No Hotels no commercial, colony type housing

No student flats. There is enough of them already


Pedestrian paths:

Pedestrian paths-entrances

Pedestrian paths , entrance

Wishaw terrace- Low car /pedestrianised if possible

Emphasis on active  travel


Pedestrians should be at front as well as designing place 
for all ages-not just small children.

Connecting to existing active travel routes is important 

Permeable site-paths to connect Craigentinny to 
Meadowbank


Cycle paths:

Cycle paths


Natural Play : 
More trees and plants to create wildlife corridors 
connecting all green spaces

Green space to encourage community to come together 
and for “free” physical activity alongside new facility. 

Community gardens

Green corridors connecting green areas

Outside tennis courts  (to replace the ones burned 
down)

Swing parks for children, green spaces with seats for 
adults, space crossings-places for all

Keep lots of trees! Entrance/ exit bottom of smokey rae

Keep as much green spaces as possible- cycle paths, 
sitting  areas not all play parks- meet needs of adults too

Accessible for all non-motorised transport- lots of 
lightning  and nights for safety 

More sports

Play grounds x2

Green spaces 


Community uses: 
Community amenities - cinema, library, affordable 
housing, council housing

nursery/play park/dr

Low height arts studios

Community vegetable garden 

No major retailers-local businesses only 

Community gardens x2

More sports facilities

Community centre

Library

Cinema,

Arts studios


Low Density Housing: 
Low level( 2-storey housing, colony style)

No high rise flats, 4-storey


Elderly housing , but not high 

Affordable housing for local community 

Affordable , 1-bed or studio housing 

Council housing @ 1-bed (meet needs for bedroom tax 
avoidance)

Low-rise; 2-storey; 4 in a block; green spaces around 

Low height +low density housing 

Low level housing 

Council housing


High Density Housing: 
Community centre

Library

Cinema,

Arts studios
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Masterplan Proposal building heights

Masterplan Proposal

Additional 
clearances
for the Wheatley 
Elms

Wildlife corridors

Support for local 
eco-systems

Improved amounts 
of greenery

Community 
gardens

Areas of public 
space

Areas of 
public space

Character areas

Character areas

Character areas

Reflecting the rich 
heritage of the site

Turntable Park

Restalrig rain 
gardens

Useable 
outdoor
spaces Useable 

outdoor
spaces

Spaces of 
recreation, 
enjoying the sun

Spaces of recreation, 
enjoying the sun

Focal points as a hub 

for activity

Smokey Brae 
challenges addressed

Increasing the amount 

of family sized homes

New colony style 
homes introduced.

No student housing

Secured By Design 
principles followed

Opportunity for GP 
surgery identified

Other community uses 
within the site

Increasing the amount 
of new trees

Brighter gardens

Improved 
southerly

aspect

Reduced 
overshadowing

Heights reduced

Heights reduced

Heights reduced

Community recycling 

Accessibility 

improved

Marionville residents concerns listened to

Improving active travel links 

Increasing the amount
of cycle storage

Increasing the amount
of cycle storage

Opportunity to reduce 
the heights of railway 

embankments

Well Place

Lochend Links

Lochend Links

Urban Parklets

Urban Parklets

Widened connections

Safer streets

Safer streets

Wildlife corridors

Good sized 
gardens

Areas of public 
space

Areas of public 
space

Support for local 
eco-systems

Improving active travel links 

Improved 
connections to
Restalrig

Clockmill Lane  

Clockmill Lane  

Consultat ion Stage 4
‘The Next Steps’
Consultat ion Boards
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MEADOWBANK The Next Steps 02

Landscape strategy

As a first principle we are looking to retain as 
much of the existing trees and vegetation around 
the site.

Key landscape elements:
Urban Parklet around and beneath the Wheatley 
Elms 
Retention & enhancement of planting along 
Piershill railway edge as a wildlife corridor
Active travel links to Lochend Park, Holyrood 
Park and Restalrig
People friendly streets with lush planting, 
informal play, edible plants & rain gardens
Turntable park & London street frontage more 
formal landscape character

Planting Strategy

A rich palette of planting will emphasise the character 
of the spaces within different areas of the site. 

Native and non-native species will provide 
ecological diversity and structural diversity through 
trees, shrubs, herbaceous and ground flora.

A strong theme developing for pollinator-friendly 
planting to support bees, rare butterfly populations 
and to positively contribute to the city’s urban 
ecology network.

Tree Planting Strategy diagram for the site 

Landscape Strategy  
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MEADOWBANK The Next Steps 03

The team is in touch with the Scottish 
Government’s Green Infrastructure team 
to discuss ecology and biodiversity 
opportunities within the site.  As part of 
this, the possibility of Building for Nature 
accreditation is being explored.
 
Building with Nature is a new benchmark 
accreditation for the highest quality 
of design and maintenance of green 
infrastructure in housing and commercial 
development. Core standards focus on 
Wildlife, Water and Wellbeing. There 
are two stages of accreditation: design 
stage and completion. The two levels 
of award are ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent’. The 
accreditation could be a really positive 
achievement for Meadowbank.

Play Strategy 

Play areas are dispersed through the 
site and focus on integrating natural 
play elements into landscape spaces, 
including the Wheatley elm parklet. 
Equipment will be designed for multi-
generational use, and to fit seamlessly 
with topography and planting proposals.

Rain Gardens

It is important that green, 
blue and grey infrastructure 
work in parallel across the 
site, to provide a joined-
up approach to water 
management. Swales 
and rain gardens focus 
on bioretention, which will 
provide water treatment at 
source. These integrated 
landscape features 
capture and slow down 
water run-off in shallow 
depressions, letting it 
soak into the ground. 
This results in a more 
natural approach to water 
management, and relieves 
pressure on the existing 
sewer network.

Plan of the Clockmill Lane and Restalrig Connection  

Cloackmill lane
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Ian White Associates sketch aerial perspective of Smoky Brae connection.  All detail approximate and subject to further review.. 
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Sections AA-FF through the ramped connection from Clockmill Lane to the Restalring

Smokey Brae wall reduction investigations

Green 
Infrastructure 
(aspiration 
for Building 
with Nature 
accreditation)
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MEADOWBANK The Next Steps 04
Active Travel Village

The masterplan site, with it’s central location, presents 
the perfect opportunity for an active travel village.  
It is close to Holyrood Park and is a short distance 
from the centre of Edinburgh.  Holyrood park has 
established cycle routes that are popular and well 
used so this site presents an ideal opportunity to 
create connections and further reduce the traffic on 
the roads.

The new development seeks to embed cycling 
and pedestrians at the heart of it’s culture, making 
it as easy as possible to own and use a bike.  All 
generations and abilities would be considered by 
providing access for a range of bikes including 
cargo bikes, electric bikes, assisted bikes, bike 
share schemes and other types.  Journeys would 
be carefully analysed: from the daily commute, 
travelling to school, the trip to the shops or cycling 
for health and leisure.   The design of homes would 
also consider cycle use: making sure there’s ample 
and convenient storage for all items including cycle 
helmets and carriers.  
 

Within the development, support could also be 
provided with bike service stations: communal 
bike pumps and allowing access to specialist 
equipment.  The aim is to make cycling as 
attractive as possible and a viable alternative to 
other methods of transport. This is a significant 
move for a city in achieving carbon neutral targets 
and also a meaningful step forward in promoting 
the health benefits of active travel, all of which 
are well documented. The site is also well served 
with a range of local amenities, all within walking 
distance, and excellent public transport with fast 
and frequent connections into the city centre.  

Sketch of the Turntable Park and Cloackmill lane in use by pedestrians and cyclists

Various alternative means of moving through the city to address the well-being and help to improve health
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MEADOWBANK The Next Steps 05

Masterplan proposal by the design team 

Sketches from the team workshop with local residents, community representatives and councilors

Visiting the residents back gardens The first public consultation “Tell us about 
Meadowbank”

Speaking with council officials and policy 
makers

Design workshops with local residents 
and community representatives

Walking tours in the local neighbourhood. 
Heritage and housing themed 
discussions

Developing the strategy with the local 
residents.  Integration, connection and 
good quality public spaces

Visits to Leith Fort colony development.  
Looking at different housing types.

Community consultations held 
in Willowbrae, Craigentinny and 
Meadowbank

Further consultations with early proposals 
presented.  Feedback provided in 
questionnaires

St Margarets Well and the railway heritage 
explored in discussions with historians 
and local people

CREATING HIGH QUALITY PLACE FOR 
THE WIDER NEIGHBOURHOOD
This board brings together a summary of the design processes that have taken place.  Starting with a blank page, inviting local 
people to tell us about Meadowbank and listening to their concerns particularly in relation to previous proposals.  The design 
workshops were an opportunity for all to take a step back to consider broadly the aspirations for the site and how it’s redevelopment 
could contribute positively to the wider neighbourhood.  A key move is the reinstatement of Clockmill Road.  This emerged as 
an opportunity to reconnect neighbourhoods, bypassing Smokey Brae with a safer, easier to access pedestrian route between 
Restalrig and London Road.  Trees and greenery were also identified as a priority and the team have taken steps to ensure that 
Wheatley Elms and other trees can be retained.  The importance of local amenity is recognised with the opportunity for a GP 
surgery and other community uses being investigated.  The housing proposals reflect local needs and the demographic with a 
range of house types, including colony homes and family sized units, and the diversity of the community with housing for elderly 
considered also.  It is intended that the new development integrates by providing homes that local people will want to live in 
also, for example if downsizing or expanding to suit a growing family

CHARACTER    QUALITY 

        RESPECT AND INTEGRATION

URBAN REALM FIRST 

            ACCESSIBILITY

CONNECTIVITY  

   VILLAGE CENTRE 

HEART OF COMMUNITY

  

 EXEMPLAR DEVELOPMENT 

LIVEABLE ACCESSIBLE  

   FAMILY HOMES 

NEIGHBOURHOOD AND AMENITY

               

A key element of the consultations was the use of  the  
Scottish Government Place Standard Tool. The intention 
is to engage participants to think about physical spaces 
around them, buildings, transports links and the social 
aspects of a neighbourhood, the likes and dislikes.

Example of the Scottish Government’s Place Standard Tool

Additional 
clearances
for the Wheatley 
Elms

Wildlife corridors

Support for local 
eco-systems

Improved amounts 
of greenery

Community 
gardens

Areas of public 
space

Areas of 
public space

Character areas

Character areas

Character areas

Reflecting the rich 
heritage of the site

Turntable Park

Restalrig rain 
gardens

Improved 
Connections to 
Restalrig

Useable 
outdoor
spaces

Useable 
outdoor
spaces

Spaces of 
recreation, 
enjoying the sun

Spaces of recreation, 
enjoying the sun

Focal points as a hub 
for activity

Smokey Brae 
challenges addressed

Increasing the amount 
of family sized homes

New colony style 
homes introduced.

No student housing

Secured By Design 
principles followed

Opportunity for GP 
surgery identified

Other community uses 
within the site

Good sized gardens

Increasing the amount 
of new trees

Brighter gardens

Improved southerly 
aspect

Reduced 
overshadowing

Heights reduced

Heights reduced

Heights reduced

Community recycling 

Accessibility 

improved

Marionville residents 
concerns listened 

Improving active travel links 

Improving active travel links 

Increasing the amount
of cycle storage

Increasing the amount
of cycle storage

Opportunity to reduce 
the heights of railway 

embankments

Well Place
Clockmill Lane

Clockmill Lane

Lochend Links

Lochend Links

Urban Parklets

Urban Parklets

Widened connections

Safer streets

Safer streets

Consultation participants were invited to express their 
opinions in questionnaires and consider the range of 
opportunities at the site.

NEW PROPOSALS DEVELOPED THROUGH CONSULTATION

1. Tell us about 
Meadowbank

Public consultations to 
invite people to share their 
knowledge, opinions and 
aspirations for the site.

2. Design workshops
A focussed activity with 
a small group resident 
representatives and 
council officers to 

consider the detail of what 
might be possible with the 

masterplan

3. Visions and ideas
Further public events to 
present the first sketch 

layouts and ideas for the 
masterplan.  Comments 

and opinions will be 
invited at this event also.

The first round of consultations
Open to all, covering a wide area
Range of people invited

More focussed activities
Resident representatives
Community Council

Sounding board
Principle discussions 
First look at the proposals

Final workshops, open to all
A further opportunity to get 
involved

4. Next Steps

Presentation of the 
masterplan proposals 

developed through 
consultation

Ideas still in development
View from London Road along Wishaw Terrace

Terrace retained as a key feature trees developed as an urban parklet 

Opportunity to prioritise cyclists and pedestrians 

Ideas still in development
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Stage 4 Consultations: Draft Summary
Total of  73 Questionnaires Received

Name Email It would be helpful to know which ideas you are in support of as the team will be working hard to link up with other organisations in 
making these possible (active travel groups, environmental bodies, organisations in support of health and wellbeing)

1 - - A small coffee shop please

2 - - I think we do need more things around Craigentinny and surrounding areas.  I like the sound of this…

3 - - Plenty of thought from the public
Keep us informed of the ideas that are planned
No student housing
Please have social housing for the homeless as this is very much needed

4 - - Concerns over volume of people in new developments - this will cause further congestion to an already busy road.
Public transportation - eg Lothian Buses will struggle to cope with demand.
Concerns over height of new buildings blocking news of Fife & clogging up the area.
There would need to be an additional doctors surgery rather than relocating the existing surgery unless far more medical staff 
available and better system.

5 - - In support of multi use green spaces and opening up access between London Road and Smokey Brae.  This area is much in need 
of redevelopment.  Pleased to learn that efforts are being made to retain trees.  Happy to hear that proposal is now not including 
more student accommodation - there is enough of this planned elsewhere in Edinburgh already.

6 - - Support the idea of more green spaces within the newly proposed residential site.
Congestion is already an issue - with adding thousands more bodies to the area be a benefit other than financial growth.
Glad to hear that there are no plans for student accommodation - 198 units on nearby London road is more than enough.
Keep it green!

7 - - 8 storey blocks are too high - 5/6 storey max
Affordable housing should be diverse through the site
The 2/3 storey colony type.  2 storey should be 50% of each block
Parking controls for surrounding streets

8 - - In support of:
Keeping the trees on the site
Opening up the site for walk through area
Active travel options - linking it to other networks

9 - - Im glad to see that heights have been restricted, in keeping with existing tenants heights - please don’t drop this closer to final 
approval!

10 - -

Please encourage Edinburgh City Football Club back to meadowbank
11 - - I am quite impressed with what I have seen on your leaflet.

Ref 19-5034 and look forward to seeing the end result (i hope)

12 - - Traffic control & re-design of smokey brae clock mill junction
Smokey brae designed to be one way north to south
Area site C should not be sold to private use
Wild life corridor should include closed rail line

13 - - I stay in Cambusnethan Street and look on to Wishaw Terrace.  I am glad to see there is a space between the trees and I won’t 
feel so hemmed inane will have a clear view over meadowbank.  Thank you.

14 - - I think that there should be a link between the local community (Craigentinny/restalrig/lochend/piershill) via school for young people 
primary and high school age to encourage them to take up opportunities at the centre if it be taking on a sport of getting involved in 
teaching or volunteering.  Thanks

15 - - Very glad that student & hotel are being shelved.
Parking issue - people are already coming from outside Edinburgh and using the space just outside Meadowbank.  The parking for 
the new stadium should have a 2 hour limit this would prevent long term parking.

16 - - Delighted to see progress on site.  As St Margaret church, historian am pleased to see proposed line of clock mill lane, which I 
think is pilgrim route to restalrig.  Glad to see re instatement of st Margarets well.  Please keep me informed.

17 Support the green infrastructure links e.g. at Smokey Brae.  Scale looks good will help remove barriers at London road and railing 
so better connection between Willowbrae and Lochend.

18 Really disappointed at 500-600 houses on this site.  Ridiculous to think this will 

1

19 More social housing more than legally required as it is council land
More facilities access in meadowbank stadium for disable.  In particular in autistic taps
Spread the social housing access ?

20 Dr surgery essential much needed
As much greenery and keeping of trees
Better lighting
More open spaced
Improve feel of area - super

21 I feel it is very important to reduce the amount of green space that is very important to reduce the amount of green space that is 
being destroyed with housing.  Add more sports facilities (why can’t edinburgh host commonwealth games why is it always 
Glasgow) what do they have that we don’t!

22 Can we get Edinburgh City Football Club to stadium

23 Meadowbank stadium capacity looks very disappointing loved the landscaping.

24 Im in favour of these revised plans and feel that it will enhance the Meadowbank/Piershill/Restalrig areas.  Im particularly in favour 
of the plans for tree planting, the creation of n urban parklet (with historical references) and the focus on active travel.  I also like 
the idea to introduce colony housing to the site

25 Maximise green space garden.  Minimise fences. Premises for local shops!

26 Places to be able to cycle community parks, walking paths.

27 Places to go on a cycle in parks.  Walking paths.

28 I think the design is a great idea! I love the redevelopment & the tea of cycle paths round the new stadium & the idea of keeping as 
much trees & green space.   Look forward to seeing what it turns out like.

29 Very well presented consultation - I particularly am impressed with the attention payed to the ecological/green infrastructure aspect 
whilst not an expert it is good this is a priority seemingly.  I hope that if it goes ahead will be well looked after (funded) and 
maintained - as often beautiful plans are created but quickly become ugly due to lack of care. Overall looks good.

30 Worries & concerns
Trees - landscaping who will maintain it
Height of building s - concerns it will change the look of the area if too high
Transport - currently the buses are full to bursting out 8-9am.  Often 2/3 buses go past full.  Its worse if its raining.  Extra people 
from area will exacerbate the problem.  (198 student flats also planned opposite this site)

31 Im in support of the scheme and like the access through from Marrionville road to London Road and restalrig.  It is important that 
the relative building heights match the surrounding existing houses/flats and glad this has been included.  Hope that work can 
start/complete soon.

32 How many new houses? 500-600? What about school provision? Primary, secondary.  No capacity at moment in portobello/leith.

33 Im local(ish) to this proposed development so would hope that new housing would include sufficient local amenities as well, such 
as community centre, gp surgery, children play areas and maybe a facility for the older members as this is a mixed housing site.
Accessibility to local bus services would also be important.
Whatever else might eventually appear - PLEASE NO TRAMS!

34 Love the idea of making it a public heritage, specially the railroad turntable turn into a park.
Its well situated near the intersection of the 2 railroads.
Also take into account that in the future, people living here might want to put the railroads underground for noises affecting rest.  
We had those kind of problems on lots of towns near Barcelona.   My best hope for this project to thrive.

35 I think this area could help Edinburgh citizens to have more green parks, promoting environmental friendly ideas as the cycling 
path.  I find Edinburgh a city with lots of cars so this area could help a lot to promote the bike, walking and other sustainable 
transports in the city.  I also loved the turntable idea!

36 I like the idea of a walkway/cycleway in between the proposed housing.  Lots of green space, seating and different styles of 
housing would make a difference in the area.  Really looking forward to the next part of the project.

37 Solarpanels generating power electrical car charging, creating opportunities for local businesses.  Heights opportunity, in keeping 
with other buildings locally 4 or 5 storey.  Connections - links with parks.

38 7 storey flats opposite. No students.  Affordable housing or private flats facing me.

2
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39 I live at Wishaw terrace and have real concern about the development intended on the app side of the street.  I don’t want to come 
out my front door and be forced with 7 storey flats.  Where are all the occupants going to park? The streets around this area are 
already a challenge.  I know the aim is to be car free but in reality 1/2 flat owners may be a 2 car family.  I don’t feel we have the 
infrastructure locally to deal with this extra volume of people and cars.  I am also concerned about the possibility of subsidence in 
the building of these flats. Being in one of the old tenement buildings I have already and am still on going through a claim for 
subsidence damage.  Building work could impact further on this.  Concern swell about the picnic ? On Wishaw terrace ? I do not 
want this as the reality is you will get crowds of teams gather there instead of at mcdonalds.

40 Myself is extremely happy that graham company is keeping old well grown trees - myself has seen updated illustration on boarding 
London road.

41 I live on Wishaw terrace and object to the flats being built opposite me.  I object to the height of the flats.  This will affect my view, 
lighting and general outlook of my property.  7 storey flats opposite.  No 3 is totally out of order and I object to this.  I bought my flat 
a year ago and now I will have people looking into my flat.  The street Wishaw terrace is already a very dark street and the height 
of the flats will darken my street and affect my daylight.  I get lots of sun and this will affect it.  Privacy, aspect (view) and light are 
major concerns for me.  Please do not build flats 7 storey high - lower flats that do not impact on current residents is more 
preferential.  I feel very stressed and feel I may have to sell my flat if this proposal goes ahead.  I am concerned about vermin 
rubbish in the area with the influx of people.  There is no parking as it is and this will be a stretch on parking in existing streets and 
on the public transport system.  Can you find ways to work around this so aspect, privacy and my view is not affected.  Rubbish in 
the street is also an issue (mcdonalds) and this will be worse with more tenants - thank you

42 The area opposite the railway line on the plans have no flats currently planned.  Please build high at the area with no houses in 
front of them and lower at Wishaw terrace. Thanks.

43 I am very concerned about the amount of new flats and the parking implications.  Parking is already a huge issue and with there 
being limited parking at the stadium this will have huge impact.  The meadowbank area is already stretched with parking, a busy 
stadium will not help.

44 Wishaw terrace is too tight for these flats.  Marionville road is much better to accommodate flats.  Make it lower please at Wishaw 
terrace and put them to marionville instead.  Please change the flats opposite Wishaw terrace and move to area where not 
impacting others.

45 stuarthogg70@yahoo.c
o.uk

Bikes/cyclists
Parking a problem
Driving out of driveway
Visibility an issue
Seating - not keen on - should no parking
Sealed bridge to prevent pigeons
Pigeons - serious problem - contacted network rail
Hazard signs

46 Im very concerned about the lack of parking because people will have vehicles and the surrounding area is already very 
congested.  Also, im very disappointed that there has been no consideration given to building a rail station at the edge of the site 
where the east coast line runs past.  This could be very helpful for visitors and residents and would encourage people to not use 
cars for commuting in to and out of the city.  This would also reduce pollution in the area. My other concerns about the use in 
demand for doctors, schools etc. With thousands of new residents in the area.  I understand that this proposal is solely for the 
meadowbank site but schools, doctors etc need to be considered as part of a bigger area plan.  Perhaps provision of these 
essential services should be part paid by the developers - include all developers in the area.

47 Concerns are increase in local population taking other developments in to consideration.  Council intend building family homes and 
for elderly which are good but are not supplying adequate space for parking.  As a way of encouraging reduced car use.  This will 
not work and will lead to further congestion of of streets already over congested, try crossing the road today.  Infrastructure 
appears to be afterthought with a hope it will all work out.  In the meantime, new and existing residents will suffer.

48 There are still too many ‘ifs’ and ’buts’ attached to this development.  To me the infrastructure should be agreed and in place prior 
to anything else going forward.  The surrounding schools ie Parsons Green, Abbeyhill and royal are all already full to bursting as 
are the doctors surgeries.  If you are introducing 1500 new residents to the area also taking into account the buildings being 
erected behind Sainsbury’s there will be chao.  Also like parking situation is as yet still very unclear and as a local resident who 
already lives in an area whereby all streets are used constantly by Meadowbank streets and people using it as a stopping place, to 
then get the bus into town again I see chaos ensuing.  Why are there no local councillors here or people from the planning dept.  
Also very nice making a turntable park etc I feel this is just a sop to take our minds off what is really going on.
Give us some concrete plans first.
Also very concerned about the height of some of the buildings.  It will be like passing through a corridor especially once the student 
accommodation on the other side of the road where mcdonalds is situated.
The east side of the city is already being penalised with the st James centre project so once this project starts it will be a 
nightmare.  My hope would be that this project doesn’t start until John Lewis project is finished.

49 Please ensure public consultations are attended by council officials who are knowledgeable of the development and are able to 
answer the questions posed by the public.

50 What is the type of housing that is going to be there?
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51 Key Points:
maintain minimal parking; stay strong (haters gon’ hate) - the site is well-positioned for walking, cycling and public transport (NOT 
cars)
In terms of further links: permeability across London road is key - its a grim road to walk along, so people need to be able to cross 
to get to the park! (Maintain a separate entrance/exit for people on bikes/walking!)
Smokey brae and its adjacent roundabout is spiritual death - needs junction analysis and sorting by CEC (well done with eastern 
wiggly bit to start the process)
That railway line needs to be non to join up the traffic-free infrastructure 
Concerns about height of developments on London road currently have view of firth of forth and north Berwick law that would be 
greatly compromised
Want any buildings to be as sustainable as possible in response to climate emergency - energy efficient and exploring 
approximates to generate energy (solar panels)
Maintain permeability and limited parking with council support for managing any parking overflow issues from the sports centre
MORE CROSSINGS at pedestrian natural entrances on London road, make the separate entrances for pedestrians
London road is noisy - set back buildings on London road and plan accordingly for the residents who come ins comfort
NCN path on railway line to the back of marionville road - make it happen! If well lit and well used, not security issue which seems 
to be common concern
What are you doing beyond plantings/rain garden/active travel to make this a sustainable site?

52 Zoned parking: 1/2 mile radius from stadium - garages dumping unused cars in streets. Resident cannot park already.  New 
housing will make parking impossible
GP Surgery: London road surgery is bursting to capacity and cannot find new site. GP surgery in a sports facility could also create 
revenue - ie sports massage/physio

53 ttugalev@gmail.com Thank you for todays presentation! Please keep me informed on the updates. If you need any filming done please let me know I’m 
a professional filmmaker living in the area www.timurtugalev.com

54 Concerns:
No definite plans on how to stop (legally) residents of new dev using cars.  Great idea to have no cars but is it feasible?
No new doctors surgery in place yet ie agreed and funded and extra gps found.
Buildings, possibly up to 7 storeys along London road making it a corridor or large buildings for quite a distance
Huge increase of population using local facilities eg local schools already full

55 Generally pleasantly surprised.  Min main concern is the height of the development as it would impact the view from my flat.  I was 
told 7-8 storeys, which is probably about as high as I would want it to be, and I would be concerned if the number changed 
dramatically. As for the proposed development design, I’m a little disappointed that you are not planning passive buildings - I’m 
keenly interested in eco buildings and feel that this is a missed opportunity, especially given the lack of parking means you are 
already aiming to attract buyers who are ecologically conscious and concerned.  I like the idea of mixed building sizes and 
breaking the space up by providing paths which traverse the development in different directions.
In general I find the design to be better than I was expecting.  I still have some reservations about the eventual final design, but if I 
is similar to this broad design I would approve

56 Concerns:
- Bringing more people to the area without really increasing facilities and parking its. Bit inconsiderate for local community.  It is 
already a very busy area.  Where are these people going to park? Where would they go for a doctors etc? There are lots of 
concerns about the stadium area and clubs not being able to use it anymore.  It seems a bit confusing and the council ?

57 Great stuff - really pleased to see active travel colonies & provision for biodiversities! Hope that this can tie in with wider plans for 
cycle and pedestrian links into city and to portobello.

58 fz.0908@yahoo.co.uk I am a local resident - royal park terrace and received a flyer about tonights event.  I have received no other info about community 
evens prior to tonight and am extremely disappointed by this.  I am not on social media and have seen no other info advertised in 
the local community. Unrelated to tonights planning event id like to feedback that I believe the 7am construction site start times 
mon - sat is extremely anti-social, inconsiderate and unbelievable that Edinburgh council support this as a local authority.  This is 
hugely affecting and impacting on my life negatively.  I believe in 8am start mon - fri would be acceptable.  

59 - I hear a lot of people complaining about the lack of parking.  I think the lack of parking is a good thing. Many of the complaints are 
short-sighted.
The height and massing are really good
I Avery happy with the emphasis on family sized homes
Heights should not have been reduced along Marionville Road
Lots of nimbyism at the consultation.  Please don’t cave to many of these ridiculous demands!
Commercial amenities should be encouraged and public/active transportation links improved
The improved connection to restalrig is good but the roundabout should be removed and replaced as part of this

60 Concerned about some of the proposed high rise developments in the area close to London road.  Also concerned about the mix 
of social/private housing.  I support social housing as it is needed.  Also affordable housing for first time buyers.  The mention of 
active travel links seems very vague.  I think a train station this side of the city is what I would consider an active travel link.  
Personally I think the stadium development should have been larger, incorporating a swimming pool.  Good train links would attract 
customers.  I think the other side - the current clockmill lane should have been earmarked for a housing development.  Also 
concerned about increase traffic and parking in the area.
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61 Concerns over height of buildings opposite London road.  The current buildings on sections of London Road are 3-4 storeys high 
so having buildings which are for 8 storeys high on the opposite side is not an attractive proposition.  Even allowing for the 
difference in levels, the buildings on the north side at the railway will be much higher than those at Parsons Green Terrace for 
example, which is 3 storey in part.  I like at pasrsons green terrace and over look London road so it will affect me.
Concerns over increase in use of public transport.  Other buildings (residential) are going up on the old carwash site so numbers 
using the buses will increase.  Buses going to/coming from east Lothian (which is also building a lot of houses) are already busy at 
peak times so how are they going to cope with this increase? I walk most of the time but people in east lothian and elderly etc can’t 
so they will be affected.
Concerns over increase in use of other services ie gps etc.  I understand there is the potential to have a gp surgery within the 
development but this isn’t certain so stretched services are a concern.
The landscaped area of the development looks lovely as it the historic element.

62 Absolutely fabulous
A vast improvement to existing site
A good mixture of property heights and styles to fit into local areas

63 Looks like a much better thought out plan than the original plan that was proposed.  Particularly like the colony idea and like the 
fact that most of the original trees.

64 I think it is a shambles.  Where are the local residents to park? You can’t cross Marionville Road at the moment because of the 
parking.  More houses will only increase that.  What about schools, surgeries etc?

65 Concerned about the height of the flats on London road/wishaw terrace.  Has potential to turn these streets into dark streets with 
little natural light.
In favour of green spaces.
Concerned at the lack of proposed sports facilities compared to what was there and no/little spectator areas for outside.
Concerned about impact on local schools - will there be space for extra children or will this result in them travelling further for 
schooling.
Have serious concerns of impact of 400 properties on the local infrastructure

66 While the idea of no cars is a good one this throws up a number of practical problems such as:
access for removal vans
Deliveries, amazon etc
Parents wanting to take young children to school
Getting elderly patients to the gp surgery
So there is a risk that adjoining roads will get busier.  If this is meant to be a village there could be a school on the site, 
independent shops and even a pub.

67 Support cycle lanes and more bike parking 
Concerned about lack of parking for the extra 500+ residents.  Parking off London road already over subscribed
7/8 storey buildings off London road excessive for area.  Will affect views/light from meadowbank place/london road
Wheres the open space?
Not much space between buildings

68 Having been mis-informed about the height of existing flats in wishaw terrace I take exception as it appears designed to excuse the 
proposed height opposite at 6 & 7 storeys.  Its is very very dangerous to pedal as I see it about building height just make to it seem 
as tho certain basic matters are at building height have been considered and applied.  Also, the council could and should impose 
restrictions about car use built into title deeds and create an enforcement body to police it.

69 Housing, not student accomodation/hostel
Local housing: this is important.  The area should be mixed, not just ?
Parking plans are justifiable - public transport is very good but will people comply? 
Height of taller building too much should keep to tenement - giving a ?

70 I approve of the idea of making it car-free but people will park cars on the surrounding roads.  One way of reducing the problem is 
to extend the city controlled parking zone to include the meadowbank area.
The new link to restalrig looks good but it leads to a roundabout at the foot of smokey brae not good for cyclists.  Any chance of 
reconfiguring that junction to make it easier for cycling?
There should be a good crossing of London road at clockmilllane/road for cycling or walking between them.
Buildings along the edge should be no higher than those nearby
Crossing of marrionville road is needed between the north exit of the site and loch end park

71 Concerns:
Height of buildings on the edge of the site make it closed off and in the face of neighbours
I heard 500 homes - an increase!
No car parking will mean increased street parking and problems for existing roundabout

72 Bigger question - Edinburgh needs a strategic plan for when increase in housing can best be… not just “fill in as many as possible 
to sites as they become available”
I am told up to 7 storey high in the middle seems like old town edinburgh in 1700s

73 The flats on marionville road are in a very tight plot and will reduce light and views

5
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DETAILS REDACTED 
FOR DATA PROTECTION 
REASONS

Consultat ion Stage 4
‘The Next Steps’
Addit ional sketch recieved
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MEADOWBANK MASTERPLAN 
Masterplan Consultation Progress Update

Copy of presentation to the Meadowbank Sounding Board- 17th January 2019 
With indicative layouts and interpretation of findings
Subject to further consultations
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detailed consent in place  
for new sports centre

Masterplan and PPP Boundary

Proposed redevelopment of existing Sports Centre site to provide new Sports Centre  
facilities and redevelopment of surplus land for mixed uses including residential,  
student accommodation, hotel and commercial uses, together with car parking,  
landscaping, drainage and ancillary works.
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Masterplan Team DRAFT

Collective 
Architecture

City of Edinburgh 
Council Housing 

Service 
Client

Ian White Associates 
Landscape Arch

Will Rudd Davidson
Structural Eng.

RSP 
M&E Engineers

David Adamson 
QS and PD
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Aims and Objectives

The council is committed to developing a proposal for a masterplan that shows a development with a  
number of different uses in line with those identified in the planning permission. It is important that the  
masterplan reflects the needs and aspirations of the many and varied communities in the area. The first  
stage is to understand what people would like to see as part of the new development in terms of uses as  
well as community facilities, green spaces and local amenities. The aim of the masterplanning exercise may  
be summarised as follows: 

• Ensure that Meadowbank and its community are at the heart of the masterplan and its development. 

• Undertake a collaborative, design led approach with co-creation and stakeholders working at the  
centre of the design process. 

• Create an exceptional place that is rooted in its historic context. 

• Develop a vibrant new neighbourhood combining residential and commercial use in a holistic and 
sustainable way. 

• Create a positive relationship with the area, new development and shared open space to enhance  
the quality of life for local residents and visitors.

DRAFT

DRAFT
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1. Tell us about  
Meadowbank 

Public consultations to  
invite people to share their  
knowledge, opinions and  

aspirations for the site.

2. Design workshops  
A focussed activity with  
a small group resident 

representatives and  
council officers to  

consider the detail of what  
might be possible with the

masterplan

3. Visions and ideas  
Further public events to  
present the first sketch  
layouts and ideas for the  
masterplan. Comments 

and opinions will be  
invited at this event also.

Consultations

The first round of consultations  
Open to all, covering a wide area  
Range of people invited

More focussed activities  
Resident representatives  
Community Council

Sounding board  
Principle discussions 
First look at the proposals

Final workshops, open to all  
A further opportunity to get  
involved

DRAFT

DRAFT
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1st 20th August Willowbrae Church 
2nd 22nd August Craignetinny Community Centre  
3rd 20th September Abbeyhill Primary School

Session 1- Tell us about Meadowbank

DAY 1: 
Members of the public filled in: 
- 79 Place Standard Forms 
- 111 Questionnaires 
- 194 Flags added to the model

DAY 2: 
Members of the public filled in: 
- 13 Place Standard Forms 
- 31 Questionnaires 
- 77 Flags added to the model

DAY 3: 
Members of the public filled in: 
- 6 Place Standard Forms 
- 4 Questionnaires 
- 42 Flags added to the model

DRAFT

DRAFT
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DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 1- Tell us about Meadowbank 
Questionnaire results
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Online
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What the area needs Age of respondents

Around 590 questionnaires
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Session 1- Tell us about Meadowbank 
Flag results

Electrical  
charging points 
(  more than 1)

Objection - to  
flats/housing of  

any sort

More traffic - it is
already a  
problem

Dedicate  
cycle wa

d 
ys

PARKING-
current problems

Mixed Use SPACE : this  
could be used by  locals, 
art studios,  social 
housing (not  affordable 
housing),  graffiti walls.

100 years trees  
lived on this site -  
vital for wildlife, our  
local air quality. 
PLEASE KEEP

Allotments

Nursery and  
Primary School

Reduction of  
traffic speed. Add  
cycle/walking  
infrastructure

Indoor  
s p o r t s  
Facilities

Football facility  for 
Edinburgh  city+ 
Leith  athletics

Create more sports
facilities, place of  relaxation 

and meeting  local 
community in a  safe 

pleasant park. Add
tennis courts and cycle  

routes

Allotments ( as
shown in

historic plans )

Cycle lanes  
connecting to  
other areas

Protect not just  
Wheatley Elms  

but all trees

Community  
allotments. Grow  

your own food.

Objection - high
buildings opposite  

flats on London  Road. 
No higher  than 

current wall so  can’t 
be seen.

No more STUDENT  
accommodation,  only 
SOCIAL  HOUSING. 
Classes  for fitness and  
classes should stay

the same size.

This area is very  
congested at  
peak times as it

is

Current
amenities, also
shortage of GP
surgeries etc.

Concerns about  
maintenance  
(particularly of  

sports centre)

High
volume of

traffic

CYCLE
LANE

Social rent  
HOUSING
(council)

OBJECTION -
TO TREES

BEING REMOVE

Loss of facilities
who uses  

St.Margarets  
house

Council wants  
housing

Concerned  
about schools,  

GPs

To bring  
together

surrounding 
COMMUNITY

Concerns  
regarding
already

congested road-
London Road
(pollution etc.)

313 flags approximately

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
People and format

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
Themes (Based on Place Standard Tool)

Workshop C2 
Active Travel Cycling and Streets 
Monday 19th November  
1pm to 2.30pm

Workshop D1 
Heritage and Identity- TOUR  
Monday 10th December  
11am to 12.30am

Workshop D2  
Heritage and Identity  
WORKSHOP 
Monday 10th December  
1.30pm to 3.30pm

Workshop A 
Housing and Community  
Thursday 15th November  
10.30am to 12.30pm

Workshop B 
Economy and Local Amenity  
Thursday 15th November  
1.30pm to 3.30pm

trees and green
Workshop C1  
Open space,  
space
Monday 19th November  
10.30am to 12pm

STUDY TOUR 
Friday 16th November

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops
A- Housing and Community 
B- Economy and Local Amenity

Exemplar 

Connections to  
neighbourhood and  

amenity

Creating High  
Quality Place for  

the Wider  
NeighbourhoodUrban realm first 

Respect and  
Integrate

Village Centre 
Liveable  

Accessible  
Family Homes

White board comments and sketches……..

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops
A- Housing and Community 
B- Economy and Local Amenity

• Character and materials. Quality of  
materials. In keeping with the  
existing area. 

• Tenure blind. Housing ownership  
indistinguishable. 

• Trees. Consideration longer term  
of how they grow. Full life of the  
tree. 

• Time. Thinking now and into the  
future. 

• “Create place first and then the  
buildings” based on a quote from  
Jan Gehl 

• The process in developing the  
proposals. Openness and  
transparency. Loss of control is the  
concern. 

• Accessible homes. Ability to move  
around. Inside and out. 

• Pedestrian priority. Flexible and  
adaptable. 

• Lifetime Homes 
• “Meadowbank Village” as a hub  

providing a range of services. 
• Meeting rooms, halls and space for  

drop-in events. 
• Create Place. Where people felt  

they live. 
• Connection. Street naming. 
• Concept of community building

3 
1 

Hub 

2

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
Study Tour

DRAFT Page 8 of 15

“Butterfly” Lochend  
Park

Visiting  
Gardens 

Meadowbank 

Start 
<< Then off to Leith Fort

APPROXIMATE 
ROUTE

Study Tour 
Friday 16th November 2018, 10.30am to 1pm

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
Study Tour

DRAFT

DRAFT
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2. DESIGN WORKSHOPSSession 2- Design Workshops
C- Open Space, Trees and Green Spaces

1. Elm tree heave on Wishaw Road 1. Wheat ley elm trees 2. Dominant cypress trees 3. Sycamore and rowan group 4. Sycamore group at car park entrance 5. Sycamore group to  Piershill loop boundary 6. Piershill loop vegetat ion

7. Scrub to  east end o f  site
8. Landscape treatment to  East  
Coast Main Rail line boundary 9. Potential path link to  Restalrig 10. Potential communi ty  growing space 11. Network Rail access point 12. Gas Substation (retained)

DRAFT

DRAFT
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TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS

APARTMENTS

Sports Centre Development  
(by  others)

LIGHT INDUSTRY & FAST FOOD OUTLETS

MARIONVILLE ROAD

W
IS

H
AW

 R
O

A
D

CLOCKMILL LANE
LONDON ROAD

MEADOWBANK TERRACE

TENEMENTS

TENEMENTS
EAST COAST MAIN LINE

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT SITE 
(brownf ie ld,  subject t o  separate appl icat ion)

EXISTING SELF-SOWN VEGETATION

EAST COAST MAIN LINE

RESTALRIG AVENUE 
(7m lower than  

Meadowbank site)

MARIONVILLE AVENUE

(existing 1.5-2 storey semi-detatched housing)

Intermitent views into site f rom private

residences at lower level

MARIONVILLE PARK

(existing 1.5-2 storey semi-detatched housing)

Intermitent views into site f rom private

residences at lower level
SM

O
KEY BR

AE

PIERSHILL LOOP

PIERSHILL LOOP

1

3

4

5

6

8

9 7 10

11

12

Session 2- Design Workshops
C- Open Space, Trees  
and Green Spaces 

2

Presentation by landscape architect

DRAFT
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Sketches by the environmental group Sketches by the group exploring social considerations

20/11/201

Sketches by the value group

Session 2- Design Workshops 
C- Open Space, Trees and Green Spaces

Concept sketches of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
D- Active Travel, Cycling and Streets

WI THIN 400m O F SITE

WITHIN 800m OF S I TE

10

20

10

20

1

Key

      Core paths and local paths as  
shown on CEC Core Path Plan

Potential rail halts 
Ref: T3 in Local Development Plan. 
Rail Halts at Piershill and Meadowbank  
required to  ensure development does not   
prejudice future reuse of  existing  
abandoned halts. Re-introduction of   
passenger services is not  currently  
considered viable by the rail authori ty but   
this may change

     Future potential paths 

      Future quiet routes 
1 CEC ‘On Foot, By Bike’ paths  

Open space  

Bus stops (adjacent routes)  

Road crossing points  

Railway line 

Railway crossing points

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
D- Active Travel, Cycling and Streets
• Opportunities to improve cycling 
• Cyclist and pedestrian segregation 
• Traffic challenges. Now and in the future. 

• Possibility of a pedestrian prioritised development 

• Parking within the neighbourhood 

• Challenges with commuter parking. 
• Integrated covered cycle parking 

• Possibility of cycle hubs 

• Noted that cycling is not always favourable if carrying large amounts  
of shopping.

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
Heritage and Identity Tour

DRAFT

DRAFT
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DRAFT

DRAFT
1817 Historic Plan by Kirkwood and Sons Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland 

1852 Saint St Margarets Well Restalrig Edinburgh- archivist 2015 / Alamy Stock Photo
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Medieval heritage DRAFT

1817 Historic Plan by Kirkwood and Sons Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland 

DRAFT

1817 Historic Plan by Kirkwood and Sons Reproduced by permission of National Library of Scotland 
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Session 2- Design Workshops
Heritage and Identity

Possibility of a new well house as public art. Involving artists  

Making more of heritage as a feature at the entrance to the site.

Further research. What is the building that would have existed next to the well? 
Public space opportunities. Street theatre. Amphitheatre  

Revealing parts of turntable and using Heritage brick to restore. 

We need a name for the site. 
New St. Margarets Well. Identify precise location of well  

Community excavation. Garden around railway turntable

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 2- Design Workshops 
Conclusion

The evolving sketches from the workshops

Concept sketch of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Save Meadowbank Report
‘Work with us’

‘A centre to which  
the local community  

will be attracted’

‘cater for walking, running, cycling  
and those with disabilities by  

providing multi use paths’

‘Benefiting the site and  
making it a place to enjoy’

‘more beneficial renewable energy supply  
systems’ ‘healthy living’

‘let’s create something of genuine  
long-term value something we can  

all be proud of’

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

Connection Lochend Links  
Clockmill Lane

Loch End Park

Holyrood Park

Restalrig

Permeability

Improving  
links

Safer with pedestrian and  
cyclist prioritised routes

Neighbourhood  
connectivity

London Road

Towards city centre

Accessible  
for all

By passing  
Smokey Brae

Concept sketches of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

Turntable Park

Heart of the development, “Turntable Park”  
designed around important heritage of the site

South facing,  
bright and airy

Trees and greenery  
as a key feature

Remembering St Margaret’s  
Locomotive works

Open space for amphitheatre  
and outdoor markets

Open aspect, views of the railway bridge  
passing under London Road

A lively space for  
community use

At the key intersection of routes East/  
West and North towards Lochend Park

Concept sketches of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

Colony Housing St Margarets Well Place

Ideas still in development

St Margaret’s Well Model of St Margaret’s Well Place Similar area of public realm at the colony housing in Leith Fort

Concept model of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

Greening Restalrig Rain Gardens 
Piershill Edge

Concept model of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Ground radar surveys being carried  
out to identify root positions

View from London Road along Wishaw Terrace

Distinctive Wheatley Elms on Wishaw  
Terrace retained as a key feature

Spaces in between and beneath the  
trees developed as an urban parklet

Any new structures carefully  
positioned to avoid roots

Permeable surfaces, improving  
conditions for roots

Opportunity to improve other Safer streets for pedestrians,  
surfaces also  young and old

Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

The Wheatley Elms An urban “parklet”

Concept model of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE / DRAFT

DRAFT
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Session 3/ Next Steps- Visions and Ideas

The Wheatley Elms An urban “parklet”

Buildings set back to suit  
individual Wheatley Elms  

on Wishaw Terrace

Building forms designed to  
ensure maximum sun light  

to all spaces

Improving the spaces below  
and around the Wheatley  

Elms

Urban Parklet to  
incorporate street furniture  

and other informal  
streetscape elements

Building materials carefully  
chosen to compliment  

neighbourhood aesthetic

Concept model illustrating ideas still in development

Concept model of ideas still in development

INDICATIVE

INDICATIVE / DRAFT
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MEADOWBANK MASTERPLAN 
Masterplan Consultation Progress Update

Copy of presentation to the Meadowbank Sounding Board- 17th January 2019 
With indicative layouts and interpretation of findings
Subject to further consultations

DRAFT
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Sounding Board 1
Minutes

1 
 

Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

Thursday, 17 January 2019 at 2pm 

Conservative Group Room, City Chambers, Edinburgh  

Present:     Apologies: 
Keir Bloomer (Chair)    Cllr Lezley Marion Cameron (CEC) 
Cllr Alex Staniforth (CEC) 
Cllr Joan Griffiths (CEC) 
Cllr John McLellan (CEC) 
Cllr Kate Campbell (CEC) 
Brenda Devlin (Craigentinny & Meadowbank CC) 
Cathy Houston (Collective Architecture) 
Edmund Farrow (Meadowbank Church) 
Geoff Pearson (Northfield & Willowbrae CC) 
Jackie Plews (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
John Stobie (St Margaret’s Parish Church) 
Rachel Green (The Ripple Project) 
Simone Melanie (Save Meadowbank Trees) 
Sheena Raeburn (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Wilma Henderson (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Andrew Caldwell (CEC Economic Development) 
Crawford McGhie (CEC Operational Support) 
Elaine Scott (CEC Housing Management & Development) 
Evelyn Kilmurry (CEC North East Locality) 
Jen Blacklaw (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
Lesley Carus (CEC Planning) 
Paul Devaney (CEC Planning) 
Tricia Hill (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
 

1. Introduction to Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

• KB welcomed everyone to the meeting and provided an introduction to 
Meadowbank Area Sounding Board (MASB), which was set up as a planning 
condition from the Development Management Sub-Committee on Friday, 29th 
June 2018, to provide consultation and input into the wider Meadowbank 
masterplan, in a similar mechanism to the successful Fountainbridge Sounding 
Board. 

• The MASB is not a decision-making body; it is a forum to express and seek views, 
and be assisted in this through public consultation events. Decision-making 
would rest with the Council. 

• The MSAB will meet again on 28 February and periodically thereafter which will 
tie in with the decision-making cycle. 

• KB was asked by the Council to chair the sounding board; elected members felt it 
would add greater credibility to have a neutral and independent chair. KB 
outlined his background in working in local authorities and that he had no 
connection to CEC, and had not worked for CEC. KB stated it was not his role to 
influence thoughts; his function is to ensure meetings provide means for 
members to say what they want to say, and share information in a transparent 
and fair manner. Success of the sounding board could be measured in whether 

Action  
 
 

2 
 

members, whether pleased or displeased with the eventual outcome, felt they 
had had a fair chance to input into the process. 

2. Welcome and introductions 
• Attendees introduced themselves and their aspirations for the sounding board. 

Key themes were: 
o a desire on all sides for meaningful consultation and informed discussion 

leading to a sensible development of the wider site for the benefit of the 
community. 

o no more trees cut down and recognition of the importance of 
greenspace 

o build confidence that the whole community have been listened to 
o address concerns on height and amount of housing and share more 

details, especially with those most affected. 
o a hope that the group can inform, and takeaway views from the forum 

to make it a success. 
o a desire that the value of group grows beyond the parameter of Council-

led development.  
 

 
 

3. Masterplan consultation progress update 
• CH provided background on the consultation process so far and gave a 

presentation on the consultation and feedback. A key ethos has been the 
collaborative design-led approach to master-planning, aiming at putting the 
development at the heart of the community. 

• Three aspects to the consultation: 
1. Invitation to provide feedback on aspirations for area 
2. Design workshops using Place Standard tool 
3. Further public events  

• Collaboration looking at wider issues and considering community uses, 
connections and how development integrates into the community. 

• Themes that grew from discussions were re-establishing Clock Mill Lane as a 
pedestrian route, connections and permeability as a key priority, getting idea of 
Place first and buildings would then follow with consideration for the right 
housing types and them being tenure-blind. Aspiration was apparent that 
Meadowbank should be a village hub for the community. 

• Looking to progress a range of commercial and amenity uses (such as GP 
surgery).  

• The heritage and history of the area is important with identified similarities with 
village/neighbourhood of Restalrig, the importance of St Margaret’s and St 
Triduana’s wells, Clock Mill Lane and the railway turntable which may be 
partially intact. These could result in ideas for features within the development. 

• An invitation to Save Meadowbank Campaign public meeting allowed review of 
their proposals and identification of common aims. 

• JP asked if there was any support for student accommodation or hotels, CH 
related that support for these received the smallest response (figures in the 
report). BD was pleased that the presentation reflected discussion in the 
workshops, JP/WH agreed. 

• Next step will see a series of three community workshops scheduled for: 
o Wednesday 30 January, 5pm – 7.30pm, Meadowbank Church 
o Friday 1 February, 12.30pm to 3pm, Willowbrae Church 
o Saturday 9 February, 12.30pm – 3pm, Craigentinny Community Centre 
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Place first and buildings would then follow with consideration for the right 
housing types and them being tenure-blind. Aspiration was apparent that 
Meadowbank should be a village hub for the community. 

• Looking to progress a range of commercial and amenity uses (such as GP 
surgery).  

• The heritage and history of the area is important with identified similarities with 
village/neighbourhood of Restalrig, the importance of St Margaret’s and St 
Triduana’s wells, Clock Mill Lane and the railway turntable which may be 
partially intact. These could result in ideas for features within the development. 

• An invitation to Save Meadowbank Campaign public meeting allowed review of 
their proposals and identification of common aims. 

• JP asked if there was any support for student accommodation or hotels, CH 
related that support for these received the smallest response (figures in the 
report). BD was pleased that the presentation reflected discussion in the 
workshops, JP/WH agreed. 

• Next step will see a series of three community workshops scheduled for: 
o Wednesday 30 January, 5pm – 7.30pm, Meadowbank Church 
o Friday 1 February, 12.30pm to 3pm, Willowbrae Church 
o Saturday 9 February, 12.30pm – 3pm, Craigentinny Community Centre 
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• Workshop dates and presentation to be circulated. 
 

AC 

4. Sports centre update 
• Main contractor (Graham Construction) was now onsite and demolition of the 

grandstand was underway.   
• Construction would start in summer 2019 with an autumn 2020 completion 

date. 
• The contractor will engage with the community, with a community event (date 

to be confirmed). This event will be a chance for surrounding residents to meet 
the site manager. There will be regular newsletters, local employment 
opportunities through apprenticeships and further community engagement. 

• Letters had been sent out to local residents though there was community 
representative concern that communication is still not reaching everyone it 
needs to. CM to check addresses letter was sent to. 

• JP stated disappointment in communication efforts thus far and referenced only 
finding out about demolition of main stand late on the Friday afternoon before 
demolition was due to commence the following Monday. 

• GP related experience of Graham Construction, through living opposite one of 
their sites; once communication was all in place, the engagement worked well.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CM 

5. Community representative updates and general discussion 
• Community representatives were invited to provide any updates from their 

groups/organisations, with an opportunity for general discussion. 
• GP related his experience of development in area is that many people learn late 

on in the process of the opportunity to be involved.  He felt that the sounding 
board and representatives’ roles were to excite the community, and find a way 
to get the wider community involved and engaged in the process. 

• EF expressed community view that, though there had been a lot of high density 
housing developed in the area in the last couple of decades, amenities and 
services had decreased.  

• CH restated that this was still early on in the process, and the presentation 
presented indicative plans, taking a broad look at what was possible with real 
opportunities around community uses and getting the right mix of uses. 

• RG echoed GP comments and described the Ripple Project partnership work and 
building in opportunities to enable people and the community to help 
themselves in different ways. 

• The shape and area of the community cannot be constrained to the 
Meadowbank masterplan and its familiar diamond shape area, and must also 
reflect what was happening in the other spaces being developed around the 
wider Meadowbank site. 

• Discussion took place on high density housing, where it is appropriate, housing 
need and getting the right housing for the right space. It was important to 
remember high density does is not the same as high rise. JP felt that 
consideration should be given to thinking in terms of people’s homes, and the 
people living there, and not just as houses. WH reflected back on the study tour 
as part of the Collective workshops and that the Leith Fort development was a 
breath of fresh air compared to the ‘butterfly’ developments close to 
Meadowbank.  

• JG related concerns of constituents regarding cyclepath location with potential 
impact on security and increased vandalism. CH confirmed these concerns had 
also been heard through feedback and workshops, and the cycle route would be 
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brought through the development. Improvements to the Piershill line boundary 
would provide better security. 

• Discussion regarding other developments in area. TH saw role of the sounding 
board to involve other developers, and engaging with them at the appropriate 
time. JB and KC related success of the Fountainbridge Sounding Board where 
other developers are engaged and able to listen to discussions on different sites 
and engage with community. BD agreed inviting others would be valuable and 
help improve feeling of openness and transparency; stops people being scared 
and lets them feel they can have an influence and was good to be positive. 

• AS stated this presented opportunity for increased amenity on site as other 
developments were on smaller sites. Real opportunity for provision for local 
residents that would ease pressures that increased housing in area can cause. RG 
felt there was an opportunity for social prescribing that can help build 
community cohesion. 

• Area is steeped in history and JG wanted to think of the area as a place of 
interest, and a place to be, not just as a development. Important to be open, 
honest, share fears and be optimistic and enthusiastic; this would provide a 
better chance of a development that would suit all needs of community. 

• JP felt communication was very important to give information to residents on 
what was happening. Was hopeful after CH’s presentation which showed people 
had been listened to, and so gives confidence to the process so far. Would like a 
settled community that people want to be part of, respect and take care of, not 
a transient population. JP shared concerns on car parking and the impact on 
residents in surrounding area if fewer spaces were provided within the 
development as planned.  

• Discussion on trees within Meadowbank including tree retention as much as 
possible within the wider Meadowbank site and new planting, with scope for 
further input on trees and greening.  

• Ensure understanding of relationships of planning permissions and across 
neighbouring sites, what they allow provision for and can possibly influence 
across the different sites. 

• KB raised relationship of Meadowbank site and the financing of the sports 
stadium. TH described position of funding package where a level of income 
would come through receipts via development of the wider site. The range of 
values of what those receipts could be, and contingency for shortfall, were set 
out in the report to the Finance & Resources Committee on October 2018. 

• EK picked up on real desire for wider community improvement and benefit from 
developments which was reflected in engagement around the locality 
improvement plan. 

• General consensus that nobody opposed housing within the Meadowbank 
development, the issue was the amount and density. 
 

6. Going forward 
• Three consultation sessions taking place. KB hoped that the MASB could be 

represented at each, as though each session would be presented with the same 
information it would be helpful to report back on what was heard and discussed. 

• Question raised on whether any groups were not represented at the sounding 
board. Communities of interest e.g. disability, could be invited to join as 
appropriate or for specific agenda items. Similarly, other developers to be invited 
as appropriate. It was pointed out that the developer of student accommodation 
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on London Road was having a drop-in session around same time of Meadowbank 
consultation workshops. 

• KB would like organisations and representatives to keep their respected groups 
informed on discussions.  

• TH described communications campaign which will also distribute information. 
Subsequent discussion around leafleting and disseminating information.  

• JM heartened by air of positivity around Collective work, with the process being 
remarkably different. Wider circulation of presentation is positive, though must 
have clear caveat diagrams were indicative only. 

 
7. AOCB 
• None raised 

 

8. Date of next meeting 
• Thursday 28 February 2019, 10am – 12noon 

Conservative Group Room, City Chambers  
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Visits to 
residents 
gardens

Busy first 
session “Tell us 

about 
Meadowbank

Questionnaires 
and online portal 
closes 31st Oct

Workshops 
designed around the 

Place Standard 
Themes

Design activities 
with residents and 

council officers

Site visits 
and study 

tours

First Visions 
and Ideas 
presented

Additional  
questionnaires and 
findings to interpret

Project Timeline
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The Public Hearing

Processes begin in 
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First meeting 
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board

Target for Planning
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Stage 2
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Community Consultation-Stage 3 
Wednesday 30th January between 5pm and 7.30pm
Meadowbank Church, 83 London Rd, Edinburgh EH7 5TT 

Friday 1st February between 12.30pm and 3pm
Willowbrae Church Centre, 1a Willowbrae Road, Edinburgh EH8 7EJ

Saturday 9th February between 12.30pm and 3pm
Craigentinny Community Centre, 9 Loaning Road, Edinburgh EH7 6JE

DRAFT 

Over 100 visitors across three days
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DRAFT 

Collective's draft sketch of the Wishaw Terrace view. Site A 

=
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DRAFT 

Collectives draft sketch of the turntable park, site B and site C

Site B

Site C
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Landscape architects sketch for the site access from the Restalrig road junction. Site B

DRAFT 
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Landscape architects draft sketches  for the site. 

DRAFT 
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Draft model of site B northern edge by Collective Architecture 

DRAFT

Site B
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Site C DRAFT 

Draft visuals of the site C by Collective Architecture 
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Changes made following community consultation

You Said We Did
Original proposed 

heights 
unacceptable

• Lowered heights across site 

Retain important 
greenspace 

including rare 
wheatley elms

• Designed proposed layouts around existing trees 
and incorporated attractive greenspace within the 
development

• Committed to increasing overall tree numbers 
across the site

• Rainwater strategy intended to promote 
biodiversity

Desire for a stable 
community 

• Homes across a range of types and tenures, 
including affordable.

Concerns regarding 
impact on local 

amenities

• NHS Lothian have committed to consideration of 
Meadowbank as an option for the re-provision of 
Brunton Medical practice

• Plans include potential for early years facility and 
community space

• Improved pedestrian and cycle permeability to 
better link with surrounding area

SOUNDING BOARD 2 - SLIDES
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Draft- Subject to engineering and costs review  All heights to be reviewed with Planning

Site B

Site C

Site A

Sports Centre
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Sports Centre

Site C Build to Rent proposal

DRAFT 

Draft- Subject to engineering and costs review  All heights to be reviewed with Planning

Site B

Site C

SOUNDING BOARD 2 - SLIDES
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Draft- Subject to engineering and costs review  All heights to be reviewed with Planning

Site B

Site C
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2018
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY

Stage Week commencing14 21 28 4 11 18 25 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27

Design Team meetings * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
0 Preparation

Workshop and consultation plan finalised
Walkabout with residents and campaigners
Stakeholder workshop

Drop-in workshop council officers *
Sounding board meeting (prior to 
session 3) *
Sounding board meeting (prior to 
session 4)

1 Session 1- public event
Tell us about Meadowbank

2 Session 2- workshops at St Margarets 
House
(a) Housing and Community
(b) Amenties and Local Economuy
(c) Natural open space
(d) Identity and belonging

3 Session 3- public event
Ideas, concepts and shared visions

4 Session 4- public event
Pre-planning presentation

Consultations portal 

P
P

P
 decision 29th June 2018

Public event- SESSION 1
Tell us about Meadowbank
20/08/18 Willowbrae Church
22/08/18 Craigentinny Community 
Centre
20/09/18 Abbeyhill Primary School

Public event SESSION 3
Visions and Ideas
30/01/19 Meadowbank Church
01/02/19 Willowbrae Church
09/02/19 Craigentinny Community 
Centre 

Public event SESSION  4
Pre-planning presentation
Dates being considered 
(AM/PM/W’end):
APRIL
Venues being considered

M
asterplan A

M
C

Online questionnaires

Consultations phase 28 weeks

Project Timeline DRAFT
SOUNDING BOARD 2 - SLIDES
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Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

Thursday, 28 February 2019 at 10am 

Conservative Group Room, City Chambers, Edinburgh  

Present:     Apologies: 
Keir Bloomer (Chair)    Cllr John McLellan (CEC) 
Cllr Alex Staniforth (CEC)   Elaine Scott (CEC Housing Mgt & Development) 
Cllr Joan Griffiths (CEC)    Jason Storrie (Save Meadowbank Trees) 
Cllr Kate Campbell (CEC)   June Peebles (Edinburgh Leisure) 
Cllr Lezley Marion Cameron (CEC)  David Ewart (sportscotland) 
Brenda Devlin (Craigentinny & Meadowbank CC) 
Cathy Houston (Collective Architecture) 
Chris Stewart (Collective Architecture) 
Edmund Farrow (Meadowbank Church) 
Geoff Pearson (Northfield & Willowbrae CC) 
Jackie Plews (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
John Stobie (St. Margaret’s Parish Church) 
Sheena Raeburn (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Wilma Henderson (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Andrew Caldwell (CEC Economic Development) 
Crawford McGhie (CEC Operational Support) 
Evelyn Kilmurry (CEC North East Locality) 
Jen Blacklaw (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
Lesley Carus (CEC Planning) 
Paul Devaney (CEC Planning) 
Tricia Hill (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
 

1. Welcome and introductions 

• KB welcomed everyone to the sounding board and everyone in turn introduced 
themselves. 

• Three community consultations had taken place since the last Sounding Board 
and modifications had been made to the design plan, which CH would be 
presenting. The other major agenda item is community representative update 
and reactions. 

• KB reminded everyone that the Meadowbank Area Sounding Board was not a 
decision-making body. The minutes served to give a broad idea of discussion 
taking place and KB invited anyone that had anything they thought was 
important that was missing from previous minutes to raise now. JP raised 
something felt to be omitted from last minutes but would discuss in course of 
meeting. 

Action  
 
 

2. Meadowbank consultation and design process 

• CH presented an update on the emerging design, outlining the design and 
consultation process so far, and referring to the three recent community 
consultation events.  

• There will a Meadowbank Area Sounding Board prior to final community 
consultation which would take place prior to any submission to planning. This 
stage of consultation will give an idea of final layout and unit numbers and 
submission to planning department is anticipated for late April, assuming broad 
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consensus is reached. Following this, the design process will progress into more 
detail. 

• Key concepts included taking Clockmill Lane through the development as a main 
focus of movement through the space; the north edge of the development 
representing a green edge taking account of privacy concerns of residents on 
that side; reduced height of buildings on Marionville Avenue side and stepping 
up in height towards the south side of the site. 

• Greenery is an important aspect of the site and incorporates ideas around 
wildlife corridors, greenspace and open space. There are opportunities for urban 
parklets, natural play, setting buildings back to allow trees to grow, preservation 
of trees and additional planting. 

• Connections and permeability through the site will be facilitated by reopening 
Clockmill Lane, and there is potential for the original turntable being a focus at 
the heart of the development. GP felt the boundary along Marionville Avenue 
was coming across as impermeable, so residents may be looking out at the 
community but not getting in without going around. 

• Traffic was a significant concern and so pedestrian prioritisation was seen as 
important, allowing space for old and young to move around. People were 
generally in favour of a safer streetscape. The Restalrigg end of the site 
presented a more complicated corner; this would require potentially more 
ambitious plans due to the significant level changes and potential changes to 
Smokey Brae to make it feel more open. Changes here may also require 
alterations to the roadscape which would be outwith the site boundary and 
should be explored with the locality team as well as through the traffic/road 
safety improvements that may emerge as part of the Planning condition. 

• There was a focus on community and its integration with the wider area for 
everyone, not just those moving into the development. Providing opportunities 
to allow people to stay in neighbourhoods they grew up in was important and 
could be achieved through the range of housing types and including affordable 
housing.  

• Site C represented a corner of the site with a busy and visible elevation that 
edges onto the new area of public realm in front of the sports centre. There is an 
opportunity to capture and reflect the lines of tenements along London Road. 
Studies for this are happening in parallel with the re-provisioning of Brunton 
Medical Practice which could be positioned within site, and not straight onto 
London Road, drawing people into the site. 

• CH outlined positioning of sites and buildings being looked at resulting in 
discussion on heights. There would be Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(LVIA) to be carried out. 

• The design process is still determining the number of units, and heights will 
impact on this. There will be a firmer idea of unit numbers at the next sounding 
board. This will incorporate a range of housing types, including colony housing 
for families, 1 and 2-bedroom units for couples, first time buyers and older 
residents. Accessibility of ground floor units will also be incorporated into plans. 

• Within the overall layout there is an assumption that most development is 
residential either for sale or rent (including affordable tenures) with a Council 
commitment for at least 35% affordable housing/rent. Within the mix there will 
be affordable housing for rent, and other housing for sale, though the specific 
percentages have not been worked through yet. 

• Commercial development will mainly consist of ground floor development on 
site C and takes on feedback from consultation that this should reflect local 

3 
 

businesses in size of units, shop types and local start-ups. Planning consent was 
for Class 1 size restriction so as not to restrict other uses at that stage of PPP, as 
community requirements were unknown at that point. 

• Getting the commercial mix right was as important as getting the rest of the mix 
right. GP compared the space to Salamander Street ground floor commercial 
space which has taken time to fill up and tend not to be businesses for the 
community. GP referred to discussions taking place around setting up a business 
forum, which others welcomed. 

• Financial viability was important for Council and local interest groups and how 
the outlined approach fits in with the need for capital receipts. TH reiterated 
that the menu for funding sources remained the same in terms of capital 
receipts and highlighted the range of figures need to generate. Viability is tested 
for every new iteration of the development and how it is taking shape and 
remains on track with anticipated receipts, sports centre and sportscotland 
funding. 

• JP asked about discussions with the University of Edinburgh. TH confirmed the 
Council has regular discussions looking at meeting the strategic accommodation 
needs of the University. Options for Meadowbank were explored with the 
university at an early stage; they have indicated that they are not interested in 
this site, and the current funding is based on residential use. 

3. Opportunity for the meeting to break out and look at the model 
• CH presented the model for the sounding board to view, discuss and ask 

questions about. 
• Orientation of buildings minimised overshadowing and allowing sunlight in. 

Spaces in-between buildings, and routes through were important. The model 
would be updated to reflect Smokey Brae ideas.  

• GP asked if there was any way of checking that the suggested developments will 
not create wind tunnels? CH to check with team – they are also looking at air 
quality and canyoning effect. 

• Emphasis on the importance of greenery, with the strong green edge to the 
north of the site and strengthening planting along the boundary edge to address 
resident issue of security and privacy, and as a wildlife corridor. Wheatley elms 
remain a key feature and additional work has been done on existing planting 
following the last sounding board. 

• Discussion took place around building heights across the site. JP felt it important 
to maintain views of those on Marionville Road. CH reassured that survey 
heights can imagine what would be seen from existing windows and heights. 

• GP referred to design and materials of buildings. CS outlined that the design 
code for the building designer to follow can be set within the masterplan. JP 
asked if buildings can mirror those on opposite side of London Road and though 
tenements have the bigger floor to ceiling height, CS outlined they were looking 
at proportions and features, and the eaves lines and patterns created. Also 
referred to building design and features such as window choice in relation to 
noise and vibration from trains. Building design allows windows on sides, and not 
on ends and a noise survey will determine specification of windows required. 

• JP asked which components of the site private developers had expressed interest 
in. This will come as part of a sequence in the process, and at this stage the 
design process is just looking at spaces.  

• CH referred to other features sought for in community such as street furniture 
and incorporating place spaces. BD emphasised the need to look at natural play 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CH 
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opportunities and would be good to have continuity of street furniture across 
communities, and importance of benches on routes to shops as resting points. 

4. Sports centre update 
• CM updated that work by Graham Construction was progressing reasonably well, 

and were in the early stages of the construction process. 
• A meeting is planned with Edinburgh City FC regarding their potential return to 

Meadowbank, and implications to the wider site. CM will feedback at the next 
sounding board. 

• Discussion took place regarding asbestos within site and that this is being 
managed and dealt with in the correct manner within legislation to allow 
construction to continue. HSE are prominent in visits to site, not just for 
asbestos, but also in observing how the old structures are being taken down. 

• JP raised continued resident concerns on communications regarding the 
contractor works, especially with regards clarity on coverage of leaflet 
distribution across streets and changes in dates and information distributed in 
subsequent mailings. Concerns remain on whether distribution of letters or 
newsletters is wide enough, delivery seems sporadic, and identified need to 
distinguish separate newsletter editions. CM agreed to take back to Graham 
Construction and stipulate map of where newsletter is to be delivered. 

• LMC reminded that feedback on communication can be taken up outwith the 
sounding board, without the need to wait for the next meeting. 

 
 
 
 
CM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CM 

5. Community representative updates  
• All community representatives were heartened and encouraged in seeing 

outcome of consultation events, workshops, comments and feedback were 
being reflected in the design updates. BD felt plans prove people are being 
listened to and taking on suggestions. JP agreed though process is still at early 
stage; there would still be doubts until concrete plans are presented so JP and 
WH tentative for now though they like what has been presented, though still 
have concerns at what may or may not come out of it. 

• JP reported that noise and muck notable around area since demolition of 
stadium started. This has got people thinking about what is happening and 
asking questions. JP felt she could answer some queries, but not all at this stage. 
With crack at the bottom end of Marionville Avenue, there was concern for deep 
pilling work and where liability would lie. 

• GP shared concerns that about people’s lack of perception of what is happening 
and the process, and in remembering their input when the building starts. GP 
felt the MASB needed to find a way to shift opinion and connect people to the 
site. Suggestion of using the Ripple Project to share information, and their 
Speaker publication. All have a responsibility for this, and not just from one 
channel. 

• KC was encouraged and positive from hearing community representatives. 
Understand concerns around what the private developer role would be and 
suggested sharing information on other large developments to give an idea on 
collaborations with private sector and to arrange a potential visit, e.g. to 
Pennywell. 

• Discussion took place around development outside the Meadowbank site. The 
intention would be to bring wider developers into the MASB, though not at this 
point, as the focus for now is on the finer details for the Meadowbank site. 

• JG outlined concerns from some residents that their children were not able to 
stay in the area due to house prices and wanted mix of volume of affordable 
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housing to include social housing and affordable housing to enable families and 
residents to remain in area. 

• JS outlined concerns of type of housing but was reassured after presentation and 
subsequent discussions to be able to give reassurance to those who have 
expressed concerns to him. Other concern is Smokey Brae with vehicle traffic 
speed and increased pedestrian traffic which may require some form of traffic 
control. CH confirmed this came up in consultation and will be looked at with 
engineers though is outwith boundaries of site so would be as a further project. 
A set of requirements may also come through when Roads are assessing the 
planning application. 

• Ahead of the next sounding board, the design process will continue with 
technical work. There will be a clearer indication on unit numbers, and quantities 
of affordable housing, and what can be delivered. Once details of Edinburgh City 
FC proposals have been seen and pre-application discussion with planning has 
taken place, the design process will reflect plans that would anticipate being 
submitted. The MASB would see this first, and if there was a body of agreement 
to take forward, would anticipate going out to community consultation again 
with a timeframe of early April.  

• JG raised the issue of ward councillors who sit on the Planning Committee, and 
that it was getting near that stage in the process where they may need to step 
back from discussion, and instead have a representative present, as mindful of 
not saying/doing anything that would debar committee comments. KB reassured 
that they should be free to attend but mindful of not saying anything which 
could compromise position on Planning Committee. AS would be excusing 
himself from that Planning Committee meeting anyway, as he is on the 
Edinburgh Leisure board. 

6. AOCB 
• None raised 

 

7. Date of next meeting 
• tbc 
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Meadowbank Sounding Board

Loch End Park

Holyrood Park
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Permeability

Improving  
links

Safer with pedestrian and  
cyclist prioritised routes

Neighbourhood  
connectivity

London Road

Towards city centre

Accessible  
for all

By passing  
Smokey Brae

Concept sketches of ideas still in development
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Site Layout
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Landscape Proposals
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Landscape Proposals
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Landscape Proposals
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Restalrig Rain Gardens
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Landscape Proposals
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Landscape Proposals
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Green Infrastructure
Building with nature
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Potential Partners
Shortlist for discussion

Sustrans

Energy Savings Trust

CSGN

LCTT

Green 
Infrastructure Fund

Transport 
Scotland

Historic Environment 
Scotland

Private sector

Community 
Arts Fund

Energy Savings Trust
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Other opportunities
Early Years Nursery
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Early Years Nursery

Other opportunities
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Other opportunities
Early Years Nursery
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Other opportunities
Intergenerational Living
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Other opportunities
GP Surgery

Location

Rec

Early proposals in development

Ent
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Other opportunities
Edinburgh City Football Club
Spectator Stand
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Environmental Health

Extract of Planning Approval
Informative 5:
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Environmental Health

Light and noise

Developing the typical apartment layout

Extract of Planning Approval
Informative 5:
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Topographic survey

Additional surveys being carried out
28th, 29th, 30th and 31st May

Widths

Heights

Visibility

Security

Day light
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Technical meetings
Issues being considered

Dealing with the contamination of the old locomotive works
- Hydrocarbons, chemicals in soils

Earth moving.  Excavating Clockmill Road and keeping soil on site
- Efficient levels, mounded edges

Servicing of the site.  Efficiency and value engineered
- Minimising changes to existing sewers
- Repositioning gas governor to improve development potential
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Secured By Design
Speaking with the Police
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Next steps for consultation

Weekend

Suggested timescales for discussion

Sounding board 
3rd June >>>

Advertise on the 
4th June

Events take place 
3 weeks later

Evening
Daytime
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Target submission date
August 2019

Planning Submission
Key documents
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Next steps
Project Programme
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Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

Monday, 3 June 2019, 3pm 

Northfield & Willowbrae Community Centre  

Present:     Apologies: 
Keir Bloomer (Chair)    Cllr Joan Griffiths (CEC) 
Cllr Alex Staniforth (CEC)   Crawford McGhie (CEC Operational Support) 
Cllr John McLellan (CEC)    Sheena Raeburn (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Cllr Kate Campbell (CEC)   June Peebles (Edinburgh Leisure) 
Cllr Mandy Watt (CEC)    David Ewart (sportscotland) 
Andrew Fournet (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) Lesley Carus (CEC Planning) 
Brenda Devlin (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) 
Cathy Houston (Collective Architecture) 
Chris Stewart (Collective Architecture) 
Edmund Farrow (Meadowbank Church) 
Geoff Pearson (Northfield & Willowbrae CC) 
Jackie Plews (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
Jodie Adams (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
John Stobie (St. Margaret’s Parish Church) 
Michael Carthy (Collective Architecture) 
Sam Shaw (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Wilma Henderson (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Andrew Caldwell (CEC Economic Development) 
Evelyn Kilmurry (CEC North East Locality) 
Jen Blacklaw (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
Paul Devaney (CEC Planning) 
Tricia Hill (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
 

1. Welcome and introductions 
• KB welcomed everyone to the Sounding Board and everyone in turn introduced 

themselves. KB reminded everyone that the Sounding Board had been scheduled 
to meet on 4 April 2019 though he had taken the decision to postpone the 
meeting to allow the appropriate time for the masterplan proposals to be 
prepared. 

• KB reminded everyone that the Meadowbank Area Sounding Board was not a 
decision-making body. The minutes served to give a broad idea of discussion 
taking place. 

Action  
 
 

2. Sport Centre Update 
• The Sport Centre project was progressing well and the contractor was still 

working through demolition and asbestos removal. The full extent of 
implications, if any, on the sport centre delivery would not be known until later 
in the year. 

• Edinburgh City Football Club were looking to working with the Council to explore 
options for their return to Meadowbank in the future. 

• Links have been created with Abbeyhill and Leith Walk primary schools for the 
use of wood from trees removed during preparatory work. 

• JP asked on behalf of neighbour regarding work where pitches had been located 
as there seemed to be a lot of activity. JB thought this was removing pitches as 
astroturf was to be given to other organisations, though she would doublecheck. 
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3. Meadowbank masterplan proposals 
• CH presented masterplan proposal which has incorporated feedback from 

workshops and consultations. This continues to reflect the core ideas in creating 

connections, links, open space, reflecting heritage and integration within wider 

neighbourhood. How people move through the space continues to be a primary 

consideration with the reinstatement of Clockmill Lane. 

• It is intended that the masterplan presented will form the basis of the planning 

submission in response to condition 1 of the previous PPP application.  

• The developing landscape proposal has been informed by the consultations. The 

western side of the site would have parklets next to the Wheatley elms and 

include water management features. On the eastern side the northern boundary 

would be strengthened with planting, there would be a play area and the idea 

was to create a ‘homely’ atmosphere with each block having a landscaped area 
and each set of streets having a play area.  

• The designs employ a strategy of having a wide variety of species, through 

retention and new planting, and having distinct species for different spaces 

within site. Part of the criteria are species that attract pollinators. 

• Active travel is an important focus, with the layout of spaces designed to move 

people, not vehicles, making it a more pleasant place for people to live in.  An 

Active Travel village is proposed with the culture of cycling as a defining feature, 

facilitating easy bike use and accessibility for all. Clock Mill Lane would be 

opened up as the main spine through the site, with active travel connections and 

a generous width ramp at Smokey Brae. Planning sets requirements that every 

home would have space for two bikes and the proposals would also include 

charging points for electric bikes. 

• One of the key challenges is connecting the development with Smokey Brae; the 

level differences are significant and a ramp is required to transition between the 

site level and Restalrig, passing under the Powderhall railway line. Concerns 

were raised around the Smokey Brae ramp in terms of safety for users of the 

ramp, lighting, and how the ramp interfaces with the path/road on Smokey Brae 

and it was felt that this needed to be in place before residents move into site. 

• There were still concerns around displacement parking to surrounding streets. 

Emergency and bin vehicle access would be allowed for.  Disabled access and 

parking would be provided. Some city car club spaces would be included on the 

edge of the site with electric car charging points. There was a query around 

considerations for public transport and this would be looked at as part of the 

transportation assessment. 

• A feasibility study has explored the opportunity for inter-generational space 

where an early years nursery could be located under residential space for older 

people. The Early Years team provided a brief for a nursery with capacity for 120 

children and this is an ideal location bringing activity to the development as a 

whole. If this was progressed, due to anticipated noise levels in the play area, 

bedroom or living space in the residential units would not overlook the play 

area. If this opportunity was not progressed, other plans would be explored 

including providing other community space or ancillary residential space e.g. 

common rooms for the elderly or staff facilities. An active frontage onto 

Turntable Park would still be retained. 

• The option of Brunton Place surgery relocating to the site is still being explored. 

This would provide greater capacity than they currently have, and enable 

additional treatment rooms and outreach work. Of two sites they are looking at, 

Meadowbank appears the more favourable option. 

• An options appraisal has been developed around a potential Edinburgh City 

Football Club return. This provides 4 options exploring the possibility of extra 
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seating on the north side of the stadium, accompanying club welfare facilities 
and potential community space. The project team are awaiting a formal 
response from ECFC. Any option progressed would be accommodated wholly on 
the sports centre site and would require planning consent and further detailed 
design, though there would be no change of use from the overall planning 
permission for the site. Cost of options range from just under to just over £1m, 
and would require separate funding, with no indication this would come out of 
the sports centre budget; it was noted that ECFC would own the facilities, and 
they can access fundraising opportunities towards progressing any chosen 
option. 

• There are technical considerations in relation to noise and floodlighting for the 
homes directly facing the sports field. The planning consent stipulated that no 
bedroom or living rooms would face onto the pitch so the team has developed a 
specific type of apartment with 2-4 homes sharing a south facing short deck 
access or ‘balcony’. 

• An extended topographic survey is to be carried out. This will enable further 
analysis of levels and build on existing information on daylight, privacy, security 
and views. Surveying around Network Rail-owned land is more problematic due 
to difficulties in gaining access. 

• Further examinations are taking place regarding the type and extent of 
contamination on the site as a result of its previous use as a locomotive yard. 
Consideration is being given on how to address this, such as through removing to 
landfill or by encapsulation. The existing sewer at London Road requires 
additional clearance as it enters the site and has resulted in a slightly unusual 
building shape to avoid moving the sewer and the associated costs. 

• Concerns were raised by the community representatives on how the drainage 
challenges were being dealt with. CCTV examination of the existing, deep drain 
will be undertaken to confirm its condition and capacity for foul drainage. A 
SUDS system would be used as the first point of drainage for surface water, and 
a raingarden at the Restalrig end of the site would enable the slowing down of 
waterflow to cope with rainfall events. Agreed that the team would provide a 
presentation on drainage. 

• Project team are in contact with the Police to consider safety and security 
concerns. Secured By Design accreditation is being sought and will include 
consideration of the detail such as the design of boundaries around the railway 
line. 

• There will be further community consultation on the masterplan proposals, and 
anticipate these as being: 

o 26 June: evening 
o 27 June: daytime 
o 29 June: weekend 

• There are also potential plans for an outdoor event, themed around active 
travel. 

• It is intended that the resulting masterplan will be submitted as part of the 
planning process along with other documentation including site layout, 
accommodation plans and diagrams. The aim is to submit the planning 
application in August. 
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3. Opportunity for the meeting to break out and look at the model/diagrams 
• All present had the opportunity to view the updated drawings and diagram and 

CH and IWA explained the information being presented. 
• Further discussion took place around heights and types of buildings including 

measures to avoid any potential wind tunnel effects. 
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• Distances were noted between Marionville Road and buildings to north side of 
the site. 

• Vehicle access was discussed, and turning areas identified. The project team will 
be meeting with Cleansing to examine details around bin collection and potential 
community recycling. 

• Drainage was raised again as a concern and the impact from additional 
neighbouring new developments. An explanation was provided of the 
raingarden’s role in slowing water before it flows into the combined sewer 
system which could minimise any impact. Agreed to have a presentation on 
SUDS at next sounding board. 

• Parking at the Sports Centre was discussed and how it would be controlled 
though there was still concern around displacement parking, which is currently 
an issue with people accessing Meadowbank House. Requested that the impact 
of displacement parking be considered. 

• The Council would have a long-lasting interest in the development and so would 
seek to deliver more than the minimum level (25%) of affordable homes. A 
target of 35% affordable housing is being set and they would exceed this, if 
finance allows, within context of delivering a commercially viable development. 
The next step is to present the proposals to the Housing & Economy Committee 
in August. If approved, a development partner for the whole site would be 
sought. The delivery strategy would be agreed, then the project would move 
forward with a planning application. 

• There was further discussion around the unit numbers for the site. The height of 
the London Road concentration allows for lower heights at other sections of the 
site. There were currently 369 housing units proposed on site A and B for 
development by the Council. Site C, for development privately, is estimated to 
have a capacity of between 170 and 250 units. This results in around 600 units in 
total. The housing mix in the current proposals includes family sized homes, 
housing for elderly, wheelchair accessible homes and apartments. Site C was 
previously considered for 250 student units although this would not be taken 
forward as previously noted, and in response to community concerns raised 
during consultations. This raised some concern from some community 
representatives that this could equate to around 1,200 – 1,500 residents with 
the requirement of additional facilities to support these such as consideration 
for school and GP capacities. The potential new GP surgery would have greater 
capacity, and Rising Rolls project within the Council examines school capacities 
and takes into account population growth to ensure expansion of the school 
estate to meet rising rolls. 

• BD felt it was good to see the site being developed in such a positive way, with 
so many changes reflecting input from the residents of Marionville Road and the 
local community. It was important to move on, be excited and positive by the 
site and the development. JA just wanted to be clear that they were asking for 
consideration on some of the issues raised. 

• KB summarised that the responses to the proposals were generally positive, 
though aspects to be covered and clarified at next sounding board were: 

o Topographical survey 
o Transport including displacement parking 
o SUDS and drainage 
o Lighting on the downward slope to Smokey Brae and the crossing/traffic 

flow along road there, which would be seen in context of parallel 
projects. 

o School capacity 
o Number of residential units 
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o Management of site e.g. factor (TH stated preference for one factor, for 
which there would be a tender process). 

• GP thanked Collective for the proposal diagrams and reiterated that any 
planning application should contain enough detail of the proposals to safeguard 
them. JB clarified that requirements would be written into deed of conditions. 
 

4. Date of next meeting 
• AC to examine availability for dates/venues. 
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Meadowbank Sounding Board 19th August 2019 
Agenda

Welcome Remarks
Note of previous meeting

Presentations:

1. Transport and parking

2. Drainage

3. Changes to proposals following consultation findings

Papers for information

Open discussion

Collective Architecture
Ian White Associates, Landscape Architects

Will Rudd Davidson, Structural Engineers
DBA Transportation Assessors
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1. Transport and Parking
a. Previous consultations
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The provision of limited car parking and the desire for the 
development to be ‘designed for people’ is appropriate 
given the location of the development and the good 
access to public transport and Edinburgh City Centre.

The development conforms with Scottish Planning Policy 
(SPP) with regard to the ability to integrate the 
development into existing and planned networks for 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport.

The development layout will provide good walking and 
cycling links with the new connections being formed.

1. Transport and Parking
b. Transportation Assessment

Walking distances

Public transport

Cycling

SOUNDING BOARD 4- SLIDES
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1. Transport and Parking
c. Controlled Parking Zones

Strategic Review is being undertaken by City of Edinburgh Council 

Potentially Extending the Controlled Parking Zones 

Transport Committee 12 September 

Consultation will be directed to every business/ home affected
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2. Drainage
a. Strategy
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2. Drainage
b. Above ground
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2. Drainage
b. Above ground 
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2. Drainage
c. Below ground
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2. Drainage
d. Flood considerations
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2. Drainage
e. Structural considerations
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3. Changes to proposals following consultation findings
a. Session 4 and the most recent comments

A total of 15 consultation events undertaken over a 6 month period.  Including 9 drop-in events for the public and 6 design 
workshops with a steering group of residents, council officers and specialists. 

Over 600 questionnaires returned.   Including over 450 responses online and the remainder on paper.

313 flags added to the site model.

98 Place Standard forms completed.

Session 4 results

42.5% were positive.  Messages of support given for some of the key moves: improving green space, providing affordable homes 
and creating opportunities for local amenity.  

31.5% of the respondents continue to have concerns on the proposals.  In particular, around a third of these are from the 
residents nearest Site A where the heights, privacy and daylighting are being queried. 

21.9% of responses are of balanced opinion offering both positive and negative responses and helpful suggestions also. 4.1% of 
comments are solely related to the Sport Centre and will require separate consideration.

SOUNDING BOARD 4- SLIDES
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3. Changes to proposals following consultation findings
b. Site A
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You said: protect the trees
We have: carried out further investigations and have designed the masterplan to sensitively integrate, 
preserving and enhancing the greenery where possible.

You said: traffic is a concern
We have: commissioned further transportation assessments. The masterplan is now developing as a people prioritised environment with low parking, making the most of 
the active travel opportunities.

You said: health and wellbeing is important
We have: investigated further the health opportunities in active travel. Making walking and cycling as easy as possible for new residents and the wider 
neighbourhood. Providing lush green streetscapes and spaces for people to meet also adds to health and wellbeing.

You said: local amenity is important
We have: made contact with organisations such as the NHS to investigate opportunities within the site. For example, with the provision of a children’s nursery or an 
expanded premises for a local GP.

You said: Smokey Brae is a concern
We have: proposed to reinstate Clockmill Road as a much safer, brighter and easier to access route between Restalrig and London Road.

You said: integration and connections are important
We have: created routes through the site. Connectivity maximised. 

You said: wildlife is important
We have: introduced measures to preserve and extend habitats for wildlife. For example with the new wildlife corridor.

You said: security is a concern
We have: contacted the police. First steps have been taken to obtain their input. Secured By Design accreditation will be sought.

You said: no to student housing
We have: listened. No student housing planned.

You said: consider the environment
We have: employed a mechanical engineer to consider the range of options in lowering energy use and making the most of renewable opportunities. Energy efficiency and 
sustainability also explored. 

You said: please consider the Marionville residents. Privacy and day lighting.
We have: commissioned additional topographic surveys and will be producing drawings soon to show how the development will sensitively consider the concerns of 
Marionville residents.

You said: The proposed building heights on Wishaw Terrace are too high at 7 storey in places.
We have: Reviewed this further and met with residents at Wishaw Terrace. Comments listened to and the building heights have been reduced.

You Said / We Did
SOUNDING BOARD 4- SLIDES
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SOUNDING BOARD 4- MINUTES

1 
 

Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

Monday, 19 August 2019, 3pm 

Northfield & Willowbrae Community Centre  

Present:     Apologies: 
Keir Bloomer (Chair)    Andrew Fournet (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) 
Cllr Joan Griffiths (CEC)    Brenda Devlin (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) 
Cllr John McLellan (CEC)    Cllr Alex Staniforth (CEC) 
Cllr Kate Campbell (CEC)   Crawford McGhie (CEC Operational Support) 
Cllr Mandy Watt (CEC)    David Ewart (sportscotland) 
Cathy Houston (Collective Architecture)  June Peebles (Edinburgh Leisure) 
Chris Stewart (Collective Architecture)  Lesley Carus (CEC Planning) 
Edmund Farrow (Meadowbank Church)   
Geoff Pearson (Northfield & Willowbrae CC) 
Jackie Plews (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
Jodie Adams (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
John Stobie (St. Margaret’s Parish Church) 
Wilma Henderson (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
Eveyln Kilmurry (CEC North East Locality) 
Andrew Caldwell (CEC Economic Development) 
Jen Blacklaw (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
Paul Devaney (CEC Planning) 
Tricia Hill (CEC Development & Regeneration) 
Sheena Raeburn (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Craig Johnstone (Will Rudd Davidson) 
Michael McCarthy (Collective Architecture) 
Graeme                     (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
Kevin Illingworth (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
 

1. Welcome remarks 
• KB welcomed all and gave a reminder for queries to come through the sounding 

board. Also, a reminder that the Meadowbank Area Sounding Board was not a 
decision-making body. The minutes served to give a broad idea of discussion 
taking place. 

Action  
 
 

2. Sport Centre Update 
• The Sport Centre project is on programme for the scheduled end of 2020 

opening. The dismantling work is still being carried out, and 80% of the new steel 
structure has been erected. 
 

 

3. Presentations 
• The Meadowbank Design Team gave 3 presentations: 

 
• Transport and parking 
• Areas of concern around parking were outlined which included commuter fly 

parking due to proximity to city centre, though it was also identified that this 
proximity also added to the attractiveness of the site. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

• The permeability of the site was described. The plans will allow people to pass 
through the site, providing an alternative route, instead of having 
circumnavigate around. 

• The previous Sounding Board highlighted concerns around the impact of parking 
on the neighbourhood, and it was mentioned that the transport impact 
assessment (TIA) has been updated, supporting the approach being taken. The 
TIA will be publicly available as part of the planning submission. 

• The strategic review of Controlled Parking Zones (CPZ) will go before the 
Transport & Environment Committee on 12 September 2019. This will potentially 
extend CPZ and would include further consultations on those proposals. AC to 
circulate a link to the Transport & Environment Committee document. The 
planning submission will be after the Transport & Environment Committee 
meeting in September, though before any outcome of the CPZ consultation. CPZ 
was a live issue regardless of any development and the Meadowbank project 
team will work in parallel with transport colleagues, as well as those in the Active 
Travel team. 
 

• Drainage 
• The objective for drainage planning for the site is to identify methods to 

positively manage rainwater. The traditional approach was to move the 
rainwater away quickly, whereas the approach now is to encourage to manage 
and slow down rainwater close to where it is falling. There were 4 ways 
identified within the strategy to manage this: 

o Slow rainwater flow 
o Clean rainwater before it reaches watercourse/sewer 
o Create/support habitats 
o Improve amenity in creating attractive landscape settings 

• The overall site was further divided into 4 sub-catchment areas and SR outlined 
the connections/catchments. 

• Ideas were outlined for the Meadowbank site which included well-tested 
methods such as use of blue/green living roof, swales and a raingarden. These 
methods could hold water for a short time when there was a rainfall event, and 
allow controlled release of water to reduce chance of flooding. 

• Inspections had taken place of sewers and the connection points and links to the 
above-ground options were outlined. Flow paths would be designed to Scottish 
Water adoptable standards. 

• There was discussion around the open ground on the site absorbing water 
compared to the resulting built ground mechanisms from the proposed 
development. Despite being open ground, all land on the site is ‘made’ ground 
and therefore brownfield site. The net impact of the water management would 
be better than the current situation as slowing rate of water alleviates the flow 
and pressure on sewers. The relevant documents including the Surface Water 
Management plan and flood risk assessment will appear on the planning portal 
with the planning submission. These would be assessed by CEC flooding experts 
in Planning.  

• As the ground comprised made ground to 8m depth, piling was proposed for 
construction. To alleviate structural concerns of neighbours there would be 
ground monitoring for sound and vibration.   Network Rail guidance will be 
followed due to the proximity to the railway. 
  

• Changes to proposals following consultation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AC 
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• There had been a fourth round of consultations involving three drop-in events 
which outlined the proposed layout. Response to these events was increasingly 
positive although it transpired that Wishaw Terrace residents have concerns with 
regards to overshadowing and privacy. The project team have been out to meet 
the residents separately and have looked again at heights. This resulted in a 
reduction in height of one storey at Wishaw Terrace, thereby reducing unit 
numbers on site A by 15, from 142 to 127 units. The total units on site were 
accordingly revised down from 611 to 596. 

• There was discussion around the view from proposed units on Wishaw Terrace 
through trees and their proximity to the trees. The plans had gone beyond the 
British standards, and proposed buildings were 5m beyond the root protection 
area of the trees. Buildings must comply with daylight standards, and so the size 
of windows are subject to a technical consideration exercise to ensure sufficient 
light is allowed through. As the overall site would be mixed tenure, it was likely 
that these units would be properties for sale. 
 

3. Papers for information 
• Two papers distributed; 

o GP Surgery paper informing on the process by which the health board 
arrives at decisions; 

o An explanation of school catchments. 
• Any further questions on each paper could be directed to JB, whose contact 

details were on each paper. 
  

 
 

4. Open discussion 
• A period of open discussion took place to deal with identified concerns that have 

not been addressed in the course of this meeting, with the aim of hopefully 
arriving at a consensus.  
 

• Parking  
• The concern was raised around parking and ensuring that residents of the 

proposed development would not subsequently buy a car and park somewhere 
else i.e. in the neighbouring streets. Onsite parking would be limited to disabled 
badge holders and car club spaces. In addition, the parallel CPZ review would 
make it even more difficult to park in surrounding streets as residents would not 
be able to get a parking permit for a street they are not resident on. There is a 
possibility that restricting car ownership can form part of tenancy agreements, 
and title deeds. 

• If the proposed plans are not approved, there would need to be a redesign 
which may require inclusion of parking onsite. 

• It was questioned whether there were sufficient disabled/car enterprise scheme 
spaces. This would require further discussion with the relevant agencies and 
would be contained in the transport appraisal. This led to discussion around the 
charging points for bicycles and cars, and location of charging points and the 
project team are working on the fine details of these. 

• There was discussion around the consultation and opportunity for feedback on 
the plans. This has been an iterative process to arrive at a masterplan, with the 
design evolving throughout and the site plan is still iterative. The planning 
submission will allow a period of formal consultation on the plans. KB noted that 
the Council process was going over and above what is statutory required, with 
representatives having been able to influence on the design. 
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• The flow of traffic outwith the site, particularly around Smokey Brae had 
previously been raised. There was discussion on whether this would be as part of 
a planning condition, and how this relates to an issue outwith the planning 
boundary. JB agreed to provide more information on what has been 
recommended for the junction. Regarding London Road, there were concerns on 
increased cycle traffic from the site and developing neighbouring student 
accommodation and design and capacity of London Road. JB confirmed 
colleagues in CEC Active Travel team were looking at this. 
 

• Heights  
• Heights had previously been raised as concerns and measures taken to address. 

This included detailed review with the production of section drawings and in 
discussions with residents. There were no further comments. 
 

• GP surgery  
• The paper had been circulated, and the views of the group were known, though 

project team were not in a position to give a conclusive answer at this stage.  
 

• Unit numbers 
• There was a request for more precision of units, as well as around the mix of 

private and Council housing units, and this was agreed to be provided. The 35% 
affordable housing element was above the required quantum and it would be 
desirable to increase this if viable.  

• Some points were raised around the funding element and required receipt from 
the site. Ultimately this, as has always been the case, would be a decision for 
Council to make. The ideal outcome, in relation to the Sounding Board, is that 
the design commands broad approval from the group and is in the realm of 
affordability.  
 

• Lighting  
• Concerns existed around lighting of the pathway and ramp around the 

raingarden area. The design would be seeking Secured by Design accreditation 
and such the project team were in discussions with the police. This would 
include a lighting plan to achieve certain lighting levels, and the process does aim 
to design out issues and pathway would also be to an adoptable standard. The 
proposed design would also facilitate passive surveillance through building 
orientation and would seek to design out any requirement for camera 
surveillance. CCTV is dealt with by a different department and would not be part 
of the planning process. 

• The idea to reduce in height the sandstone wall by the raingarden is still being 
assessed and might be dependent on the bridges. However, the intention is that 
it will be reduced in height if possible to improve Smokey Brae. 

• Concerns were still expressed around the security from the embankment at the 
Marionville Avenue side of the site. The strategy was to make this as safe as 
possible with good visibility and lighting. The path was required here by the Fire 
Service and would enable tender access. CH agreed to provide more information 
on the route of the path, which has always been at the heart of the design. There 
is also the potential that any Powderhall cycle route would link into this path at 
the NW corner of the site. 
 
 

 
 
 
JB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JB 
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• School catchment areas 
• The capacity and contribution zone specified for Drummond CHS as stated in the 

schools’ paper was queried as it was felt this may have been based on older 
information. PD stated this was index linked and based on the guidance issued in 
the PPP though could look at. KB also agreed to find out more. 
 

• Community hub 
• The community hub was still included in the designs and there would be 

subsequent consultation on this space. 
 

• Early years provision 
• There are still ongoing discussions with the Early Years team and any more 

information would be provided at the next Sounding Board. 
 

• Timeline 
• A report on the proposals would go before the Housing, Homelessness and Fair 

Work Committee on the 29 August, with subsequent submission of the 
masterplan layout to planning. This would be followed by discussions and 
consultation on the detailed design. It was agreed to provide a paper on the 
process and timeline and how they relate to major stages, relevant committee 
dates, etc. 
 

 
 
 
PD 
KB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JB/TH 
 
 

5. Date of next meeting and future meetings, dates, times, venues 
• tbc 
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Meadowbank Sounding Board  
Tuesday, 15 October 2019  
Agenda
10am – 12noon, Conservative Group Room, City Chambers

Collective Architecture 
Ian White Associates, Landscape Architects  

Will Rudd Davidson, Structural Engineers  
DBA Transportation Assessors

1. Welcome Remarks

2. Minutes of last meeting

3. Sports centre update

4. Presentations for Masterplan proposal:

• Daylighting Analysis

• Smokey Brae Traffic Congestion and Safety: Strategy /Wider Strategy

• Cycle Safety at London Road /Wider Strategy

• Parking

• Lighting and Safe Paths

• Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA)

• Community Facilities / Wider Process

5. Open discussion

6. Role of the Sounding Board in the future

7. Next steps

8. AOCB

• Date of next meeting and future meetings dates, times, venues.
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3.Sports Centre Progress
Sports Centre update

Slide 3
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
1. Daylighting Analysis
a. Heights and massing

Slide 4
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

PREVAILING WIND

WINTER SUN

SUMMER SUN

1. Daylighting Analysis & Sunpath
1.Daylighting Analysis

Slide 5

ECC Planning Application for Housing

Does the scheme affect daylighting of 
neighbouring properties using 25o method?

YESNO

• Is it in historic 
environment?

• Check Vertical Sky 
component

• Is it next to another 
development site?

• Does it affect 
neighbouring
gardens?

• Does it affect 
privacy (18m rule)?

Proceed subject 
to other 
planning 
considerations

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - SLIDES
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Site A massing and daylighting considerations  
Corner of London Road and Wishaw Terrace

• Block set back behind the line of Wheatley Elms  increasing 
privacy between the existing tenements  and proposed
development.

• Stepping roof shape.
• 25o daylighting method analysis applied to proposed sections

ensuring minimal impact on the daylighting levels to existing
properties

27.00

27.5 28.00

Rain gardens 
to L'arch  

detail

Rain gardens 
to L'arch  

detail

Wheatley  
Elms

Block A5

public realm  
by Sports  

Centre Team

Bikes

Block A1

EL 30.90

EL 41.05

EL 49.10

EL 43.90

Cafe
EL 46.30

EL 41.70

RL 44.40

Sports

DesignCoefntre

Block A5

Slide 6

Section AA as proposed @1:200

27.790 27.719 27.721

41.070
Eaves Line confirmed by TS

27.100
27.90037

00
18

00

Ground floor  
commercial unit

Residential

Wishaw TerraceExisting tenement Proposed Block A5

1.Daylighting Analysis
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Marionville Road massing and daylighting considerations
Relationship between Marionville Road houses and proposed development

24.700

19.100

1.8m
Palisade  
Fence

Datum: +15.00m

1m capping

26.300

18
00

Powderhall Railway Line

24.700

19.700

Datum: +15.00m

1.8m
Palisade  
Fence

18
00

Powderhall Line

Existing house 56 Marionville Ave Energy Centre underground

1.Daylighting Analysis

Slide 7

A

B

A B
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Marionville Road massing & daylighting considerations

Refer to sports centre team for area within green boundary

Refer to sports centre team for area within green boundary

EL 43.60

EL 46.60

EL 51.050

EL 48.050

RL 47.23

EL 33.97

RL 36.68

Rain gardens 
to L'arch  

detail

Rain gardens 
to L'arch  

detail

Block A4

Block A5
Levels
bound
berevi

Bikes

Bikes

Bikes

Bins

Bins

1.Daylighting Analysis

Proposed Block: A1 Existing house  
54 Marionville Rd

FF 30.700 180
0

Powderhall Rai lway Line

Slide 8
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Impact of retention of Wheatley Elms

• group of mature, rare trees in good condition
• contribute significantly to the amenity and character of the streets and  

neighbourhood
• priority to retain and protect from any damage

• The impact of the Wheatley Elms on daylighting within the new housing  at 
Meadowbank will vary and depend on factors such as:

-location
-aspect
-proximity to the trees
-time of day and / or season
-The spacing of the trees varies
-variation during the day, season, weather conditions and room

• Benefits of retaining the existing trees
-contribution to reducing C02 levels and air pollution
-provide a valuable habitat for birds, insects and foraging bats
-reduces urban heat island effect and offers shade in summer
-climate resilient

1.Daylighting Analysis

Guidance from BS5837 Section 5.3: Proximity of structures to trees, states:

a) Shading. Shading by trees affects buildings and open spaces.

1) Shading of buildings. Shading of buildings by trees can be a problem,  particularly 
where there are rooms which require natural light. Proposed buildings should  be designed 
to take account of existing trees, their ultimate size and density of foliage,  and the effect 
that these will have on the availability of light.
2) Shading of open spaces. Open spaces such as gardens and sitting areas  should be 
designed to meet the normal requirement for direct sunlight for at least a part  of the day.

NOTE 1 Shading can be desirable to reduce glare or excessive solar heating, or to provide  
for comfort during hot weather. The combination of shading, wind speed/turbulence  
reduction and evapo-transpiration effects of trees can be utilized in conjunction with the  
design of buildings and spaces to provide local microclimatic benefits.

So shading can be an issue, but it also one that can be resolved through design, and there  are 
other benefits to consider. Collective Architecture to consider when addressing the detail  
design of individual building window sizes and positions, considering the proximity and  
orientation relative to the trees.

Slide 9
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

Slide 10

S M O K E Y B R A E

R E ST A L R I G

T O L O N D O N R D

M E A D O W B AN K S I T E
SITE

• High walls creating dark  
and cavernous space

• Noisy
• Long road with no  

overlooking
• Car focused with cars  

travelling at speed.
• Feels polluted
• Narrow and limited  

pavements
• Unwelcoming at night

2. Smokey Brae Improvement Project
a. Summary of key issues

2.Smokey Brae
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new Toucan crossing for
pedestrians and cyclists

footpath widened

footpath widened

new street trees

existing access retained

new street furniture to
prevent vehicles from
accessing housing site

protective railing

ramp at accessible gradient

tree numbers reduced

street lighting to  
Secure By Design  
standards

Smokey Brae wall  
height reduced

Masterplan Design Proposal Update 2.Smokey Brae

Slide 11

• improved connection to Restalrig and
proposed Clockmill lane

• sloped rain garden with a  ramped footpath
accessble  by pedestrians and cyclists

• stepped access provided as  an alternative 
approach for  pedestrians

Smokey Brae Improvement Project

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - SLIDES
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

Piershill Edge

Clockmill LaneSmokey Brae - Restalrig Rain

• variety of trees and planting
• building frontages to face the rain

gardens ensuring overlooking and
surveillance

• significant retention at ramp and  
stair structure

• Smokey Brae wall brought down (if  
possible structurally)

• relevant surveys and investigations  in 
progress

Slide 12

Seating Pollinator-friendly planting Meadow grass

Footpath / Cycleway  
Active travel priority

Smokey Brae

2.Smokey Brae

Design of the Smokey Brae junction
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

Dougall Baillie Associates
3 Glenfield Road, Kelvin, East Kilbride, G75 0RA

P: 01355 266 480 F: 01355 221 991 E: enquiries@dougallbaillie.com W:
www.dougallbaillie.com

Meadowbank Residential Redevelopment,  
Edinburgh

Transportation Assessment Addendum

August 2019

Image 5.5 – Clockmill Lane
Image 8.3 – Cycle Hire Docking Station

3.Cycle safety on London Road
a. Information from Transport Assessment

• Reconfiguration of London Road  
Junction to include a dedicated  cycle 
way and new traffic light  systems

• recommended improvements to  
Clockmill Lane

Slide 13
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Meadowbank Active 
Travel Links

Supporting communities in the east of 
Edinburgh
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5 Year Active Travel Capital 
Programme (2019-2024)

Transport and Environment Committee – Item 7.5 (20th June 2019)

15

Meadowbank

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - SLIDES
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Projects enhancing active travel 
links in and around Meadowbank

• Meadowbank development / Clockmill
Lane

• Quiet Route 5 – Holyrood Park
• Portobello Road Improvements
• Powderhall Railway Path

16
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Meadowbank development / 
Clockmill Lane

17

Clockmill Lane
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QuietRoute 5 – Holyrood Park

18

2019/20
Concept Design

2020/21
Developed Design

2021/22
Technical Design

2022/23
Construction
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Portobello Road Improvements

19

2019/20
Technical 

Design

2019/20
Construction
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Powderhall Railway Path

20

2019/20
Feasibility Stage

2020-2023
Design Stages

2023/24
Construction
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Questions and feedbcak
to

ActiveTravel@Edinburgh.gov.uk  

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - SLIDES
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• Ambitions for Low Carbon People Priority Development
• No Car Parking
• Disabled parking provision
• Cycle spaces: at least 200%
• City car club provision
• Road layout designed for deliveries, services, cleansing and 

emergency vehicles access only
• Controlled Parking Zones: stepped approach, close 

coordination with transport ensuring monitoring and any 
measures prior to work commencing

Masterplan Design Proposal Update
4.Parking
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
5.Lighting and Safe Paths
a. Secured by Design

• Landscaping designed and
maintained with surveillance in
mind
• Trees crowned at no less
than 2 metres and shrubs not
growing over 1m height
• Consideration given to
defensive low level shrubbery
along the railway line
• Seating location carefully
considered to avoid anti-social
behaviour
• Strategic placement of
chicanes and bollards
• Well lit to ensure natural
surveillance
• Comprehensive lighting
strategy ensuring adequate
levels of lighting to comply with
BS 5489:2013

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - SLIDES
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Lochend Link
Footpath/Cycle Route/Emergency Access Road at the back of the Sports Centre
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update
Lighting and Safe Paths at Lochend Link

5. Lighting and Safe Paths

Slide 25
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update 6. Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

6.Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

To identify and assess the  
significance of effects resulting  
from development on both the  
landscape and on people’s views  
and visual amenity. It feeds back  
into the design process, recom-
mending mitigation measures to  
reduce potential impacts.

We have followed a logical,  
transparent process :

1.Scoping of the extents of the  
study area (agreed with CEC).
2.Desktop review of  
landscape, habitat, heritage,  
open space and route policies.
3.Baseline study of the  
existing landscape and visual  
character.
4.Assessment of landscape  
and visual effects of the  
proposed development
5.Assessment of cumulative
effects of nearby development
proposals

Consideration of the sensitivity  
of the viewer or landscape
characteristic and the magnitude
of change created by the
proposal leads to a judgment of  
the significance of any impacts. Sheet size: A3

Project: MeadowbankHousing

Client: 21st Century Homes 20/03/2019
1:25,000

Date:  
Scale:

Landscape designationsSite boundary

Battlefields

Conservation Areas

Gardens &Designed  
Landscapes

Green Belt

Listed Buldings

Local NatureReserves

Scheduled Monuments

Special Landscape Areas

SPA  

SSSI  

TPO

Urban Forests

© Crown copyright and database rights 2019 Ordnance Survey 0100031673

Slide 26
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

e t Meadowbank Housing

lie t 21st Century Homes 20/03/2019
eet si e A3

ate
ale

Viewpoints Location PlanSite boundary

Viewpoints

VP 4

VP 3

VP 2

VP 5

VP 6

VP 8

VP 13

VP 9

VP 7

VP 1

VP 12

VP 11

VP 10

© Crown copyright and database rights 2019 Ordnance Survey 0100031673
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6. Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

Photography has been taken from viewpoints around the site, recording the baseline visual character.
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update 6. Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

MeadowbankHousing
Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment

Representative points for development  
proposals measured at roof heights, f rom  
architects model.

Proposed sport centre development may be  
visible

Proposed Housing development may be  
visible

Both sport and Housing developments may be  
visible
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NOTES:

1.) This ZTV has been based on the fol lowing parameters:

Visibility calculation for:

Viewers eye height:  
Data used for landform:

Points representative of bui lt form within
the development proposal, at proposed heights  
ranging between 6m and 25m above ground and  
26m sport centre
2m above ground level  
OS Terrain 5 (5m grid)

3.) This visibility map is based on a ‘bare earth’ model of the landform and does not show  
any effects of screening from obstacles such as buildings and vegetation.

4.) This visibility map takes into account the effects of atmospheric refraction and Earth’s  
curvature in accordance with best practice guidance.

Scale: 1:25,000 @A3

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) mapping, showing the areas over which the development would be visible (in theory). It is the

Slide 28

‘worst case’, using a bare ground model; the effects of vegetation and intervening buildings reduce actual visibility.
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DRAFT
Slide 29

Masterplan Design Proposal Update

Distance to site:
Bearing to site:
Viewpoint grid reference:
Viewpoint ground height:
Camera height:

Date & time of photo:  
Camera:

Lens. FL. maxaperture:

Scale: -

Project:  
Client:

VP1Holyrood Park:  
Arthur’s Seat

-
-
-
-
-1.5m

27/02/2019, 13:10
Nikon D610
Lens 50mm, F1.8Nikkor

MeadowbankHousing  
21st CenturyHomes

Sheet size: 840 x 297mm Drawing title: Viewpoint 1 - Existing

Previous PPP

Currently

3D Modelling of proposals into photomontages, showing the scale and massing of  
proposals over-lain into the existing viewpoint photography. Here are a selection of the  
viewpoints - from Arthur’s Seat (distant), London Road and Marionville Road. Design to  

reduce the scale/mass of buildings towards the north of the site is apparent.
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DRAFT

Masterplan Design Proposal Update

-
-
-
-
-

Distance to site:
Bearing to site:
Viewpoint grid reference:
Viewpoint ground height:
Camera height:

Date & time of photo:  
Camera:

Lens. FL. maxaperture:

Scale: - Sheet size: 840 x297mm

Project:  
Client:

VP5
London RoadSlide 30

(Protected Skyline  
View E8)

01/10/2019, 14:30
Nikon D610
Lens 50mm, F1.8Nikkor

MeadowbankHousing  
21st CenturyHomes

Drawing title: Viewpoint 5 - Existing

.
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DRAFT

Masterplan Design Proposal Update

-

-

-

-

-

Distance to site:
Bearing to site:
Viewpoint grid reference:
Viewpoint ground height:
Camera height:

Date & time of photo:  
Camera:

Lens. FL. max aperture:

Scale: - Sheet size: 840 x 297mm

Project:  
Client:

Slide 31
VP 7Marionville Avenue at  

Marionville Crescent

27/02/2019, 15:40

Nikon D610

Lens 50mm, F1.8 Nikkor

Meadowbank Housing  
21st Century Homes

Drawing title: Viewpoint 7 - Existing

Previous PPP

Currently
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DRAFT
Slide 32

Masterplan Design Proposal Update

-0.034 Km
-° From North
-°-327607E674411N
-30m
-1.5m

Distance to site:
Bearing to site:
Viewpoint grid reference:
Viewpoint ground height:
Camera height:

Date & time of photo:  
Camera:

Lens. FL. maxaperture:

Scale: -

Project:  
Client:

VP9Marionville Road at  
Wishaw Terrace

30/09/2019, 14:00
Nikon D610
Lens 50mm, F1.8Nikkor

MeadowbankHousing  
21st CenturyHomes

Sheet size: 840 x 297mm Drawing title: Viewpoint 9 - Proposed

Previous PPP

Currently
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Masterplan Design Proposal Update

6.Community facilities

Nursery and Community Space

Nursery
-The masterplan proposal was prepared based on the Early  
Years Speciation and Brief for a Nursery.

-The Early Years team subsequently stated there was no  
requirement to deliver an early years facility at Meadowbank.

-Intention is to keep the use in the masterplan to evolve during  
detailed design.

Wider Community uses
There is space throughout the masterplan that could  
accommodate community groups or library space. This is linked  to 
Service Design and the proposed community engagement  and 
review of community assets for this area which is scheduled  for
2020.

Landscape Architect’s impressions of Turntable Sqaure

Community

Block B1

WellPlace

Wheelchair
Accessible
Parkingarea

Wheelchair
Accessible
Parkingarea

Nursery outdoor 
area / learning  
space

BlockB10A BlockB10B

Turntable  
Park

Block C2

Village Green

Pedestrian and  
cyclist priority area  
beyond thispoint

First floor
access off
London Rd.

oor

Library

Nursery

Slide 33
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Meadowbank Area Sounding Board 

Tuesday 15 October 2019 

City Chambers 

 
Present Apologies 
Keir Bloomer (Chair) Andrew Fournet (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) 
Cllr Joan Griffiths (CEC)  Cllr Kate Campbell (CEC) 
Cllr Alex Staniforth (CEC) Cllr Mandy Watt (CEC) 
Cllr John McLellan (CEC) Sheena Raeburn (IWA Landscape Architects) 
Lesley Carus (CEC Planning) June Peebles (Edinburgh Leisure) 
Cathy Houston (Collective Architecture) David Ewart (sportscotland) 
Chris Stewart (Collective Architecture) Brenda Devlin (Craigentinny & M’bank CC) 
Crawford McGhie (CEC Operational Support) Evelyn Kilmurry (CEC North East Locality) 
Edmund Farrow (Meadowbank Church) Andrew Caldwell (CEC Economic Development) 
Geoff Pearson (Northfield & Willowbrae CC) Wilma Henderson (Save Meadowbank Campaign) 
Jackie Plews (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Jodie Adams (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Kevin Illingsworth (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
Graeme (Save Meadowbank Campaign)  
John Stobie (St. Margaret’s Parish Church)  
Michael Carthy (Collective Architecture)  
Sam Shaw (IWA Landscape Architects)  
Tricia Hill (CEC Development & Regeneration)  

Jen Blacklaw (CEC Development & Regeneration)  
Paul Devaney (CEC Planning)  
Nick Cairns (CEC Development & Regeneration)  

 
        
  
 

1. Note of Previous Meeting 
• Notes agreed – It was requested by the chair that Graham’s surname is 

provided for the note and transparency purposes.  
• SMC submitted and additional list of issues and requested a meeting 

with the architects and the development team.  
• KB commented that this was the forum for discussions rather than 

separate discussions with specific groups. 
• JP noted that SMC will find it difficult to support the  development 

without guarantees from the Council on the occupiers ( GP surgery, 
nursery) and on the construction   

• TH confirmed that a response to the concerns would be provided in 
writing. 

Action  
SMC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CEC(TH) 

2. Sports Centre Update 
• CMcG provided a verbal update. Construction well underway.  Asbestos 

has been dealt with and the impact of this work on the programme is 
now understood. Construction expected to complete November 2020.  

 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

• JP SMC asked about the financial implications of asbestos management 
• CMG confirmed that costs are manageable within contingencies of 

pro ect.  Any additional costs over and above the pro ect budget would 
be sub ect to the council’s budget setting processes.  

 
 

. The esign team presented on specific issues raised at the last Sounding 
Board to provide a further understanding to the members  

 
aylighting 

 
• CH described the daylight impact assessment process.   
• The process in effect checks whether proposed buildings will come 

within a 2  degree line taken from the lower levels of existing buildings.  
• The outcomes are positive, due to careful design   
• CH confirmed the colonies gable ends facing Marionville Ave would not 

have windows to the upper floors where there is overlooking. 
• British standard exceeded in terms of building near trees.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smokey Brae 
• JB identified the key concerns with the Road and Junction and identified 

that the Council is establishing pro ect team to progress solutions to 
these.   

• The Transport Impact Assessment (TIA)  will be submitted with the 
planning application and it identifies the issues with regards to Smokey 
Brae and other issues which are outside the site boundary but within 
the Council’s ability to solve. 

• It was suggested that a sub group would be created from the Sounding 
Board to progress this in advance of development.  This should include 
all relevant stakeholders.  SB to be updated.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CEC ( B NC) 

Active Travel 
• BF described the Council’s  year capital programme for active 

travel.  Substantial investment in new and existing routes.  Increased 
provision of segregated cycling infrastructure.  

 
 main pro ects around Meadowbank   

Clockmill ane improvements 
• Holyrood park quiet route. Currently in concept design, construction 

expected to commence 2022 2 . 
• Portobello road improvements – 1 20 construction – enhanced cycling 

and walking infrastructure.  Noted St Margaret’s unction sub ect to 
further consideration.  Linked to improvements at Montrose and 
Fishwives causeway.  

 
Powderhall railway path  confirmed this will not utilise rail line behind 
Marionville .  
 

• SMC commented that the site is isolated, BF clarified that the 
Meadowbank pro ect is acting as an enabler for the travel network.  

• Aiming to have work done prior to completion of Meadowbank.  
• Noted that public engagement will take place on Powderhall Cycle 

track.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CEC(BF) 

SOUNDING BOARD 5 - MINUTES
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• BH to assist NWCC in engaging with Historic Scotland 
 
Parking within the site 

• CH presented the current proposals  
• The Masterplan will provide full access for deliveries, bins, emergency 

vehicles etc. However the routes would be people prioritised.  
• The strategy aligns with the Council’s  low carbon and health 

improvement ob ectives. 
• Road hierarchy means that GP surgery and other non residential 

buildings are closer to the road.  
• The detailed brief from NHS will set requirements for spaces etc.  There 

are 2  spaces approximately currently under Site C that could all be for 
the GP surgery if required  

Controlled Parking one 
• CP  – TH noted that information will be provided to the group once the 

monitoring regime is prepared  
• There was some discussion about the Planning and Consultation Process  
• PD confirmed that the Development Management Sub Committee 

would review any material changes.  
Comments and suggestions 

• AS noted that car ownership is decreasing, particularly city centre sites.   
• SMC concerns that multi generational sites are appropriately equipped 

for users. 
• SMC   gave example of ama on lockers being placed onsite to help 

deliveries. 
• Communal parking to be reviewed 
• SMC need assurances these issues are being addressed. 
• GP noted that these are issues that you encounter if you live in the city 

and own a car.  
• Clarity required on enforcement of conditions relating to 

parking ownership onward sales etc.  
• Site will be unwelcoming to personal vehicles 
• Invite Parking Rep to future meeting  

 

 

Safety 
• CH presented on the designs to ensure the path behind the sport centre 

will receive a lot of natural surveillance Noted SBD requirements for 
even lighting levels and good sightlines. 

• SMC still have reservations eg flytipping, safety.  
• SMC asked could CCT  be considered    Could additional fences be 

included at lochend link edge  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CEC Collective  
IWA 

 
 

andscape isual mpact Assessment   
• SS presented a series of images that raised concerns with the 

community. It was explained that the assessment guidance is set by 
Landscape Institute and the purpose of the document is for Planning.  
The images themselves do not show the character of the buildings that 
will be developed on the site  

• Some of the key concerns raised  were where that the images were 
compared with the previous PPP.  LC informed the meeting these were 
images that were required for the planning submission 

• Further images were requested  Shows massing – view from London 
road. Marionville.  iews from from Restalrig road south, looking up. 

• SMC request that images are accurate.  Different foliage levels  
• KB –visuals could be improved.  Heights a ma or outstanding concern.  

 

 

Community uses  
•  JB noted that while the Early ears Team in the Council would not be 

able to take up the space identified in the masterplan for a Nursery as 
the 11 0 hours initiative would require accommodation before this site 
would be developed we will seek to retain the ground floor of A10  
within masterplan for nursery. 

• The Ground floor space throughout the site could accommodate other 
community uses including Cycle hub, workshops , space for events, yoga 
etc 
 

 

AOCB 
• Security Fence – Collective and the design team will consider SMC’s 

proposals for a security fence at edge of the site and the railway 
• TH and JB will meet with WH and JP as WH was unable to attend this 

meeting. 
 

 

ole of Sounding Board oing orward 
• It was noted that it is not appropriate to meet to discuss designs whilst 

a Planning application is open for comment e.  The sounding board 
could meet  to discuss practical matters relating to the pro ect.  

• GP noted that the timing of Community Council elections may impact on 
their ability to contribute as a statutory consultee 
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SOUNDING BOARD 6 - SLIDES

Meadowbank Sounding Board ,  23rd January 2020

1
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Agenda 
Thursday, 23 January 2020 

3pm – 5pm, Conservative Group Room, City Chambers 

• 1. Welcome remarks (Keir Bloomer, Chair) 

• 2. Minutes of last meeting 

• 3. Sports centre update 

• 4. Masterplan proposals 

• Landscape visual impact assessment 

• Parking 

• The masterplan – feedback from the community and the solutions based upon the constraints of the site 

• Open discussion 

• Next steps 

• 5. AOCB 

• 6. Date of next meeting and future meetings, dates, times, venues. 

Agenda
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Agenda 
Sports Centre Update
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Agenda 
Sports Centre Update
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Feedback from last sounding board :
Include views from both ends of London Road

Include further viewpoints within the Marionville and  Restalrig areas

How do the views compare to 2018?  

How do the views change in winter?

Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

SOUNDING BOARD 6 - SLIDES

1

LVIA
Feedback from last sounding board :

Include views from both ends of London Road

Include further viewpoints within the Marionville area

How do the views compare to 2018?

How do the views change in winter?

Progress

LVIA and Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (RVAA) 
photography and photomontages have been completed and 
a selection of those most relevant to the sounding board are 
included here, following viewpoint photographs taken by LDA 
in 2018 prior to commencement of demolition works.

The photomontages show the development proposals as 
accurate massing, but do not include architectural detail 
or finishes.  They represent the scale and general form of 
the proposals, with accurate roofline levels, consistent with 
the stage of design submitted to planning.  The screening 
effect of intervening vegetation is also accounted for.  
Winter versions are included, showing the ‘worst case’ when 
vegetation screening is minimised.  

The RVAA process was used where residential property is in 
close proximity to the site and the proposals would result in a 
moderate or high magnitude of visual change.  The aim of this 
process is to identify whether any residential properties would 
experience adverse visual effects so severe as to be perceived 
as visually overwhelming, unpleasant and affecting habitability.  
None meet this threshold.
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Landscape Visual Impact Assessment

Example LVIA Visual Representation

LI Technical Guidance (2019)

This recommends appropriate levels of representation 
depending on the design stage of the development proposals.

This guidance illustrates 4 levels of visual representation.  

Level 0 shows location and size; the  development is an 
outline shown at scale but not integrated with context.  

Level 1 shows location, size and degree of visibility; the 
development massing shown within its context - showing what 
can and cannot be seen.   

The Meadowbank photomontages are to Level 1. 

Levels of greater visual accuracy are possible once a more 
detailed architectural design is available, which would be at 
detailed planning level.  Neither are appropriate at masterplan 
design stage.  

Level 2 would include architectural form of windows, doors 
and roof and give a sense of the form and shading in context.  
Level 3 would be a fully rendered photomontage showing 
materials, te ture and reflections. 
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2018 Viewpoint : London Road (looking west)

2019 Viewpoint : London Road (looking west)

Calton Hill (CEC Protected View Policy)
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Proposals view : London Road (looking west)

Sports Centre
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2018 Viewpoint : Marionville Avenue

Proposals view : Marionville Avenue
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Proposals View (Winter): Marionville Road
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2018 Viewpoint : Marionville Avenue

Proposals view : Marionville Avenue

Sports Centre
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Proposals View (Winter): Marionville Road

Sports Centre
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2019 Viewpoint : Marionville Park

Proposals view : Marionville Park
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2019 Viewpoint : Restalrig

Proposals view : Restalrig
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2018 Viewpoint : Marionville Road & Wishaw Terrace

Proposals view : Marionville Road & Wishaw Terrace
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Proposals View (Winter): Marionville Road & Wishaw Terrace
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2018 Viewpoint : London Road looking east

Proposals view : London Road looking east

Sports Centre

Summix development
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Proposals View (Winter): London Road

Sports Centre
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2019 Viewpoint : 56 Marionville Avenue RVAA

Proposals view : 56 Marionville Avenue RVAA
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2019 Viewpoint : 4 Wishaw Terrace RVAA

Proposals view : 4 Wishaw Terrace RVAA

Sports Centre
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2019 Viewpoint : 54 Marionville Road RVAA

Proposals view : 54 Marionville Road RVAA
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Landscape Visual Impact Assessment
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Agenda 
Parking

Strategic Review of 
Parking - Results
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Agenda 
Parking

Strategic Review of Parking

• Phase 1 (Leith Walk, Abbeyhill, Leith):
• implementation – summer 2021

• Phase 2 (Easter Road, Bonnington and Willowbrae)
• implementation – spring 2022

Phasing & Implementation

Monitoring:

• Monitoring in areas like Restalrig will:
• Take place in advance, during and after implementation of neighbouring 

phases
• Will identify migrated parking pressures and allow for inclusion of those areas 

within existing phasing or added to future phases
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Masterplan and feedback from the community

Consultation findings
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Masterplan and feedback from the community

15 EVENTS…. INCLUDING 6
WORKSHOPS

9 DROP IN CONSULTATIONS

ACROSS FOUR DIFFERENT 
LOCATIONS

OVER 600 QUESTIONNAIRES

OVER 80 PLACE STANDARD 
FORMS

20192018

DRAFT
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Masterplan and feedback from the community

6 SOUNDING BOARD MEETINGS

VISITS TO RESIDENTS GARDENS

SITE VISITS AND TOURS

ALL FINDINGS BROUGHT TOGETHER 

SUMMARY CONSULTATION REPORT

20202019

SOUNDING BOARD 6 - SLIDES

DRAFT
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Agenda 
Masterplan and feedback from the community

Question 2: The mixed uses on the site could include housing, student 
accommodation and other amenities.  What do you think the area 
needs? (Please tick any that apply from the list below)
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Masterplan and feedback from the community
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Agenda 
Masterplan and feedback from the community

Drawing by Save Meadowbank Campaign

Alternative masterplan.

Similarities 
• Clockmill connection to Restalrigg.  
• Good amounts of greenery and open 

space
• Good clearances for Wheatley Elms.  
• Site C efficiently laid out for 

incorporation of GP surgery and other 
uses.

• Similar approaches in streetscape 
design.  Pedestrian prioritised, shared 
surfaces.
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Agenda 
Masterplan and feedback from the community

Drawing by Save Meadowbank Campaign

Alternative masterplan. Differences 

1. Colony Homes straightened out.  
Not feasible due to underground sewers.  Also, 
results in overlooking of Marionville gardens.

2. Additional buildings on site A
Too close to running track unfortunately.  Minimum 
15m window to window distance required.

3. Block A1 split in two
This option was looked at but difficult to achieve 
due to the unusual angle of Wishaw Terrace to 
London Rd, limited garden space and reduced 
efficiency of plan

4. Increasing turn table park, buildings 
closer together

Minimum 15m window to window distance 
required.

5. Additional row of houses
Levels challenge.  Too steep to have a continuous 
row of houses at this narrow corner of the site.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Agenda 
Masterplan and feedback from the community

For information- Constraints drawing

Distances and design for privacy
From Edinburgh City Council Design Guide
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Loch End Links: Security
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Loch End Links: Further improvements to assist security and passive surveillance
Proposal to change  end 
block so that some  windows 
could face the path

Floodlighting
Path could be re-aligned
to be closer to Sports fence line  
and away from existing properties

Potential for a double fence line,
subject to discussions over 
maintenance and  access.
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Sub Group / Parallel Projects

DRAFT
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Sub Group / Parallel Projects
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18/02669/PAN
69 - 71 Marionville Road
(Pre- application stage) 

Residential redevelopment of the Site.

17/03633/FUL - 65 London Road
Demolition of existing single storey car-
wash unit and erection of new residential 
comprising 30 flats up to 5 storeys 
Decision pending. 

14/05174/PPP - St Margaret's House 
Up to 21,500 square metres of mixed use 
development including residential, 
retail/commercial, hotel and student 
accommodation (granted 10 November 2016)

18/03011/FUL - New build apartment block with 11 dwellings and 
relocation of existing electricity sub-station. Decision pending 
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Next Steps 
Next Steps 

MASTERPLAN PROJECT TEAM

January 2020 • Submit Masterplan including Design and Access 
Statement and Consultation report.

February • Application validated
• Neighbour notification
• Consultation on Planning Portal (3 weeks)
• Application promoted on hoardings, at Piershill

Library and on website. 
• Key documents will be made available as a single 

download on the Council’s website. 

• Progress Sustrans application
• Develop Smokey Brae proposals
• Commence market engagement

March • Planning service prepare report for Committee

April/May 
2020

• Committee Hearing, timing to be agreed subject 
to committee workloads.   
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Open Discussion / Next Steps

39
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Sounding Board 6
23rd of January 2020

Note: Minutes not available at the time of the AMSC 1 Submission. For  more information plaease contact City of Edinburgh Council
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Housing, Homelessness and Fair Work 
Committee  
 

10.00am, Thursday, 29 August 2019 

Delivery Strategy for Meadowbank 

Executive/routine Executive 
Wards  14 - Craigentinny/Duddingston 
Council Commitments 1,4,15,39,42 

 

1. Recommendations 

1.1 It is recommended that the Housing, Homelessness and Fair Work Committee: 

1.1.1 notes the consultation that has taken place to date on the Meadowbank 
masterplan;  

1.1.2 agrees the delivery strategy objectives for the wider Meadowbank site; and  

1.1.3 notes the intention to submit the masterplan for Planning approval in autumn 
2019.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Lawrence 

Executive Director of Place 

Contact: Elaine Scott, Housing Services Manager 

E-mail: Elaine.Scott@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 529 2277 

 

2 
 

 
Report 
 

Delivery Strategy for Meadowbank 

2. Executive Summary 

2.1 This report sets out the delivery strategy objectives for the wider site at 
Meadowbank and provides a summary of the masterplan proposals that have been 
developed in collaboration with the community.  

2.2 Meadowbank represents a unique opportunity to deliver a vibrant new 
neighbourhood with new mixed tenure housing, local facilities, quality open space 
and play areas with new connections to and through the existing communities.  This 
will be set in the context of a new first class sports centre and pay respect to the 
rich industrial history of the site.  

2.3 The masterplan has been informed by and responds to the feedback received from 
an extensive programme of community engagement.  It balances the challenges of 
bringing new homes to the area, protecting and enhancing the environment and 
supporting the delivery of a brand new sports centre.  

 

3. Background 

3.1 On 13 March 2008, the City of Edinburgh Council approved a report recommending 
a new build sports centre as the preferred option for replacing the existing sports 
facilities at Meadowbank.   

3.2 On 10 March 2016, the City of Edinburgh Council approved the funding package for 
the sports centre including transfer of surplus sites at Meadowbank to the Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA).  This approach was preferred to disposal of the surplus 
sites as it ensures the land stays within Council control, can deliver much needed 
housing including an above policy level of affordable housing, and can create 
income generating assets.  

3.3 On 19 April 2016, the Health, Social Care and Housing Committee approved the 
development of new Council owned homes at Meadowbank and agreed to seek 
approval to apply for Scottish Government funding through the Affordable Housing 
Supply Programme (AHSP) to support this.   

3.4 Planning Permission in Principle (PPP) was approved for the redevelopment of the 
surplus land on the site for a mix of uses, including residential, student 

HOUSING, HOMELESSNESS AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE REPORT - DELIVERY STRATEGY FOR MEADOWBANK
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accommodation, hotel and commercial uses (including Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4), 
together with car parking, landscaping, drainage and ancillary works at the 
Development Management Sub Committee on 29 June 2018 (18/00154/PPP). The 
Permission was subject to the submission of a masterplan for approval by the 
Planning Authority.  

3.5 Detailed planning permission was granted for the sports centre at the same 
Development Management Sub Committee on 29 June 2018 (18/00181/FUL).  The 
contract for constructing the centre has been awarded to Graham Construction who 
are on site and the sports centre is expected to open in 2020. 

 

4. Main report 

Delivery Strategy Objectives 

4.1 The delivery strategy objectives for the mixed use development are:  

4.1.1 to deliver a major regeneration project and an exceptional place; 

4.1.2 to deliver a vibrant new neighbourhood that combines residential, commercial 
and other local facilities in a holistic way and as part of the existing 
community; 

4.1.3 to deliver an exemplar, highly energy efficient and sustainable development 
that supports the Council’s aim of achieving net zero carbon by 2030; 

4.1.4 to deliver new mixed tenure homes on the site, including a minimum of 35% 
affordable homes for social and mid market rent; 

4.1.5 to ensure the development is well connected to the existing neighbourhoods 
and provides priority to cyclists and pedestrians through its active travel 
approach; 

4.1.6 to ensure safe and attractive public realm, quality open space and play 
spaces accessible to all; 

4.1.7 to promote the natural biodiversity of the area, protecting and supplementing 
the existing trees and vegetation through the planting strategy; and 

4.1.8 to deliver best value for the Council in the development and maintenance of 
housing and other assets. 

Further detail on these elements and how they are incorporated in the proposed 
masterplan is set out below: 

Housing Mix  

4.2 The site has been shaped into three distinct areas (A, B and C), each of which 
reflects the different character of the areas they are set within, see Appendix 1. 
Area C was previously proposed as a mix of hotel and student accommodation but 
this is now proposed as a high density residential area suitable for build to rent.  
This reflects the need for this part of the site to enable the delivery of the Sports 
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Centre by delivering a receipt to the Council.  The homes in area A and B will be a 
mix of private and affordable housing for sale and rent.  A mix of one, two and three 
bed homes including new family and accessible homes will be provided. 

4.3 The indicative unit numbers are set out below.  These will be further refined as the 
designs develop and a development partner is sought to work with the council to 
build out the site.  

Site A – 142. 

Site B – 227. 

Site C – 242. 

4.4 The height of buildings across the different parts of the site have been carefully 
considered and are set in the context of the surrounding buildings and natural 
landmarks.  This means that the buildings near the existing low rise homes are 
much lower and respond to the community concerns expressed throughout the 
consultation. 

4.5 Site C is now proposed as high density residential accommodation which will be for 
rent.  

Amenity Mixed Uses 

4.6 The proposed masterplan responds to community concerns regarding student and 
hotel accommodation on the site. The current proposal therefore has no student 
accommodation or hotel uses and consideration is being given to other 
complementary uses; including space for a GP surgery.   

4.7 Meadowbank has been identified by NHS Lothian as one of the preferred options 
for the relocation of the existing Brunton Medical Practice. The development of a 
new surgery to replace Brunton Place surgery with sufficient clinical space will 
enable the practice to increase its current patient list. 

4.8 Following approval by the Edinburgh Joint Integration Board on 8 February 2019, 
the NHS Finance and Resource Committee approved an Initial Agreement on 24 
July 2019.  This provides approval to produce a business case for the options under 
consideration including detailed costings.  A final decision is expected mid 2020. 

Landscaping and Public Realm 

4.9 All possible ecology and biodiversity opportunities are being explored with the aim 
of achieving the new benchmark; Building for Nature accreditation, reflecting the 
highest quality of design and maintenance of green infrastructure in housing and 
commercial development.  The current proposal retains and protects as much of the 
existing sites’ trees and vegetation.  Additional tree and plant species have been 
chosen to be visually and ecologically diverse.  Play areas have been dispersed 
through the site and are focused on integrating natural play elements into landscape 
spaces.   

4.10 The public realm has been designed to acknowledge the rich industrial heritage of 
the site.  Part of the site was previously occupied by the St Margaret’s Locomotive 
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Works and a central area based on the former railway turntable is proposed, to form 
a focal point within the development as ‘Turntable Park’.   Excavations will also 
provide educational opportunities for the community to participate.  

Connectivity and Parking 

4.11 The masterplan, with its central location, is designed around the concept of active 
travel.  A new cycle path is proposed through the site linking the established cycle 
routes from Holyrood Park, providing a renewed link to Clockmill Close, Smokey 
Brae and Restalrig Road South.  In addition, there is a new pedestrian route around 
the north of the new sports facility providing an active travel connection to Lochend 
Park and Meadowbank Retail Park.   

Sustainability Strategy 

4.12 The Meadowbank site benefits from good public transport links with the proposed 
layout creating opportunities for active travel and minimal car use; supporting the 
Council’s aim of achieving net zero carbon by 2030.  A heating options appraisal is 
currently being carried out with input from Zero Waste Scotland to inform the most 
appropriate heat source for new homes.  The options appraisal starts with a fabric 
first approach to minimise the energy requirements of the homes before looking at a 
network or individual solution to meeting that requirement. The masterplan identifies 
a location for an energy centre to serve a district heating network. The Council’s 
development partner will be required to identify a preferred energy services 
company (ESCO) to deliver, maintain and operate the energy centre and district 
heating network.  

4.13 In broader sustainability terms the Council will seek to reuse materials onsite where 
possible to reduce waste.  Contractual obligations will be imposed to ensure 
contractors minimise and manage their waste, reduce carbon emissions and use 
materials from sustainable sources.  

Procurement Approach 

4.14 Following approval of the masterplan the Council will develop a procurement 
strategy to allow the appointment of a development partner to build homes that will 
be owned by the Council and build the private and commercial units.  It is the 
intention to keep the delivery of the site together as one package to retain control 
over the programme and quality of development and ensure adherence to the 
approved masterplan.  Consideration will also be given to Meadowbank forming part 
of a broader procurement exercise along with other mixed use sites that will allow 
the Council to develop at scale and pace to meet its long-term commitments for the 
provision of housing.  Such arrangements would be reported through the 
appropriate committees.  

Enabling Works and Early Action 

4.15 There are number of constraints which present particular challenges in developing 
the site.  It is vital that these are addressed promptly in order to achieve certainty on 
cost and programme.  An enabling works package is being prepared to include 
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works to the retaining walls, treatment of contaminated land, weed removal and 
relocation of the gas governor.     

Governance and Oversight 

4.16 A programme board chaired by the Executive Director of Place has been 
established to ensure full co-ordination of all future development activities on the 
wider Meadowbank site.  The focus of these initial meetings has been on the 
developing masterplan. 

4.17 In addition, a Meadowbank Sounding Board has been set up including ward 
councillors, Housing, Homelessness and Fair Work Committee Convenor and Vice 
Convenor and local representatives such as community councillors, local residents 
and campaign groups.  The group is chaired by an independent third party, selected 
by councillors. 

  

5. Next Steps 

5.1 It is intended that the submission of the masterplan and required documents, which 
will discharge Condition One of the PPP will be submitted in Autumn 2019 with a 
determination at Development Management Sub Committee in late 2019. 

5.2 The finalisation and tendering of enabling works package will be completed in 
Autumn 2019.  It is expected that a contractor would be onsite early 2020 with 
works scheduled to complete prior to the Sports Centre opening.  

5.3 Procurement of a development partner will progress in parallel with the masterplan 
submission.  If planning consent is granted in late 2019, further design work will be 
required before detailed design submissions.  It is proposed that this work is carried 
out once a development partner is appointed in order to benefit from early 
contractor engagement, buildability expertise and value engineering. It is expected 
that the partner will be appointed by summer 2020. 

5.4 Reports will be submitted to the Finance and Resources Committee for contract 
approval as required, this is expected to be summer 2020 

5.5 Detailed design submissions to Planning could follow in summer 2020 with an 
estimated determination around late 2020. 

5.6 Statutory consents (Scottish Water, Building Warrant, Road Construction) will be 
ready for submission in autumn 2020 allowing for mobilisation and site start in 
spring 2021.   

5.7 It is anticipated the Sounding Board remains in place, meeting regularly to receive 
project updates and influence design choices.  
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6. Financial impact 

6.1 The transfer of the land to the HRA was agreed by Council on 10 March 2016 and 
will deliver a receipt to the General Fund (GF) as part of the sports centre funding 
package.  

6.2 The Council will retain ownership of the affordable homes through the HRA and its 
new housing partnership, Edinburgh Living.  

6.3 The history and condition of the site means it has high remediation and 
infrastructure costs so there is a continuing challenge to look at ways to reduce 
overall development costs and source external funds to support delivery of this key 
brownfield site.  The removal of the student accommodation proposal will also have 
an impact on the delivery of the level of capital receipt to the GF.  

6.4 The designs are still at an early stage and further technical information including 
detailed analysis of site investigation results are required to further refine 
remediation cost requirements. 

6.5 A build cost envelope for the project will be established, prior to submission of the 
masterplan for Planning, to ensure that the project makes a positive return over the 
30 year life of the HRA business plan and delivers a capital receipt for the GF.  
Financial gateway appraisals will be carried out at key delivery stages; including 
commencement of developer procurement and prior to seeking approval to appoint 
a developer.  

6.6 Actions to reduce costs; such as value engineering of construction costs and early 
contractor engagement to consider buildability will be taken forward alongside 
exploring external funding opportunities including:  

6.6.1 grant funding for social rented homes through the AHSP.  Housing 
Infrastructure Funding for the enabling works is potentially available on the 
basis funds are spent before May 2021; 

6.6.2 Sustrans funding for active travel improvements; and 

6.6.3 Low Carbon Infrastructure Transition Funding may be available for the district 
heating network if this is from a low carbon source. 

6.7 Committee is asked to agree the delivery strategy objectives for the site and to note 
the timescales for submitting a masterplan for the site that has been developed in 
partnership with the local community. 

 

7. Stakeholder/Community Impact 

7.1 Since June 2018 the design team have led an exemplary and comprehensive 
approach to community engagement. 

7.2 A Meadowbank Sounding Board has been set up including ward councillors, 
Housing, Homelessness and Fair Work Convenor and Vice Convenor and local 
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representatives such as community councillors, local residents and campaign 
groups.  The group is chaired by an independent third party, selected by councillors.  

7.3 Four stages of consultation on the masterplan have taken place to date including:  

7.3.1 August/September 2018: Tell us about Meadowbank - three public drop-in 
events based on the Scottish Government’s Place Standard tool and 
encouraging the community to bring forward ideas for the site. 

7.3.2 November 2018: Community and Stakeholder workshops - focusing on 
specific areas of interest arising from the initial events including transport, 
housing, heritage and greenspaces. 

7.3.3 January/February 2019: Meadowbank: Ideas and Visions, further public 
drop-in sessions to outline the findings from the earlier stages, present some 
ideas about how aspirations could be met and proposed next steps. 

7.3.4 The final proposals were presented to the community for final comment at 
the end of June 2019.  

7.4 The drop in sessions were well attended, with evening events proving particularly 
popular.  A Saturday session was included in the second and third rounds of events 
following feedback from the community.  Around 250 people attended the first round 
of events, with the second round attracting around 180.   At time of writing the first 
June session attracted around 40 visitors with two sessions still to take place. 

7.5 The initial online survey yielded over 450 responses. 

7.6 A full consultation report will be submitted as part of the Planning process.   

7.7 The level of community input has been significant and has allowed the Design 
Team to produce plans that will address concerns whilst delivering an aspirational 
place appropriate to the central location of the site.  

 

8. Background reading/external references 

8.1 Meadowbank Public Consultation Boards June 2019 

8.2 New Meadowbank Sport Centre -Award of Contract, Report to Finance and 
Resources Committee, 11 October 2018 

8.3 Meadowbank Sports Centre, Report to Culture and Communities Committee, 11 
September 2018 (Summary of decisions to date) 

8.4 Meadowbank, Reports to Development Management Sub Committee, 29 June 2018 

8.5 21st Century Homes- Housing Development at Fountainbridge and Meadowbank, 
report to Health Social Care and Housing Committee, 19 April 2016 

8.6 Funding Package Proposal for a New Meadowbank, report to Council, 10 March 
2016  

8.7 National and Regional Sports Facilities, report to Council 13 March 2008 
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9. Appendices 

9.1 Meadowbank site plan.

 

Appendix 1- Site Plan  

 
 

Site A: 142  
Site B: 227  
Site C: 242   
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